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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General orientation 
The Alamblak language is spoken by approximately 1500 people living in the East Sepik Province of 

Papua New Guinea. It is a Papuan language, classified within the Alamblak Language Family of the Sepik Hill 
Stock. There are two major dialects: the ‘Karawari’ and the ‘Kuvenmas’ dialects.  

The goal of this paper is to describe various features which function to organize Alamblak discourse. 
Alamblak texts are organized around several morphological features. These features include verb morphology 
and particles. The verb morphology is very complex and exhibits various clause chaining strategies. Clauses can 
be chained through the use of subordinating verbal suffixes or simply through the use of a non-final rising or 
level intonation. Certain particles have a pragmatic function at the discourse level, serving to convey the 
communicator’s intent. 

Aspect and mood are other features which organize Alamblak discourse. Relevent aspects include the 
imperfective and perfect aspects. The presupposition marker (-a) has been analysed by Bruce (1984:140) as a 
mood which often marks semantically backgrounded or presupposed information in discourse. 

1.2 Theoretical framework 
In dealing with questions of how a certain grammatical feature functions, it is helpful to look at both the 

semantic and pragmatic aspects which may be associated with that feature. The stratified communication model, 
as developed by Ilah Fleming (1988), is designed for this kind of analysis. It views the communication system 
as a series of stratal levels. The highest level is the communication situation, which is pragmatic in nature. 
Below it are the semantic, morphemic and expression levels. The emes, distribution classes, constructions and 
relationships among the parts of a construction are different for each stratum. The morphemic stratum will 
consist of morphological constructions such as Word, Noun Phrase, Prepositional Phrase, Clause, etc. 

Prepositional Phrase = C: preposition  +  F: noun, Noun Phrase 

The constituents of a morphological construction have a lineal order indicated by C (CENTRAL), P 
(PRECEDING), and F (FOLLOWING). These ordered consituents are filled by embedded constructions and/or 
morphemes of a certain distributional class. The semantic stratum will consist of constructions such as 
Proposition, Interproposition and Discourse. 

Event = AGENT: thing  +  ACTIVITY: action  +  PATIENT: thing 

The constituents of a semantic construction consist of functions, such as AGENT, which have no lineal order. 
These semantic functions are filled by embedded constructions and/or sememes of a certain distributional class. 

Relationships between strata are termed realization relationships and are indicated by a forward slash / for 
a downward relationship and by a backward slash \ for an upward relationship. They relate the elements of one 
stratum with those of another stratum. Thus a semantic construction such as an Event, might be realized as a 
morphemic Clause or even a Noun Phrase. 

SEvent 
/MClause The bird is falling. 
/MNoun Phrase The falling bird… 

When alternate realizations such as this occur, it is time to ask why. It may be that an Event is realized as a 
Clause when occuring in the mainline of a discourse, but as a Noun Phrase when it is functioning within the 
system of participant identification.
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1.3 Abbreviations
1.3.1 In examples 

1D 1st person dual 

1PL 1st person plural 

1S 1st person singular 

2D 2nd person dual 

2PL 2nd person plural 

2S 2nd person singular 

3D 3rd person dual 

3PL 3rd person plural 

3SF 3rd person singular feminine 

3SM 3rd person singual masculine 

Ass.Caus Associative Cause 

CAUS  causative 

CESS  cessative aspect 

CIR  circumstantial cause 

CONT  continuous aspect 

COP  copula 

CP  copular phrase 

CPL  completive aspect 

CRS current relevant state 

DEM  demonstrative 

DEP  dependent marker 

DER  derivational 

Dir.Caus Direct Cause 

DPTV departative aspect 

E/R  emphatic/reflexive 

EMPH emphatic 

FUT  future 

G.DEP  general dependent marker 

G.SET general setting case marker 

GEN  genetive 

HAB  habitual aspect 

HORT  hortative 

I.PST  immediate past tense 

IMP  imperative 

IMPV  imperfective aspect 

INF  infinitive 

INSTR  instrument 

IRR irrealis 

Man.Caus Manipulative Cause 

NEG  negative 

NOM  nominaliser 

Obj object 

PERF  perfect aspect 

POSSD  possessed modifier 

PRES  present tense 

PROC  process 

PROG  progressive aspect 

PROL  prolative aspect 

PRSUP  presupposition marker 

PUR  purpose 

R.PST  remote past tense 

RECIP  reciprocal 

REF referent case 

ref  referent 

S.SET  specific setting case marker 

SEQ  sequential marker 

STAT stative aspect 

Subj subject 

T.SET  temporal setting 

1.3.2 In morphotactics 

AdjP adjective phrase 

adv adverb 

Cl clause 

Cl-final final clause 

Cl-inf infinitive clause 

Cl-nonfinal confinal clause 

ComP complex phrase 

conj conjunction 

CopP copular phrase 

DeicW deictic word 

DemW demonstrative word 

n noun 

NC nominal chain 

NP noun phrase 

NPB noun phrase base 

NW noun word 

PossP possession phrase 
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post.adj post-adjective 

PostP postpositional phrase 

pre.adj pre-adjective 

prn pronoun 

PrnP pronoun phrase 

prtcl particle 

ResP resemblance phrase 

Sen sentence 

sfx suffix 

v verb 

VP verb phrase 

vrt verb root 

VW verb word 

1.3.3 Parts of speech in texts 

ad  adessive  

adj  adjective  

adv  adverb  

adv.asp   adverbial aspect root  

al   allative marker  

aux.asp   auxiliary aspect root  

ben.sfx   benefactive suffix  

caus.pfx  causative prefix  

class.sfx  classifier suffix  

com.sfx   comitative suffix  

comp.adj compound adjective  

comp.conj compound conjunction  

comp.deic compound deictic  

comp.dem compound demonstrative  

comp.interr compound interrogative 

comp.n  compound noun  

compar.ptcl  comparative particle  

compl.interr complex interrogative  

conj   conjunction  

coor   coordinate  

cop   copula  

da   different actor marker  

deic.pfx   deictic prefix  

deic.sfx   deictic suffix  

dem   demonstrative 

der.sfx  derivational suffix  

e/r   emphatic/reflexive marker  

e/r.prn  emphatic/reflexive pronoun  

elev.en   elevational enclitic  

elev.pfx   elevational prefix  

emph   emphatic marker  

fut.irr   future irrealis suffix  

g.dep   general dependent marker  

g.set   general setting marker  

gen   genetive  

hort.pfx   hortative prefix  

imper.pfx  imperative prefix  

impf.sfx  imperfective suffix  

inf   infinitive  

instr   instrument marker  

interj.ptcl  interjection particle ⊃ yo 

interr   interrogative  

irr.sfx  irrealis suffix  

lig   ligature  

lim   limiter  

loc.rt   locative root  

mod   modifier  

n   noun  

neg   negation particle  

nom   nominalizer  

non-possd  non-possessed marker  

path   path marker  

png   person-number-gender marker  

posnl.rt  positional root  

possd   possessed marker  

prn   pronoun  

prsup   presupposition marker  

pur   purpose marker  

quant   quantifier  

rec.pfx   reciprocal prefix  

ref   referent marker  

s.set   specific setting marker  

sa   same actor marker  

sc.adv   scaler adverb  

sim   simultaneous marker  

spat.asp   spatial aspect root 
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spec.en   specifier enclitic  

temp  temporal root  

temp.asp  temporal aspect root  

temp.spec temporal specifier  

tns.pfx   tense prefix  

tns.sfx   tense suffix  

v   verb  

voc  vocative suffix  

1.3.4 Statificational notation 
M morphemic stratum (MClause) 
S semantic stratum (SEvent) 
n recursion (P n) 

/ “is realized by” 

\ “realizes” 

= “is composed of” 

: “is filled by” 

[   ] “and” (all inclusive) 

{   } “or” (either or) 

• unacceptable, ungrammatical 

+ “and” (in addition to) 

⊃ “includes” (a class which includes) 

# empty realization 

ø zero as an eme (e.g. 2S as zero) 

P preceding constituent  
 relative closeness to C:
 P1,  P2,  P3 

C central constituent 

F following constituent 
 relative closeness to C:
 F1, F2, F3 
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2. MORPHOTACTICS 
Alamblak is an agglutinating polysynthetic language, with predominately suffixing and some prefixing on 

verbs. The basic word order of the clause is SOV. In order to understand the organization of Alamblak 
discourse, it is first necessary to have some familiarity with the structure of the verb, clause and sentence.  The 
following charts are based upon the work of Les Bruce, but adapted to fit the stratified communication model.   

The charts here begin with Verb Word, progressing through Clause and Sentence Each level is displayed in 
stratificational terms.  The purpose of this section is to familiarize the reader with the general structure of those 
morphological constructions which are pertinent to an understanding of this discourse study. Appendix A 
contains the charts and formulas for other morphotactic constructions. 

2.1 Verb Word 
The Verb Word (VW) is the center of activity in Alamblak (see Table 1: Verb Word). It consists of three 

positions preceding the verb (P1-P3) and nine positions following the verb (F1-F9). The central constituent may 
be filled by more than one verb in the case of serialization. Fillers of certain positions in the VW are 
demonstrated in the following tables. 
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Table 1: Verb Word 
 
MVerbWord = P3: {imp, hort} + P2: elevational prefix + P1n: verb prefix + Cn: verb + F1n: adverbial suffix + F2: irrealis suffix + F3: tense suffix + F4: {impv, prsup}  
 
 + F5: non-final suffix + F6: t + F7n: terminator + F8: elevational suffix + F9: G.DEP 
 
 MVerbWord =   P3 P2 P1n Cn F1n F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7n 

Subj 
 
Obj 

F8 F9 

1  SEvent (ACT) wa 
IMP 

mi 
elev 

 yak 
get 

 twa 
IMP 

    n 
2S 

t  
3SF 

  

2     f 
I.PST 

tat 
hit 

      r   
3SM 

f 
2D 

  

3     ka 
cause 

fkne 
enter 

  mo 
r.pst 

   r  
3SM 

m  
3PL 

  

4     fak 
cause 

hakru 
load 

nho    buga 
help   completely 

 mo 
r.pst 

   r   
3SM 

nom  
1PL 

  

5      teh 
pull 

dimandi    he 
quickly     BEN 

 mo 
r.pst 

   m 
3PL 

a  
1S 

  

6      hingrna 
work 

you 
slowly 

wah 
neg 

    ko 
2PL 

   

7      yi 
go 

    et 
POSSD 

 r 
3SM 

  n 
g.dep 

8      grha 
dance 

habri 
encircling 

   kfot 
INF 

     

9      hir 
float 

thoni hany 
about PROG 

   hato 
SEQ 

     

10      ha 
chop 

  mo 
r.pst 

u 
IMPV 

  t 
3SF 

   

11    mi 
elev 

 ha 
chop 

ak 
get 

 mo 
r.pst 

u 
IMPV 

hat 
T.SET 

     

12      hna 
bring 

  rhw 
FUT 

a 
PRSUP 

 t 
IR
R 

nom 
1PL 

t 
3SF 

  

13      hany 
take 

 r 
IRR 

mo 
r.pst 

u         |  a 
IMPV | prsup 

  r 
3SM 

r 
3SM 

  

14      rhu 
sit 

marnya 
well 

 mo 
r.pst 

   r 
3SM 

 ko(n) 
elev 

n 
g.dep 
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 MVerbWord =   P3 P2 P1n Cn F1n F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7n 

Subj 
 
Obj 

F8 F9 

15   wa 
IMP 

  yak 
get 

 kah 
IRR 

  t 
Cir 

 n 
2S 

   

16     yak 
cause 

hmbre 
put 

  mo 
r.pst 

u         |  a 
IMPV | prsup 

t 
Cir 

 r 
3SM 

m 
3PL 

  

17      toh 
stand 

rafo 
hinderingly 

   nef 
NOM 

 t 
3SF 

   

18  SEvent 
  (PROCS) 
Attribution 

   bro 
big 

ta 
process 

 mo 
r.pst 

   r 
3SM 

   

19  SEvent 
  (EXPSN) 

  na 
recip 

ptha 
talk 

nhombra 
descriptively 

 mo 
r.pst 

   no 
1PL 

   

20      kfo 
speak 

fura     htfas 
empyt around 

 ro 
npst 

   r 
3SM 

   

21  SEvent 
  (EXPNC) 

   hti 
see 

difron 
anxiously 

   thombat 
T.SET 

     

22  SKinship    yifem 
father 

  rah 
FUT 

   r 
3SM 

r 
3SM 

  

23  SEvent (ACT) 
    (EXPSN) 

   grha    nur 
dance cry 

  mo 
r.pst 

   m 
3PL 

   

1.   Go down and get her. 13.  He would never take it. 
2.   He hit them(2). 14.  He lived well up (in heaven). 
3.   He made them enter. 15.  You get it (and I will buy it). 
4.   He helped us completely load it. 16.  After he got them and put them together (she said to him). 
5.   They quickly pulled the canoe for me. 17.  protecting/protection 
6.   Stop working slowly. 18.  He became big. 
7.   When he went (she enter the house). 19.  We described (it) to each other. 
8.   (He went) to dance in a circle. 20.  He joked around from place to place. 
9.   After drifting about (they docked the canoe). 21.  When he looks anxiously (he will walk safely). 
10.  She would chop wood. 22.  He will be a father to him. 
11.  Whenever she would go chop firewood  (she wouldn’t take the ax back in the  
       house). 

23.  They danced (and) they cried. 

12.  We won’t bring it.  
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Table 2: Verb Word P2 elevational prefixes 

 Level Sloping upward  Sloping downward Straight down 

Moving toward speaker yari(m)- yuwa- m- mi-, yhom- wa- 

Moving away from speaker rim- wu-    
(Bruce 1984:150) 

Elevational prefixes indicate movement in a certain direction. 
 1) rim-hti-mo-r-r 

move-see-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘He went over to see him.’ 

 2) wa-hti-mo-r-r 
down-see-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘He went down to see him.’ 

Table 3: Verb Word tense and mode configurations 

  Verb Word F3: tense suffix 

  remote past  
(-mo) 

near past  
(-ro) 

immediate 
past  
(ø, -fo, -tawo) 

present  
(ø) 

future  
(-rhw, -
rah) 

Verb Word F2: Irrealis (-r,  
-kah, -wah) 

-r-mo -r-ro -r-fo -kah, -wah  

Verb Word F6: Irrealis (-t)     -rhwa-t 

The irrealis mode is manifested by different morphemes according to the tense with which it occurs. 

Past tense 
 3) finji hti-r-mo-nom-r 

neg see-IRR-R.PST-1PL-3SM 
‘We didn’t see him.’ 

Present tense 
 4) finji yi-kah-r 

neg go-IRR-3SM 
‘He is not going.’ 

Future tense 
 5) finji hti-rhwa-t-an-r 

neg see-FUT-IRR-1S-3SM 
‘I won’t be seeing him.’ 

Table 4: Verb Word F7 terminators 
 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 -a(n)* -no(n) -NOM 

2 -0(n) -fn -ko(m) 

3   -f -m 

3 masculine -r   

3 feminine -t   
(Bruce 1984:149) 
*The final nasals which are in parentheses reduce word-finally unless, in the case of second-person-singular, 
it follows a consanant. 
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Table 5: Verb Word.F8 elevational suffixes 

-ko up 

-i(t)o on the level 

-he / -we down 
(Bruce 1984:98) 

Unlike the elevational prefixes, elevational suffixes do not indicate motion.  They locate the action, 
state, destination, or focus of the verb with respect to the position of the speaker. 
 6) hti-mo-r-r-ko 

see-R.PST-3SM-3SM-up 
‘He saw him up above.’ 

2.2 Clause subordination 
Alamblak clauses are subordinated within sentences through various verb suffixes. These suffixes 

occur within the F5 position of the Verb Word. They are involved in the realization of temporal relationships 
and some logical relationships. The General Dependent marker –n is also a subordinating suffix which fills 
the F9 position in the Verb Word. 

           F5 
 7) nia-mo-t-r kfo-mo-an-r 

come-R.PST-CIR-3SM tell-R.PST-1S-3SM 
‘He came so I spoke to him.’ 

                               F9 
 8) yhom brnyi-mo-an-n gtwa fak-wok-mo-a 

ELEV go-R.PST-1S-G.DEP sago.frond get-cut-R.PST-1S 
‘I went over and cut a sago frond.’ 

                     F5         F5  F9 
 9) kuny grha-t yi-et-r-n wom kuny-ko yi-mo-t 

house dance-INF go-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP another house-to go-R.PST-3SF 
‘As he went to house dance, she went to another house.’ 

                                 F5 
 10) doht mi-kmbre-ni-hato yi-mo-f 

canoe down-fill-CPL-SEQ go-R.PST-3D 
‘Filling the canoe, they went.’ 

                              F5 
 11) ror yuk-hany-mo-hat nd nngant was-mo-r 

he swim-PROG-R.PST-T.SET the fish spear-R.PST-3SM 
‘When he was swimming he speared the fish.’ 

2.3 Clause 
Semantic propositions such as Event and Spatial Location are encoded by the clause.  The clause may 

also encode interpropositions of Logical Arrangement such as reason, efficient cause and purpose.  
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Table 6: MClause 
 SLREL.PRIOR, 

LREL.SUBSEQ 
SAGENT, SLOCN, PAT, INSTR, REP, 
REC, BEN, TLOCN, REFERENCE 

SLog.Arr.SUBSEQ, PAT SLog.Arr.PRIOR, ACT, 
EXPSN, EXPNC, 
COMPARED 

SSLOC, STIM, 
SLOCN, PAT 

MClause = P3n: {conj, partcl} P2n: {NP, PosnP, DeicW, ComplxP, 
ResembP, prn} 

P1: {noun, Cl-INF} C: {VW, VP} F: {NP, prn, Cl-
INF} 

SEvent(ACT)  wom yha       | nd metthu yindarir 
one day           the woman’s man 

kuny grhat 
to dance at a house 

yimor 
he went 
 

wom kmit 
at another village 

SEvent(ACT) be 
so 

tfit                 | tu sinya tanymo-ko 
again                to where they left 

 bmbri yimor 
he went quickly 
 

 

SEvent(ACT)  wom mett      | bhay-e  
a woman          with an axe 

nyum 
firewood 

hamout 
she would chop 
 

 

SEvent(EXPNC)    htimort 
he saw it 

bro nungwat 
big bird 
 

SEvent(ACT) ee 
then 

nd dbohneft 
the sickness 
 

 thu tmbhakmot 
it left 

 

SEvent(ACT) ndnettn 
therefore 

dbima 
again 

 hnamomr 
they brought him 

kmi-ko 
to the village 
 

SEvent(ACT) to 
but 

nd tahisn 
the stone 

 kahuktr 
it gave hime 

ndar dbohneft 
this sickness 
 

SEvent(EXPSN) bt 
then 

krif-nano 
afternoon 

 nna kfaknimom 
they argued 
 

 

SComp(PROP)  nom arihat karohm yakitohwa kanjo   |   rom 
like we now hold machettes                   they 

hum 
adzes 

inji kakitohmoumm 
thus held 

 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MClause may be embedded in Sentence.P,C,F; Clause.P1,F; Noun Phrase Base.P1; Postpositional Phrase.C. 
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2.4 Sentence 
Semantic interpropositions such as Temporal Arrangement and Conversation Block are encoded by the 

sentence. 

Temporal Arrangement (SEQUENTIAL) 
 12) doht mi-kmbre-ni-hato yi-mo-f 

canoe down-fill-CPL-SEQ go-R.PST-3D 
‘They filled the canoe and went.’ 

Temporal Arrangement (SIMULTANEOUS) 
 13) yima-r nia-thombat maruham hi-rah-r-a 

man-3SM come-T.SET money give-FUT-3SM-1S 
‘When the man comes he will give me money.’ 

 14) yi-et-r-n kuny-ko yi-mo-t 
go-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP house-to go-R.PST-3SF 
‘When he left, she went to the house.’ 

Logical Arrangement (SEQUENTIAL) 
 15) kto wurat bi marnya-ni-t-e wiyauyau-rhw-a 

later foot PERF well-CPL-3SF-DEP walk-FUT-1S 
‘Later, when my foot is completely well, then I will walk.’ 

Conversation Block 
 16) ttiwon-me-mo-t-r finji yi-r-fo-# grha-t 

ask-say-R.PST-3SF-3SM not go-IRR-I.PST-2S dance-INF 
‘She asked him saying, “Didn’t you go to dance?’ 
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Table 7: MSentence  
  

 
STemporalArr.PRIOR 
STemporalArr.SIMUL B 
SLogicalArr.PRIOR 

SQUOTATIVE  
SEvent(EXPNC) 
STemporalArr.SUBSEQ 
STemporalArr.SIMUL A 
SLogicalArr.SUBSEQ 

SQUOTATION 
SSTIMULUS 

MSentence = Pn: Cl-non-final* C: Cl-final** F:  {Clause, “    “} 
STempArr Mikmbrenihato, doht takio tanyhato 

filling it,             casting off the canoe 
yimom. 
they went 

 

SLogArr Kto wurat bi marnyanite 
Later, my foot being well 

btn ka wiyauyaurhwa 
then I will walk. 

 

STempArr Yimorn,  kmit mfnahhato 
he went, came to the village 

kunys witamor. 
entered the house 

 

SEv(EXPNC) Yimorn, brbo yihom toh hanymor 
he went, standing close by 

asha wanymor 
there he heard 

fohm nia humamohat. 
the pigs come rooting 

SConvBlk Niamotr 
he came 

memoyanr 
I said to him 

“Mongko mimpno watohnetwa.” 
you stand behind the trees 

STempArr Bhaye nyumm mihakmohat 
when she cut firewood with an axe 

nhai tfit kunyko hanyrmotr. 
she didn’t take it back to the house. 

 

STempArr Kuny grhat yiyetrn 
when he went to dance at the house 

kmiko yimom. 
they went to the village 

 

 
*Clause-non-final is used as a cover term to indicate those clauses with a verb which manifests one of the following: 
Verb Word F5 filled by –et plus F9 filled by -n 
Verb Word F5 filled by -hat, -hato, -thombat, or -t 
Verb Word F9 filled by -n 
Non-final intonation pattern 
 
**Clause-final is used as a cover term to indicate those clauses with a verb which does not manifest non-final characteristics.
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3. SEMOTACTICS 
Semotactics deals with the semantic constructions which are encoded by morphemic data. In this case, the 

semantic constructions are primarily higher level interproposition relationships such as temporal and logical 
arrangements. However, propositions such as Existential, Naming, Identification, Social Relationship, Spatial 
Location, etc. also play an important role in the organization of information within discourse. Aspect functions to 
expand a proposition by modifying the internal temporal constituency of an event. This type of modification is also 
important to an understanding of the organization of discourse. In an attempt to display the various kinds of 
information within a discourse, texts have been charted in a semantic trace as displayed in appendices B-G. When a 
semantic notion can be realized in various ways, the question arises as to what is the function of each realization? 
What controls the choice of one over another? For example, temporal simultaneity can be encoded in several ways. 
The differences are related to temporal setting, complete overlap and partial overlap. The following examples 
demonstrate some alternate realizations which have discourse relevance. 

3.1 Temporal arrangements 
Temporal arrangements consist of propositions arranged along a temporal axis. The two basic relationships 

are succession and simultaneity. Succession includes a sequentially prior and a sequentially subsequent 
proposition. It may include a degree of temporal proximity such as ‘immediately’. Simultaneity includes two 
simultaneous propositions. It may also include an approximation of the degree of temporal overlap, e.g. partial, 
complete. 

3.1.1 Temporal succession 

In a sequential temporal arrangement, the prior proposition may be realized by a clause whose verb manifests 
one of three possible configurations. The verb may have the full inflection of an independent verb, but will be 
accompanied by a non-final rising or level intonation. 

[       Non-final intonation       ] 
 17) yuhre rim toh-hany-mo-m wom sawoh-f nna-ak-ni-mo-f 

still ELEV stand-PROG-R.PST-3PL a couple-2D fight-get-CPL-R.PST-2D 
‘They were still standing there (when) a couple started fighting.’ 

The verb may manifest the sequential (SEQ) marker –hato. 

[   Sequential marker   ] 
 18) doht takio-tany-hato yi-mo-f 

canoe cast.off-DPTV-SEQ go-R.PST-3D 
‘Casting off the canoe they left.’ 

The verb may manifest the general dependent (G.DEP) marker –n. 

[ General Dependent marker ] 
 19) karoh kfrat yak-mo-an-t-n hanku-marnya-mo-an-t 

knife spear get-R.PST-1S-3SF-G.DEP sharpen-well-R.PST-1S-3SF 
‘I got the knife spear and sharpened it well.’ 

The significance of these three configurations will be discussed in section 5.3 Participant reference and referential 
domains. 

3.1.2 Temporal simultaneity 

Simultaneous temporal arrangements may be realized by either a sentence or a clause. Within the context of a 
sentence, proposition A may be realized by a clause whose verb manifests one of three possible configurations. The 
verb may manifest the possessed (POSSD) marker –et plus the general dependent marker –n. 

[Possesed + General Dependent marker] 
 20) yi-et-r-n kuny-ko yi-mo-t 

go-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP house-to go-R.PST-3SF 
‘As he left, she went to the house.’ 
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The verb may manifest the temporal setting markers –hat or –thombat. 

[   Temporal Setting   ] 
 21) ror yuk-hany-mo-hat nd nngan-rpa-t was-mo-r 

he swim-PROG-R.PST-T.SET DEM bass-only-3SF spear-R.PST-3SM 
‘When he was swimming he speared only bass fish.’ 

[   Temporal Setting    ] 
 22) yima-r nia-thombat maruham hi-rah-r-a 

man-3SM come-T.SET money give-FUT-3SM-1S 
‘When the man comes he will give me money.’ 

Within the context of a clause, proposition A may be realized by a Noun Phrase which has a nominalized 
(NOM) verb as its head followed by the referent (REF) marker pno. 

[ Nominal verb    +    Referent marker ] 
 23) mi-yau-yak-ni-nef-t pno nandomr bhonano fahot-mo-r-r 

ELEV-walk-get-CPL-NOM-3SF REF snake middle step-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘At the time he started to walk he stepped on the middle of a snake.’ 

The conditioning factors for these alternate realizations will be discussed in section 5.4 Temporal 
simultaneity. 

3.2 Logical arrangements 
Logical arrangements consist of propositions arranged along a logical axis. Logical succession includes a 

logically prior and a logically subsequent proposition, each with its own type of logical relation. Reason is encoded 
by a chain of two sentences. The second sentence begins with a formulaic compound ndnettn which refers back to 
the previous proposition, see 5.5.2 Efficient cause (reason). 

Reason 
 24) Mugrm rhu-rafo-wo-m-a nan-hu yhota yuhat. Ndnettn nakut-wo-an-ko. 

crocodiles sit-block-PRES-3PL-1S 1S-GEN path way therefore call-PRES-1S-2PL 
‘The crocodiles are blocking my path. Because of that, I am calling for you.’ 

Both contingency and hypotheticality are types of conditionals. They are realized within the sentence, see 5.5.5 
Contingent and hypothetical conditions. 

Contingency 
 25) kto wurat bi marnya-ni-t-e wiyauyau-rhw-a 

later foot PERF well-CPL-3SF-DEP then walk-FUT-1S 
‘Later, when my foot is completely well, then I will walk.’ 

Hypotheticality 
 26) Wewak-ko yi-rah-n-e marmbt hti-rah-n. 

Wewak-AL go-FUT-2S-DEP ocean see-FUT-2S 
‘If you go to Wewak you will see the ocean.’ 

Circumstantial cause is realized by the verb suffix –t, see 5.2.1 Circumstantial (CIR) cause. 

Circumstantial Cause 
 27) ramemr bupam naku-mo-t-r mett he-mo-t-r 

husband water call-R.PST-CIR-3SM woman give-R.PST-3SF-3SM 
‘The husband called for water so the woman gave it to him.’ 

Purpose is realized within the clause. The verb will manifest the infinitive suffix –kfot/-t, see 5.5.3 Final cause 
(purpose). 

Purpose 
 28) kuny grha-t yi-mo-r 

house dance-INF go-R.PST-3SM 
‘He went to dance.’ 
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3.3 Reiteration 
Reiteration is a device used in tail head linkage and is pertinent as a cohesive strategy within discourse. It 

involves a proposition and its reiteration. The reiteration may or may not include additonal constituents, see 5.1 
Reiteration. 

 |--------linkage---------| 

 [REITERATED] [REITERATION] 
 29) Naku fohner yohmoyanr, rb-mo-an-r. Rb-ni-hato yihotar 

sago blossoming I.cut fence-R.PST-1S-3SM fence-CPL-SEQ path  
marnyamoyanr 
make well.I 
‘I cut a blossoming sago tree and fenced it on one side.  I finished fencing it and cleared a path.’ 

3.4 Aspect 
According to Bruce “the imperfective aspect views a situation with regard to its internal temporal 

constituency either as habitual or continuous.  It does not exclude a progressive meaning” (1984:135).  The correct 
interpretation depends upon the context in which it is used.  Imperfective aspect is encoded by the verb suffix -u.  
The aspectual notions of progressive and habitual may also be encoded by other verb suffixes (-hany, -haku). 

SASPECT: habitual 

/MVerb Word F4: u 
 30) nd mett nyumm ha-mo-u-t 

DEM woman firewood chop-R.PST-IMPV-3SF 
‘The woman used to chop firewood.’ 

/MVerb Word F1: haku 
 31) ndha toh-haku-mo-m 

here live-HAB-R.PST-3PL 
‘They always lived there.’ 

SASPECT: progressive 

/MVerb Word F1: hany 
 32) nd dbohnef-t inji toh-yakitoh-hany-mo-t-r 

DEM sickness-3SF thus stand-hold-PROG-R.PST-3SF-3SM 
‘The sickness was holding him thus.’ 

SASPECT: continuous 

/MVerb Word F4: u 
 33) mugr-r nunga-t frtataf-hato tuha fa-mo-u-r-t 

crocodile-3SM bird-3SF hit-SEQ there eat-R.PST-IMPV-3SM-3SF 
‘The crocodile hit the bird and was eating it there.’ 
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4. DISCOURSE FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
It has become widely accepted that within narrative discourse there is a distinction between foreground and 

background material (Hopper 1982, Grimes 1975, Givon 1972, Longacre 1976 and others).  The distinction is not 
one based upon the relative importance of the material, but rather upon the particular function of each type of 
material within a discourse, such as encoding story-line events versus explanatory or descriptive information.  
Alamblak appears to have no clear cut morphemically marked event line which acts solely to carry the narrative 
forward.  Imperfective verbs tend to encode background material but not always. Perfective verbs tend to encode 
foreground material but can combine with other markers to encode material which would appear to be background 
in nature. Other aspects can combine equally with either.  Final and non-final verbs also do not fit the dichotomy 
well.  Therefore morphemic and semantic data will be discussed according to their function within the general 
discourse rather than as they relate to foreground or background material per se.  Morphological criteria include 
constructions and relative positions which are alternate realizations of specific semantic notions, and particles.  
Semantic criteria include tense, aspect and relationships such as temporal and logical arrangements.  Even 
pragmatic notions, such as referential plot, and the attitude, interest, expectations and intent of the speaker or hearer 
form a basis for distinguishing various types of information within discourse.  Several features of material in 
Alamblak narrative discourse are listed in Table 8. 

Table 8: Discourse features 

1. Perfective aspect Imperfective/perfect aspect 

2. Realis Irrealis 

3. Asserted Presupposed 

4. Sequential Overlap 

5. Temporal relations Logical relations 

6. Referential plot Setting, flashback, speaker/hearer/participant's intent, interest, attitude                   

Certain features are present within particular types of material within a discourse.  Quoted material tends to 
reflect the intent, interest, desire or attitude of the speaker, hearer or participants.  Discourse setting, explanations 
and the introduction of major participants are expressed with the imperfective aspect and appear unbounded.  
Boundedness is a notion borrowed from Chung and Timberlake (1985).  It focuses upon the open-endedness of an 
event as opposed to its internal dynamic chacteristics.  Flashback is encoded by the perfect aspect and presupposed 
information is indicated by the presupposition marker. 

4.1 Perfective versus imperfective aspect 
One of the interesting features of Alamblak verb morphology is its ability to encode aspect in either the Verb 

Word F1 or F4 postition. The Verb Word F4 position hosts the imperfective aspect, whereas F1 hosts a variety of 
aspectual notions. These aspectual notions may co-occur in various combinations.  The co-occurence restrictions of 
the  various aspectual notions in relation to the imperfective aspect is helpful in determining its exact meaning and 
function. 

The various temporal aspects which may be encoded in the Verb Word F1 position include the following: 
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haku habituative (HAB) 

hany progressive (PROG) 

haso stative (STAT) 

ni completive (CPL) 

tany departive (DPTV) 

tmbho cessative (CESS) 

yifahta durative (DUR) 

ta process (PROC) 

Perfective-imperfective aspect is a primary distinction within narrative discourse.  Perfective aspect according 
to Bruce (1984:133) is unmarked (or marked with zero) and contrasts with the imperfective in past time. It portrays 
an event as being a completed whole without regard to its internal temporal constituency (Comrie 1976:16).  It can 
occur with the following temporal aspects which function to modify the internal temporal constituency of an event. 

Habitual 
 34) hti-haku-mo-r mar-r yuhni-nef-t 

see-HAB-R.PST-3SM sun-3SM set-NOM-3SF 
‘He always looked at the sun set.’ 

Progressive 
 35) hti-hany-mo-r mar-r yuhni-hany-mo-hat 

see-PROG-R.PST-3SM sun-3SM set-PROG-R.PST-T.SET 
‘He was looking at the sun setting.’ 

Stative 
 36) hti-haso-mo-r marr yuhni-mo-hat 

see-STAT-R.PST-3SM sun-3SM set-R.PST-T.SET 
‘He watched the sun set.’ 

Stative + Progressive 
 37) hti-haso-hany-mo-r mar-r yuhni-hany-mo-hat 

see-STAT-PROG-R.PST-3SM sun-3SM set-PROG-R.PST-T.SET 
‘He was watching the sun setting.’ 

Departative 
 38) ror-hu kmi-t toh-tany-mo-r 

3SM-GEN village-3SF stand-DPTV-R.PST-3SM 
‘He left his village.’ 

Cessative 
 39) muh-t tou-tmbho-mo-r 

hole-3SF dig-CESS-R.PST-3SM 
‘He stopped digging the hole.’ 

The imperfective is marked by the morpheme -u- in the Verb Word F4 position.  It views the internal 
temporal constituency of an event as habitual or continuous, depending upon the context.  A habitual interpretation 
views the situation as a characteristic feature of an extended period of time. 
 40) nd mett nyumm ha-mo-u-t 

DEM woman firewood chop-R.PST-IMPV-3SF 
‘The woman used to chop firewood.’ 

The imperfective can be used to encode such things as discourse setting, explanation, and description. Its 
primary function may not be a semantic one as much as it is a pragmatic one, in that it serves to halt or decrease the 
flow of the discourse as information is conveyed which adds to the hearers understanding of the immediate 
situation. 
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4.1.1 Discourse setting  

Discourse setting is a global feature, whereas span setting is more local in nature.  The latter will be discussed 
later.  One of the primary uses of the imperfective is encoding the setting of a discourse.  When used like this it 
portrays events as habitual, characteristic of a whole period.  This is illustrated in both the Independence and Adze 
narratives.  Lines 2-3 of Independence Day relate the historical background leading up to gaining independence.  
They set the stage for what follows. 

Independence Day (ref 002-003) 
 41) Afo tafi independens yakduha, Austrariaroh yinhit rhu-mo-u-nom. 

first not.yet independence get Australia's rule sit-R.PST-IMPV-1PL 
Austrariaroh yinhit rhumohat, kuta-mo-u-m-nom Papuai Niugini 
Australia's rule sat.when call-R.PST-IMPV-3PL-1PL Papua.and New.Guinea 
‘Before we got independence we were under Australia's rule. When we were under Australia's rule, 
they called us Papua and  New Guinea.’ 

 

Lines 1-3 in BHAR present the setting which forms a foundation for understanding the events which follow.  
The events within the setting portray actions which are habitual in that they constitute a characteristic routine 
always followed by the woman. 

BHAR (ref 001-003) 
 42) Wom mett bhae nyum ha-mo-u-t. Nyumm mihakmouahat nhai  

A woman with.adze firewood chop-R.PST-IMPV-3SF firewood when.chopped not  
tfit kunyko hany-r-mo-u-a-t-r. 
then to.house take-IRR-R.PST-IMPV-PRSUP-3SF-3SM  
Briahako htany-mo-u-t-r. 
outside left-R.PST-IMPV-3SF-3SM 
A woman used to chop firewood with an adze. When she would chop firewood, she would not take 
the adze back into the house. She would leave it outside. 

4.1.2 Explanation 

At times items or events occur which are unfamiliar or to the hearer. The narrator must then provide either a 
fuller description or an explanation of the item or event.  It may involve a flashback of some kind. This also applies 
to unfamiliar roles which a participant is functioning in, such as prophet, king, prime minister, etc.  This kind of 
information is encoded by the imperfective aspect and is habitual in nature.  In the following example it was 
necessary for the narrator to explain to his audience what a "tent peg" was. 

(Jayert took the dagger like thing for fastening down the tent corner.) 
 43) Nd kim hafit shrt bbinsofmn tasnfae  

the dagger like thing into.ground with.hammer  
frhambo-noh-mo-u-a-m-m, ser psifm hatoh-mo-u-a  
pound-die-R.PST-IMPV-PRSUP-3PL-3PL canvas corners fasten-R.PST-IMPV-PRSUP  
mtitofm  tfit  nd kim kanjo ruhet shrtn tfit wathukiyakhato, ttaf kambo  
ropes then the dagger like being thing then having.tied tie pound  
nna-mo-u-m-m. 
hit-R.PST-IMPV-3PL-3PL 
‘They would pound the dagger like thing into the ground with a hammer, then having tied the corner 
tent ropes to the dagger like thing then they would drive it the rest of the way.’ 

The story then returns to the event line where, having taken the tent peg, she drives it through Sisera’s head and 
kills him. 

In the Pig Hunting  narrative the imperfective is used with flashback to explain the action of the pigs. 
 44) Hti-mo-an-r bi foh ya-et-r-n. Krif yifungtni dbha  

see-R.PST-1S-3SM PERF pig eat-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP afternoon evening.and morning  
ksfut  foh-m nia-fa-mo-u-m-r 
dawn pig-3PL come-eat-R.PST-IMPV-3PL-3SM 
‘I saw that the pigs had eaten it. At dawn and dusk the pigs would come and eat it. 
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4.1.3 Introduction of major participant 

A final use of the imperfective is the introduction of major participants in a narrative.  A major participant is 
one who has primary importance within the discourse.  Importance may be signaled by the use of identification 
propositions such as naming, depiction, social relationship, etc.  Major participants also occur more frequently as 
the topic of clauses.  Many times the introduction of a major participant is accomplished in the setting of the 
discourse where the major participant is presented as the actor of the events.  However, another strategy is to 
introduce the major participant by using a clause whose predicate is manifested by either of the two verbs roh 
"sitting" or toh "standing".  In these instances the verbs function metaphorically, serving to identify the participant. 
 45) Bingot Yumbukomtn toh-mo-u-m bro tndh brom. 

long.ago at.Yumbokomt stand-R.PST-IMPV-3PL big ancestors big-3PL 
‘Long ago important ancestors used to live at Yumbokomt.’ 

4.1.4 Continuous events 

There are instances where events encoded with the imperfective aspect are active and appear to be in the main 
stream of the narrative.  In these instances the information is neither a setting, explanation, or flashback.  The 
imperfective in these events serves to slow down the forward movement of the narrative by lengthening the time 
period of the event.  It portrays an event or series of events as being continuous, occurring over a limited time 
interval, rather than habitual (occuring over an extended time period). In these instances the imperfective event can 
also be further modified by incorporating other aspects such as progressive or stative. 

Independence Day (ref 015-020) 
(At 12 o'clock midnight rifles fired on radio Moresby.  They sounded and the people said, “Now we 
are independent.”) 

 46) Btn kmithofm be yima yop yuhamn hti-haso-mo-u-m.  
  so villagers then person grave paths see-STAT-R.PST-IMPV-3PL  

Me-mo-u-m, 
think-R.PST-IMPV-3PL 
‘So then the villagers were watching the paths to the graves.  They were thinking,’ 
(“So where are our fathers and mothers?  They must arrive and we see them.” They looked and 
looked but didn't see anything.) 
 
(They put the man in a canoe and took him to Amboin.) 

 47) Tek yuhat hir-hany-hato ror kfo-bruttna-hany-mo-u-r. 
River path float-PROG-SEQ he tell-pray-PROG-R.PST-IMPV-3SM 
‘They were floating along the river and he kept praying.’ 
(He was doing this and they arrived at Amboin.) 

4.2 Perfect aspect 
A third aspect, the perfect, has been analysed by Li and Thompson as an additional category which can be 

understood in terms of its discourse function in Mandarin (1982).  The pragmatic function of the perfect is to 
“relate events or states to a Reference Time, either to the time of the narrative or to the time of the speech act.” (Li 
1982:19)  Events encoded with the perfect aspect describe the current state of affairs, that is current in reference 
to the situation within the narration.  A further specification of the function of the perfect is “to inject background 
comments which are relevant to the situation existing at a given point in the narrations.” (Li 1982:21)  Based upon 
these specifications, the perfect is used to signal a “currently relevant state”. (Li 1982:22) 

We will examine the function of the particle bi from the perspective of the specifications stated above.  I will 
argue that the particle bi encodes perfect aspect.  This will hopefully contibute to an understanding of the perfect 
aspect from a cross-linguistic perspective, by providing information which can be used to compare “the extent to 
which the semantic space which it occupies overlaps in significant ways with that occupied by [the same] category 
in another language.” (Li 1982:41) 

The particle bi has been categorized by Bruce as a modal adverb (Bruce 1984:87).  Adverbs are distinguished 
from particles by their abilitiy to be inflected.  However, due to its inability to host any inflectional affix, bi is best 
categorized as a particle.  It occurs in both independent and subordinate clauses in conjunction with either finite 
verbs or the copulative and existential types of non-finite verbs.  It may also occur in conjunction with either the 
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perfective or imperfective aspects.  In regards to discourse genre, bi has been observed in narrative, procedural, 
descriptive and hortatory types of texts. 

4.2.1 The pragmatic function of bi 

Semantically, bi conveys the notion of relative time either ‘now’ or ‘already’.  Pragmatically it signals a 
‘Currently Relevant State’.  It is its pragmatic function which is of concern here.  Therefore we will consider each 
of the three features expressed by the notion ‘currently relevant state’ (CRS). 

The notion ‘current’ 

The first feature is the notion that the situation is current in relation to the relative time of the narration or 
speech act.  This can be seen by comparing the responses to the question, “Did John come?” 
 48) Uwa, bi nie-r 

yes CRS come-3SM 
‘Yes, he has come.’ 

 49) Uwa, nie-r. 
yes come-3SM 
Yes, he came. 

The response (49) indicates that John came but is not neccesarily still there, whereas (48) indicates that he 
came and is still present. The most common form of greeting in Alamblak is, 
 50) Ni bi nie-#? Uwa, bi nie-a. 

you CRS come-2S yes CRS come-1S 
‘You have come? Yes, I have come?’ 

The question and its response are not focusing upon the action of coming, but rather upon the fact that the 
person is now acknowledged as being currently at the speech act location and therefore must receive the proper 
welcome. 

The notion of ‘current’ can also be expressed by bi in relation to the relative time of various events in a 
narration.  The following example is taken from a legend.  An English translation of the preceding portion is stated 
in parentheses in order to give the context.   

(A woman went off into the jungle to catch grasshoppers.  She climbed a young sago palm in order to 
gather the grasshoppers which were nested in its palm branches.  She gathered most of them and then 
cut one branch which was full of grasshoppers and let it fall to the ground so that she could gather its 
grasshoppers more easily.) 

 51) Nandomr bi niamorn, rot muhmo yangotmbhorn faktefhot hamuhmor 
snake CRS came she climbed sago.tree twist.slowly climbed 
‘A snake had come and slowly twisted and climbed the tree she had climbed.’ 
(She did not see it.  As she was coming down, the snake fell and wrapped itself around her.) 

The use of bi in this instance signals that the snake was in the tree as she was ready to climb down.  It had 
climbed up while she was catching grasshoppers.  It is a type of flashback to show the current situation.  Without 
the bi, the relation changes to one in which the snake is climbing after the woman has started her descent. 

The notion 'state' 

The next feature is the notion of state.  The particle bi signals that there is a significant situation or state of 
affairs created by an event.  The focus shifts from the action to the situation created by that action.  The following 
example is taken from a legend which describes how a young boy was transformed into a bird.  His sister searches 
for him but does not see him.  Then it says, 
 52) Bi nungwa gombr kekutnimor  

CRS bird gombr he.turned.into 
‘He had turned into a gombr bird.’ 

By using bi the event is portrayed as the state of affairs which occassions the girl's inability to see her brother.  
The same statement without bi would simply relate the event that the boy turned into a bird.  The relevance would 
still be implied but the notion of a state of affairs would be lost. The following contrastive examples show the 
notion of 'state of affairs' very clearly. 
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 53) Ninhu yifammemrof nie-thombat yemropenm wa-mi-htany-hi-twa-n-a 
your parents come-T.SET meat IMP-ELEV-leave-BEN-IMP-2S-1S 
‘When your parents come, leave meat for me.’ 

 54) Ninhu yifammemrof bi nie-f yemropenm wa-mi-htany-hi-twa-n-a 
your parents CRS come-2D meat IMP-ELEV-leave-BEN-IMP-2S-1S 
‘When your parents have come, leave meat for me.’ 

Example (53) uses the future simultaneous marker -thombat and simply states that upon the arrival of your 
parents you are to leave meat.  Example (54) however, uses the immediate past tense plus bi to designate the event 
as an established situation which is relevant to when meat may be left.  Both occur in a future context. 

The notion 'relevant' 

The next feature is the notion of relevance.  Relevance is a rather subjective notion which is determined by 
the intent of the speaker and interpreted by the hearer from contextual clues.  The speaker’s intent is signaled by 
the particle bi, but it is the hearer's job to determine the exact nature of the relevance of the statement.   

Change of state 

As noted by Li for Mandarin, the most common nature of the relevance is the idea that there has been a 
change in the state of affairs.  Something is not the same as before, and that something has a bearing upon what 
happens next. In (51) the nature of the relevance is rather obvious from the context.  The snake was not there when 
the woman first climbed the palm tree, but now it is.  The presence of the waiting snake signals danger.  In “Pig 
Hunting” the hunter, after listening to a wounded pig run away, says, 
 55) Be bi yihom fsuhr 

so CRS go he.fell 
‘He has fallen.’ 

The relevance of the statement is in the implied idea that the pig is dead.  Without bi, the statement would simply 
mean that pig stumbled.  

Line 52 of the same hunting story states that the pig is dead. 
 56) Bi gu-e-r 

CRS dead-COP-3SM 
‘He has died.’ 

The use of bi signals relevance in that the pig was alive but now he is dead.  In (52) there is a similar use of bi.  
There is a definite change in the situation which occassions the girl's inability to see her brother. 

Quite frequently bi is used with a copulative clause which designates a change in the state or identity of the 
subject. 
 57) Nom bi independes-e-nom 

we CRS independent-COP-1PL 
‘Now we are independent. (We were not before.)’ 

At times bi may even mark a noun phrase within the clause as a relevant state.  Usually this occurs on a noun 
phrase which is designating a relevant change in temporal or spatial orientation. 
 58) Bi wuri yiharn bi fakmiskamom yeyuk yeshrim 

CRS far time CRS they.prepared for.eating food 
‘It had been long before that they had prepared food for eating.’ 

Logical basis 

So far relevance has been shown in terms of a change in the state of affairs.  Relevance can further be 
demonstrated in terms of how the state of affairs provides a basis for a logical conclusion or form of action.  This is 
found primarily in hortatory texts.  In a text describing the process of sheering sheep, the relevance between the 
length of the sheeps wool and the decision to cut it is easily seen. 
 59) Sifsifroh tmbm yohmoahat htimoum bi yuka-e-m tmbm ee kohmoumm 

sheep’s wool when.cut they.see CRS long-COP-3PL wool alright they.cut.it 
‘When cutting sheep’s wool, they see the wool has become long so they cut it.’ 
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The following examples are from an Alamblak authored hortatory text based upon a New Testament passage 
of Scripture found in I Peter.  The relevance of the situation in (60) has an influence upon the assumption made in 
(61). 
 60) Jisasr rpa yiha nohhato nmoh fasoh nefm bi fakthumorm. 

Jesus one time having.died our evil ways CRS removed.he.them 
‘Jesus having died once, has removed our sins.’ 

 61) Nhai tfitn wom yha yawihnarhwarn, nohrhwatr. 
neg then another day will.come.down.he will.die.he 
‘He will not then come down and die again.’ 

The relevance of the situation in (62) has a direct bearing upon the decision of the speaker to act accordingly in 
(63). 
 62) Bi fnohra. Bi nohhato wiknira Jisasr 

CRS died.he.me CRS having.died bought.he.me Jesus 
‘He has died for me. Having died Jesus has bought me.’ 

 63) Nhai tfitn tamoh tamoh nefm hingrnarhotanm 
neg then what what ways will.make.I.them 
‘I will not then do bad things.’ 

I have argued that the particle bi has the discourse pragmatic function of designating an event as a “currently 
relevant state”.  These data form a representative sample sufficient to show that there is definitely a degree of 
relevance signaled by the presence of the particle bi.  The speaker makes the pragmatic choice of which event he 
wishes to mark as currently relevant.  It is then the hearers job to determine from the context, what is the nature of 
the relevance being signaled. 

4.3 Presupposition mood 
The presupposition marker has been adequately discussed by Bruce (1984), but because of its direct 

correlation with background material, his findings will be summarized here.  The presupposition marker may occur 
in the following types of clauses; content interrogative, general relative and non-final.  It may occur along with the 
imperfective aspect, and must occur in imperfective forms of general relative clauses and irrealis clauses.  The 
presupposition marker cannot occur in past tense perfective forms. 

“It has been analysed as a mood which often marks semantically backgrounded or presupposed 
information in a discourse. The label ‘presupposition’ indicates a semantic          commonality 
amongst most constructions marked with -a...The notion of presupposition or semantic backgrounding 
does not always seem appropriate for the morpheme -a.  For example,  -a occurs (obligatorily) with 
declarative irrealis imperfective forms and possibly as a part of the future morpheme in declarative 
irrealis forms. These forms may occur as independent predicates.” (Bruce 1984:140-141). 

Previous discussion has shown that background information may indeed be encoded by imperfective or 
irrealis events.  This further substantiates Bruce's analysis of this marker.  Non-final clauses which have the 
presupposition marker also encode information which is more backgrounded than the main predicate. 

Line 5 in the introductory paragraph of “Pig Hunting” contains a non-final clause with the presupposition 
marker.  It encodes information about the trap falling, which is not central to the process of hunting.  In fact the 
switch reference marking in the previous clause skips over it and refers to the actor in the following clause.  
Several instances also occur in the “Adze” lines 11, 18, 19. 
 64) Wukiem kihato wukiemn suh-w-a-t-m kekwonomm. 

traps having.tied traps fall-IMPV-PRSUP-CIR-3PL we.get.them 
‘Having tied traps, the traps fall, we catch them (pigs).’ 
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5. COHESION 
Within Alamblak there are certain features which function to relate beyond the boundary of either the clause 

or the sentence.  They serve to give unity to the discourse as a whole.  They are best described in terms of 
Halliday's notion of cohesion (1985:288).  Cohesion refers to the non-structural resources for discourse which 
relate  elements of any kind, whether they be words, phrases or clauses.  These elements may relate contiguously or 
over gaps within the discourse.  They may relate anaphorically or cataphorically.  The relations may be temporal or 
logical in nature.  They are all text forming relations. 

The particular features focused upon here are reiteration, switch reference, temporal succession, temporal 
simultaneity, and logical relations. 

5.1 Reiteration 
Within Alamblak narrative discourse, it is common to have sentences begin with a clause, whose content is a 

recapitulation of the final clause of the preceding sentence. This is commonly refered to as tail-head linkage.  The 
reiteration may be an exact restatement or it may alter the content somewhat.  Noun phrases may be deleted, but 
usually an aspectual root is added, such as progressive -hany, stative -haso, completive -ni, or departative -tany. 

Reiteration with completive aspect added 

 |--------linkage---------| 

 [REITERATED] [REITERATION] 
 65) Naku fohner yohmoyanr, rb-mo-an-r. Rb-ni-hato yihotar 

sago blossoming I.cut fence-R.PST-1S-3SM fence-CPL-SEQ path  
marnyamoyanr 
make well.I 
‘I cut a blossoming sago tree and fenced it on one side.  I finished fencing it and cleared a path.’ 

At times the reiteration may be a paraphrase in which a pro-form such as the comparative particle inji (thus) is 
added or the pro-verb na (do) is substituted. 

Reiteration with comparative particle added 

 |------------------linkage-----------------| 

 [REITERATED] [       REITERATION       ] 
 66) Kunys mhti hambromort yima duhatt. Inji hti hambronihato teamr 

house saw searched.he man without thus saw searched coconut.tree 
muhmor 
climbed.he 
‘He saw that the house was empty. Having seen thus he climbed a coconut tree. 

Reiteration with pro-verb substituted 

 |-----------------linkage----------------| 

 [REITERATED] [REITERATION] 
 67) Nd yiram was-hany-mo-u-r. Inji na-hany-hato frfoneft fakmotr. 

DEM fish spear-PROG-R.PST-IMPV-3SM thus do-PROG-SEQ cold it.got.him 
‘He continued catching fish. He was doing this and the cold got to him.’ 

Reiteration is utilized in Alamblak as a means of connecting information across sentence boundaries. This 
connection ensures a free flow of information as opposed to abrupt chunks simply juxtaposed next to each other. It 
provides a closer association between incidents. This is seen within the “Pig Hunting” text. Lines 10-12 of the text 
describe the process of making a hunting blind. A reiteration occurs between lines 10-11 and 11-12. Note that the 
completive aspect is used in both 11 and 12 in order to associate the finishing of one incident before beginning the 
next. The process is as follows: 

10 – He cut the sago tree and fenced it in. 
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11 – He fenced it in (completive) and cleared a path. 

12 – He cleared it (completive) and he left. 

Lines 18-20 of the text describe preparing items used for hunting. A reiteration occurs between lines 18-19 and 19-
20. Note again that the completive aspect is used in both 19 and 20. 

18 – He put his things away, got a spear, and sharpened it. 

19 – He sharpened it (completive), and made some torches. 

20 – He made them (completive), and put everything together. 

Lines 22-23 describes the approach. A reiteration occurs between them. 

22 – Without anyone seeing them, they got their things, and went. 

23 – They went, and stood close, and heard, the pig making noises. 

Lines 27-28 describe spotting the pig. A reiteration occurs between them. 

27 – He stayed, and I went over quietly. 

28 – I went over quietly, and stood looking over the blind, and saw, the back of the pig lifting high. 

The following incidents, though relating an episode in the story, have no reiteration. The incidents within this 
section do not form a block of closely associated progressive events.  Lines 13 and 14 set the time, line 15 is the 
outcome of line 14, and line 16 is an explanation of 15. 

13 – I waited three weeks. 

14 – On the fourth week I went to check. 

15 – I saw, the pigs had been eating. 

16 – Every afternoon and morning they would come eat. 

It should also be pointed out that, depending upon the information load, a series of closely related incidents 
may be encoded within a single sentence. In such cases there would be no need for reiteration. A single sentence 
can encode a maximum of four incidents but two or three is the norm. A series of closely related incidents which 
would overload a sentence would be broken down into two or more sentences and connected semantically using 
reiteration. 

5.2 Switch-reference? 
In his analysis of Alamblak, Bruce posits the operation of a switch-reference system between dependent and 

independent clauses. “This system monitors the Actors of the clauses of a sentence as being different or the same. 
The Different Actor marker (DA) occurs on the fully inflected predicate of Non-final and General Subordinate 
Clauses. The Same Actor marker (SA) occurs on the predicate of a Sequence Clause which is not marked with the 
Actor or Undergoer suffixes.” (Bruce 1984:295). ‘Actor’ and ‘Undergoer’ are terms borrowed from Bruce 
(1984:218) who defines them as follows: ‘The actor function may be defined as the participant which may be 
thought of as the causer or performer of, or at the least the entity whose state is predicated by the predicate….The 
undergoer function is defined as a non-agentive object which can be thought of as a crucial participant in the 
situation predicated by the clause.’ 

Unlike other switch-reference systems which depend heavily upon markers for tracking the subject (or actor), 
Alamblak is split between overt coreference in verbal pronominal suffixes and switch-reference markers. In other 
words, dependent clauses do not have to be marked with switch-reference. They may be overtly marked with 
verbal pronominal suffixes whether the actors of the clauses of a sentence are the same or different. 

5.2.1 Circumstantial (CIR) cause 

The verbal suffix (-t) fills the Verb Word position F5 in a dependent clause (e.g. 68). According to Bruce 
(1984:296) it indicates that the actor will be different in the following independent clause. Example (69) also 
involves two different actors. However, the verb of the dependent clause does not manifest the –t suffix. In fact, the 
dependent clause cannot host the suffix (e.g. 70), even though the following clause is not the same actor. And yet 
in example (71) the actors in both clauses are the same, but the –t suffix must be employed. In actuality, the verb 
suffix -t is not signaling a different actor, but rather, it is indicating a causal relationship between the two 
propositions. Example (69) cannot host the suffix -t because the action of butchering the pig cannot have a causal 
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relationship to Willy’s arrival. It is perfectly good in example (71) however, where he cut his leg because he had 
put it on top of the log. 

[                Dependent Cl. ] [ Dependent Cl ] 
 68) yeshri-m mar-r hti-w-a-t-nom-m ti-w-a-t-r-m 

food-3PL sun-3SM put-PRES-PRSUP-???-1PL-3PL shine-PRES-PRSUP-???-3SM-3PL  
‘We put food in the sun, it shines on it,’ 

[  Indep. Cl ] 
ka-wo-nom-m 
eat-PRES-1PL-3PL  
‘and we eat it.’ 

[           Dependent Cl ] [        Independent Cl. ] 
 69) nd fohr taso-haso-mo-m Wiri-r m-fau-fnah-mo-r 

DEM pig butcher-STAT-R.PST-3PL Willy-3SM ELEV-walk-arrive-R.PST-3SM 
‘They were butchering the pig and Willy came walking up.’ 

[           Dependent Cl  ] [          Independent Cl. ] 
 *70) nd fohr taso-haso-mo-t-m Wiri-r m-fau-fnah-mo-r 

DEM pig butcher-STAT-R.PST-???-3PL Willy-3SM ELEV-walk-arrive-R.PST-3SM 
‘They were butchering the pig and Willy came walking up.’ 

[              Dependent Cl ] [       Independent Cl ] 
 71) wura-t yurak wu-hta-mo-t-r-t hudari-e krsneh-mo-r-t 

foot-3SF on.top ELEV-put-R.PST-???-3SM-3SF axe-INSTR cut-R.PST-3SM-3SF 
‘He put his leg on top (of the log) and cut it with an axe. ’ 

[                Dependent CL               ] [            Independent CL       ] 
 72) nyum-m yurak wu-hta-hato hudari-e krsneh-mo-r-m 

firewood-3PL on.top ELEV-put-SEQ axe-INSTR cut-R.PST-3SM-3PL 
‘He put the firewood on top (of the log) and cut it with an axe. ’ 

Circumstantial cause 

The suffix -t can only be employed if the dependent clause is the circumstantial cause of the following clause. 
Reesink (1983), in his analysis of switch reference in Usan, found that the different subject marker had causal 
overtones, but was not restricted by it. In Alamblak however, the use of this suffix is governed by causal factors 
and is not restricted by switch reference. The term circumstantial cause is adopted from Longacre (1976). It is to be 
differentiated from efficient cause in terms of the degree of causality. In Alamblak, efficient cause is overtly 
signaled by the the compound conjunctions ndnettn / ndnatn / ndnatpno. These conjunctions indicate a causal 
relationship of reason-result. Circumstantial cause is much weaker. It is based upon a stimulus-response 
relationship. Rather than being the sole reason, it is merely a circumstance which evokes a response or precipitates 
an action or event. 

Example (68) might better be translated to read, ‘We put food in the sun so that it shines on it and so then 
we can eat it.’ The statement comes from a story relating how food was dried before the advent of fire. Example 
(71) should read, ‘In putting his leg on top of the log he cut it with an axe.” The fine distinction between 
circumstantial cause and mere temporal sequence can be seen in example (72). Here we have the use of the Same 
Actor marker (SEQ), which indicates temporal sequence. Although the verb is the same as in example (71), the 
intent of the action is different. Putting the firewood on top of the log is merely an event which naturally precedes 
cutting it. Whereas, putting his leg on the log creates the circumstance which precipitates his cutting it. Example 
(72) cannot be stated with the causal marker and conversely, example (71) cannot be stated with the SEQ marker. 
The latter would imply some type of intentionality (e.g ‘He put his leg on top of the log and (purposely) cut it.’).  

In Alamblak, circumstantial cause is often associated with expressives such as ‘say, tell, send, call, ask,’ 
which are intended to evoke some kind of response (e.g. 73). Psychological and physiological conditions, such as 
shame, sickness, or coldness, may take on the role of actor as a force which stimulates an action (e.g. 74).Temporal 
and meteorlogical conditions, such as time periods ‘going by’ or seasons ‘occuring’ or storms ‘arising’ may 
precipitate an event (e.g. 75). In the body of texts studied, aspects accompanied thirty percent of the occurences of 
circumstanial cause. Associated aspects often included prolative, especially with expressives (e.g. 73), and 
cessative or completive (e.g. 75), but rarely progressive. In fifty-two percent of the occurrences the prolative aspect 
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was used. The completive or cessative aspect occurred in forty-four percent of the occurrences, and the progressive 
in only four percent. The prolative insinuates that something or someone is being sent and thus is a stimulus for the 
subsequent event. 

Stimulus: send – Response: go 
 73) inji kfo-afo-mo-t-r-t yi-mo-t 

thus say-PROL-R.PST-CIR-3SM-3SM go-R.PST-3SF 
‘(He said to her, “Go to the village now!”) He said that to her so she went.’ 

Stimulus: shame – Response: run away 
 74) bro yimtnanef-t yak-mo-t-t-r kuny-ko ronga-ni-mo-r 

big shame-3SF get-R.PST-CIR-3SF-3SM house-AL run.away-CPL-R.PST-3SM 
‘Big shame got him so he ran away to the house.’ 

Stimulus: time laps – Response: go 
 75) hus wik-f yi-ni-mo-t-f duka me-mo-t, “Kmit  afo 

two week-3D go-CPL-R.PST-CIR-3D think say-R.PST-3SF village initially 
yi-won-rhw-a.” 
go-try-FUT-1S 
 ‘Two weeks went by so she thought, “I will try to go to the village now.”’ 

5.2.2 The Sequence (SEQ) marker –hato 

The verb suffix (-hato) fills the Verb Word position F5 in a dependent clause (e.g. 76). According to Bruce it 
indicates that “actors of the two clauses are the same if they are the same referent or if one is a collective group of 
actors and the other an individual of that group” (Bruce 1984:297). There are situations where the actors are the 
same but the suffix -hato is not employed. Example (77) involves both the same Actor and Undergoer in both 
clauses. The verb of the dependent clause, rather than manifesting the suffix -hato, is fully inflected and terminates 
with the General Dependent marker (-n). There are also times when the suffix is manifested but the actors of the 
two clauses are not the same and do not fit Bruce’s criteria (e.g 78, 79). The following section will discuss these 
anomalies and other features as they pertain to participant reference.  

Same actor in both clauses 

[            Dependent Cl ] [                 Independent Cl ] 
 76) Andi-r fumr-r yak-hato hta-mo-r-r kuny kimbkorn 

Andy-3SM horn-3SM get-??? put-R.PST-3SM-3SM house side.of 
‘Andy got the horn and put it beside the house.’ 

Same actor in both clauses 

[            General dependent clause ] [   Indep. Cl. ] 
 77) nd fumr-t tou-buga-ni-mo-r-t-n wandfa-mo-r-t 

DEM horn-3SF hollow.out-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-3SF-G.DEP carve-R.PST-3SM-3SF 
‘He hollow the horn all out and carved it.’ 

Different actor in following clause 
 78) inji yuk-hany-hato frfonef-t yak-mo-t-t-r yuwa wita-mo-r 

thus swim-PROG-??? coldness-3SF get-R.PST-CIR-3SF-3SM up enter-R.PST-3SM 
gmn-ko 
bank-AL 
‘Swimming thus, coldness got him, so he went up onto the bank.’ 

Different actor in following clause 
 79) nom rhu-gari-haso-hato mi-fnah-mo-t-m wumt-ak-ni-mo-nom 

we sit-wait-STAT-SEQ ELEV-arrive-R.PST-CIR-3PL play-start-CPL-R.PST-1PL 
‘(We) having sat waiting, they arrived so we started playing.’ 

5.3 Participant reference and referential domains 
Temporal succession can be realized by the verbal suffixes -hato (e.g. 76) or -n  (e.g. 77) or a Non-final  

rising intonation over a clause with full verb inflection (e.g. 80). These three realizations are not freely 
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interchangeable. The verbal suffix -hato occurs the majority of times. It is the most general and can usually 
substitute for the suffix –n, but never for the Non-final clause. The suffix -n is infrequent and can also never 
substitute for the Non-final clause but is usually interchangeable with the -hato. The Non-final clause is the least 
frequent and most limited. We will first consider the verb suffix -n, then -hato, and last of all the Non-final 
construction. 

[  Non-final clause intonation  ] 
 80) nd fohr taso-haso-mo-m Wiri-r m-fau-fnah-mo-r 

DEM pig butcher-STAT-R.PST-3PL Willy-3SM ELEV-walk-arrive-R.PST-3SM 
‘They were butchering the pig (when) Willy came walking up.’ 

5.3.1 General Dependent marker (-n) 

The General Dependent marker –n can only occur on one clause in a sentence whereas the Sequence (SEQ)  
marker –hato can occur more than once. It is also more restricted in its temporal relationship to the following 
clause. A verb with the General Dependent marker also manifests subject/object pronominal suffixes, whereas a 
verb with the SEQ marker cannot. It is the occurence of these pronominal suffixes which allows participants to be 
closely monitored. 

Referential prominence and coherence among referents 

According to Bruce (1984:221), the semantic functions which nuclear noun phrases realize are constrained by 
role hierarchies. These hierarchies account for “which roles of a given set may be encoded as nuclear NPs in the 
clause.” In discussing the notion of subject as a conflation of role and topicality factors, he also states that the 
function of verb agreement is exclusively a role-encoding function, whereas topicality factors are related more to 
the control of word order (Bruce 1983). However, neither semantic roles nor topicality factors account for the 
interplay between verbal pronominal suffixes and the verb suffix –hato, which precludes the use of pronominal 
suffixes. Givon (1976:152), in discussing the topicality of NPs, refers to three contributing factors: natural 
topicality, role prominence, and discourse referentiality. The restrictions on the occurrence of subject/object 
pronominal suffixes in dependent and independent verbs in Alamblak are related to discourse referentiality. The 
two aspects of discourse referentiality which pertain to participant reference are prominence of referents and 
coherence among referents. This is indicated by the conditions under which the Object Pronominal Suffix (OPS) 
may be used. Subject and object pronominal suffixes fill the F7 position in the Verb Word. Subject is obligatory 
and occurs first. Object is optional and occurs second. The conditions which regulate the realization of the OPS are 
as follows. 
1. The OPS must be realized in both the dependent and independent verbs when its referent is the object in both 

clauses but the subjects are different. Therefore example (81) is acceptable since the birds are the 
object referent in both clauses. Examples (82) and (83) are not acceptable since the object referent has 
zero realization, which is not an option in this instance. 

Object (ref a)  Object (ref a ) 

 Object (ref a) 

  
 81) Samuer-r nunga-m taso-buga-ni-mo-r-m-n mmem-t-n 

Samuel-3SM bird-3PL cut-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-3PL-G.DEP mother-3SF-EMPH 
 

 Object (ref a) 

   
fak-nhta-mo-t-m. 
get-divide-R.PST-3SF-3PL 
‘Samuel cut up the birds and his mother distributed them.’ 
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 Object (ref a) 

  
 *82) Samuer-r nunga-m taso-buga-ni-mo-r-#-n mmem-t-n 

Samuel-3SM bird-3PL cut-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-G.DEP mother-3SF-EMPH 
 

 Object (ref a) 

   
fak-nhta-mo-t-m. 
CAUS-divide-R.PST-3SF-3PL 
‘Samuel cut up the birds and his mother distributed them.’ 

 Object (ref a) 

  
 *83) Samuer-r nunga-m taso-buga-ni-mo-r-m-n mmem-t-n 

Samuel-3SM bird-3PL cut-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-3PL-G.DEP mother-3SF-EMPH 
 

 Object (ref a) 

   
fak-nhta-mo-t-#. 
get-divide-R.PST-3SF 

 
2. The OPS must be realized in the dependent verb if its referent is also the subject of the independent verb. 

Therefore example (84) is acceptable since the dead man is the object referent in the dependent clause 
and the subject referent in the independent clause. The zero realization of the object referent in 
example (85) is not acceptable. 

Object (ref a)  Subject (ref a) 

 Object (ref a)  Subject (ref a) 

    
 84) kmit hany-mo-m-r-n noh-mo-r 

village take-R.PST-3PL-3SM-G.DEP die-R.PST-3SM 
‘They took him to the village and he died.’ 

 Object (ref a)  Subject (ref a) 

    
 *85) kmit hany-mo-m-#-n noh-mo-r 

village take-R.PST-3PL-G.DEP die-R.PST-3SM 
‘They took him to the village and he died.’ 

 
3. The OPS must be realized in the independent verb if its referent is the subject of the dependent verb. Therefore 

example (86) is acceptable since the man is the subject referent of the dependent clause and the object 
referent of the independent clause. The zero realization of the object referent in example (87) is not 
acceptable. 

Subject (ref a)  Object (ref a) 

 Subject (ref a)   Object (ref a) 

    
 86) yau-hany-mo-r-n nandom-t was-mo-t-r 

walk-PROG-R.PST-3SM-G.DEP snake-3SF pierce-R.PST-3SF-3SM 
‘He was walking and a snake bit him.’ 
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 Subject (ref a)   Object (ref a) 

    
 *87) yau-hany-mo-r-n nandom-t was-mo-t-# 

walk-PROG-R.PST-3SM-G.DEP snake-3SF pierce-R.PST-3SF 
‘He was walking and a snake bit him.’ 

 
4. The OPS may optionally be realized in the dependent verb if its referent is neither the subject nor the object of 

the independent verb. Conversely, the OPS may optionally be realized in the independent verb if its 
referent is neither the subject nor the object of the independent verb. In both cases the subject referent 
of each clause must be the same. Otherwise there would be no coherence among referents. Therefore 
example (88) is acceptable with or without the OPS since the final verb is  intransitive and has a 
subject referent which is different than the preceding object referent. Example (89) is acceptable, 
even though the OPS is not realized in the dependent clause. Since the object referent of the 
dependent clause is neither the subject nor the object referent of the final clause, its realization is not 
a requirement, although it is an option. Examples (89) to (91) are all acceptable options since the 
object referents in both clauses are different and the subjects are the same. 

Subject (ref a) + Object (ref b)  Subject (ref a) + no object 

 Object not realized 

  
 88) Samuer-r nunga-m taso-buga-ni-mo-r-#-n yi-mo-r 

Samuel-3SM bird-3PL cut-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-G.DEP go-R.PST-3SM 
‘Samuel cut up the birds and went. 

 

Subject (ref a) + Object (ref b)  Subject (ref a) + Object (ref c) 

 Object realized in both clauses 

   
 89) miyuhta-t yak-mo-r-t-n bukor-r frdbofna-mo-r-r 

branch-3SF get-R.PST-3SM-3SF-G.DEP lizard-3SM beat-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘He got a branch and beat the lizard.’ 

 Object not realized in final independent clause 

  
 90) miyuhta-t yak-mo-r-t-n bukor-r frdbofna-mo-r-# 

branch-3SF get-R.PST-3SM-3SF-G.DEP lizard-3SM beat-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘He got a branch and beat the lizard.’ 

Object not realized in non-final dependent clause 

  
 91) miyuhta-t yak-mo-r-#-n bukor-r frdbofna-mo-r-r 

branch-3SF get-R.PST-3SM-3SF-G.DEP lizard-3SM beat-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘He got a branch and beat the lizard.’ 

Conditions 1-3 are related to the referential prominence of object referents. Under condition 1, prominence is 
a feature of a referent which is the object in both clauses. Thus referentially prominent objects must be realized by 
an OPS in both the non-final and final verbs. When a referent is realized alternately as  subject then object or object 
then subject, as in conditions 2 and 3, it is again referentially prominent. Under condition 4, referential prominence 
becomes a matter of choice dependent upon the intent of the communicator to focus upon it. 

Referential prominence is a requirement in conditions 1-3 in order to maintain a coherence among referents. 
When a situation occurs involving two or more incidents, the coherence structure requires that there be a coherence 
among referential domains and among referents. The above conditions assure that referential coherence is 
maintained. Thus in example (81), since the subjects are different, the objects must be the same referent and must 
be overtly realized in order for there to be coherence. If the object is not overtly realized, coherence is lost. 
Likewise, under conditions 2 and 3, the alternating realization of the same referent as subject then object or vice 
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versa, requires that the referent me overtly realized or coherence is lost. The optionality of the OPS in condition 4 
is due to the fact that coherence is maintained by the realization of the same referent as subject in both clauses. 
Thus examples such as (92) and (93) are coherent but (94) is not, since referent ‘c’ is not referentially related to 
referents ‘a’ and ‘b’. 

Subject (ref a) + Object (ref b)  Subject (ref a) 

 Object (ref b) unrealized  
 92) Samuer-r nunga-m taso-buga-ni-mo-r-#-n yi-mo-r 

Samuel-3SM bird-3PL cut-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-G.DEP go-R.PST-3SM 
‘Samuel cut up the birds and went. 

Subject (ref a) + Object (ref b)  Subject (ref c) + Object (ref b) 

 Object (ref b)  
 93) Samuer-r nunga-m taso-buga-ni-mo-r-m-n mmem-t-n 

Samuel-3SM bird-3PL cut-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-3PL-G.DEP mother-3SF-EMPH 

Object (ref b)  
fak-nhta-mo-t-m. 
get-divide-R.PST-3SF-3PL 
‘Samuel cut up the birds and his mother distributed them.’ 

Subject (ref a) + Object (ref b)  Subject (ref c) 
 *94) Samuer-r nunga-m taso-buga-ni-mo-r-m-n mmem-t 

Samuel-3SM bird-3PL cut-all-CPL-R.PST-3SM-3PL-G.DEP mother-3SF 
 
m-fnah-mo-t 
ELEV-arrive-R.PST-3SF 
‘Samuel cut up the birds and his mother arrived.’ 

In summary then, the Object Pronominal Suffix is used to track referential prominence. Referential 
prominence in turn, is needed in order to maintain a referential coherence between incidents. The General 
Dependent marker allows the communicator to overtly indicate prominence by use of the verbal proniminal 
suffixes. The SEQ marker –hato indicates this only by implication. Thus it is used when prominence has been 
established and is considered by the communicator to be apparent to his audience. This accounts for why the 
General Dependent marker occurs only once within a sentence, whereas the SEQ marker can occur multiple times. 

Temporal proximity 

Another feature which is peculiar to the General Dependent marker and contrasts it with the SEQ marker is its 
inability to be followed by a time break before the occurrence of a following event. In other words, there must be a 
consecutive temporal relationship between an event realized by a verb with the General Dependent marker and that 
of the following event. No interval can occur. This contrasts with an event realized by the SEQ marker, in that, the 
temporal relationship only needs to be successive. Thus an event realized by the SEQ marker may be followed by 
an interval of any length before the following event occurs. Therefore, both (95) and (97) are acceptable, however, 
neither (96) nor (98) are. This restriction on the General Dependent marker is no doubt related to its function in 
tracking referential prominence and coherence. When establishing referential coherence between referents, it is 
necessary that the two incidents be temporally proximate. Once coherence has been established, then there can be a 
succession of events with no restriction on time intervals. 

Time lapse between incidents allowed 
 95) jub-m hingrna-buga-hato wom yha yi-mo-m teki-r psa-t 

bow-3PL make-all-SEQ one day go-R.PST-3PL arrow-3PL sharpen-INF  
‘Having made all the little bows, one day they went to sharpen sago rib arrows.’ 

Time lapse between incidents not allowed 
 *96) jub-m hingrna-buga-mo-m-n wom yha yi-mo-m teki-r psa-t 

bow-3PL make-all-R.PST-3PL-G.DEP one day go-R.PST-3PL arrow-3PL sharpen-INF  
‘They made all the little bows and one day they went to sharpen sago rib arrows.’ 
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Time lapse between incidents allowed 
 97) toh-haso-hato wom dbha yi-mo-m thuthu-t 

stand-STAT-SEQ one morning go-R.PST-3PL fish-INF 
‘Having stayed there, one morning they went to (catch) fish.’ 

Time lapse between incidents not allowed 
 *98) toh-haso-mo-m-n wom dbha yi-mo-m thuthu-t 

stand-STAT-R.PST-3PL-G.DEP one morning go-R.PST-3PL fish-INF 
‘They were staying there and one morning they went to (catch) fish.’ 

In summary, the General Dependent marker (-n) is used in conjunction with verbal pronominal suffixes to 
track coherence among referents. Its scope is the sentence. Incidents encoded by the sentence must be sequential 
and consecutive in nature. As will be seen, this contrasts with the use of a Non-final clause, which has the same 
verb morphology and intonation, but lacks the General Dependent marker. 

5.3.2 Sequential marker (-hato) 

According to Bruce, the Sequential (SEQ) marker (-hato), as shown in section 5.2.2, indicates that the 
following clause is temporally subsequent and that the actors of the two clauses are the same. Bruce contends that 
“the actor NP and not the referentially prominent NP” controls switch reference. His argument is primarily based 
upon his analysis of the different actor marker as it relates to inalieanable subject properties (Bruce 1984:250). His 
example is restated here (e.g. 99). He argues that the possessed NP controls switch reference since the different 
actor marker indicates a switch of actors from ‘throat’ to ‘he’ (= the man). The first NP is the possessor, which he 
considers to be referentially prominent (RP) by nature. The possessed NP therefore lacks prominence, yet it 
supposedly controls switch reference. This is taken as grounds for claiming that referential prominence does not 
control switch reference.  

 |-----------------------| 

[  RP  ] [possessed NP] [A] [A] 
 99) yima-r nyungram-t kna-mo-t-  t  -r bupam fut-mo-  r 

man-3SM throat-3SF dry-R.PST-CIR-3SF-3SM water drink-R.PST-3SM 
‘A man was thirsty (because of his) throat and he drank water.’ 

However, 1) in light of the analysis of the Different Actor marker as an indicator of Circumstantial Cause 
rather than switch reference, and 2) given that the SEQ marker does not always follow Bruce’s criteria for 
signaling switch reference, and 3) given that verbal pronominal suffixes are used to track coherence among 
referents; then the SEQ marker, may actually be monitoring coherence among referents rather than switch 
reference. It can also be seen in some instances to monitor the coherence among referential domains. 

Monitoring coherence among referents 

As was stated earlier, Bruce (1984:218) defines the actor function as ‘the participant which may be thought of 
as the causer or performer of, or at the least the entity whose state is predicated by the predicate.’ As such, 
semantic roles associated with this function (such as Agent, Force, Experiencer and Patient) are posited to control 
switch reference. However, as the following examples will show, this is not an adequate explanation. Reesink 
(1983) on the other hand, contends that switch reference monitors the coreferentiality of subjects in successive 
clauses in Usan. He establishes a topicality hierarchy which governs switch reference. This includes: human > 
inanimate and definite > indefinite. However, this too does not adequately account for the Alamblak data. Roberts 
(1988) holds a similar view to Reesink, in that he concludes that switch reference tracks topic for the purpose of 
thematic continuity. Apparent anamolies in Same Actor referencing are attributed to referential overlap or 
nonagentive subjects which occur with impersonal verbs. Again, this does not adequately account for the Alamblak 
data.  

According to the analysis of verbal pronominal suffixation in section 5.3.1, the SEQ marker is controlled by 
requirements for referential coherence. It is not controlled by role hierarchies, topicality hierarchies or thematic 
continuity. The SEQ marker is used to monitor coherence among referents and at the same time is controlled by 
coherence requirements among referential realm domains. In other words, as long as there is an established  
coherence among referents and a recognized cognitive association between sequential incidents, the SEQ marker 
can be used. Examples (100) to (103) reflect the use of the SEQ marker as it is used to monitor coherence among 
referents. Object prominence ensures that there is coherence and allows for the SEQ marker to be used. 
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Ref a (subj) – Ref a (obj) – Ref a (subj) = coherence among referents 

 Object prominence   
 100) yuk-hany-hato frfonef-t yak-mo-t-t-r gmn-ko wita-mo-r 

swim-PROG-SEQ coldness-3SF get-R.PST-CIR-3SF-3SM bank-AL enter-R.PST-3SM 
‘Having been swimming, the cold got him, so he went onto the bank.’ 

Ref a (obj) – Ref a (subj) – Ref a (obj) = coherence among referents 

 Object prominence   
 101) mngim-t  yoh-afo-hato suh-mo-t-t tasri-yak-ni-mo-nom-t 

sago.tree-3SF  cut-PROL-SEQ fall-R.PST-CIR-3SF split-get-CPL-R.PST-1PL-3SF 
‘Having cut the sago tree, it fell, so we split it open.’ 

Ref a (obj) – Ref a (subj) – Ref a (subj) = coherence among referents 

 Ref a included within group  
 102) rhu-gari-haso-hato mi-fnah-mo-t-m wumt-ak-ni-mo-nom 

sit-wait-STAT-SEQ ELEV-arrive-R.PST-CIR-3PL play-get-CPL-R.PST-1PL 
‘Having sat waiting (for them), they arrived, so we started playing (soccer).’ 

Ref a (obj) – Ref a (subj) – Ref a (subj) = coherence among referents 
 103) marasin tpi-m he-hato ye-ni-mo-t-m-n rhu-mo-t 

medicine pill-3PL give-SEQ eat-CPL-R.PST-3SF-3PL-G.DEP sit-R.PST-3SF 
‘Having given her the pills, she ate them and sat.’ 

Monitoring coherence among referential domains 

Cognitive associations which are recognized in a particular language are culture specific. But there are 
commonalities between all cultures. The following examples demonstrate the use of the SEQ marker in contexts 
which cannot be strictly accounted for by the coherence of referents. Examples (104) to (106) contain incidents 
which have a recognized cognitive association. Example (107) is not acceptable as a sequence of incidents but 
would be acceptable if encoded as simultaneous events (e.g. 108). Example (109) would only be acceptable if the 
dependent clause were a Non-final clause (see section 5.3.3). 

Cognitive association: reaction to an obvious mishap 
 104) Andi-r kmit m-fnah-hato yima-m bdr-t hti-hato ttiwon-ak-m-r 

Andy-3SM village ELEV-arrive-SEQ person-3PL mud-3SF see-SEQ ask-get-3PL-3SM 
‘(While walking through the jungle Andy fell in the mud.) Andy arrived in the village and the people 
saw the mud and started to question him.’  

Cognitive association: preparations at a pig killing 
 105) yindari-m foh-r taso-buga-ni-hato met-m wuri-t fot-mo-m 

man-3PL pig-3SM cut-all-CPL-SEQ woman-3PL vegetable-3SF pick-R.PST-3PL 
‘The men finished cutting up the pig and the women gathered vegetables.’  

Cognitive association: preparing food to eat 
 106) ramem-r yemro-ff-t hany-hato met-t nua-m ton-ni-hato 

husband-3SM meat-dry-3SF take-SEQ woman-3SF sago.patty-3PL fry-CPL-SEQ 
 

  yemropa-m tebikr-hato he-mo-r-m yon tuhan-m 
meat-3PL slice-SEQ give-R.PST-3SM-3PL child wife-3PL 
‘The husband took the dried meat and after the woman fried the sago patties, he sliced up the meat 
and gave it to his wife and children.’ 

Cognitive association: none 
 *107) yhotat yau-hany-hato kuny-s kur-yak-mo-t 

path walk-PROG-SEQ house-3SF burn-get-R.PST-3SF 
‘(He) was walking along the path and the house started burning.’ 
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Coherence through simultaneity 
 108) yhotat yau-hany-et-r-n kuny-s kur-yak-mo-t 

path walk-PROG-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP house-3SF burn-get-R.PST-3SF 
‘As he was walking along the path the house started burning.’ 

Cognitive association: none 
 *109) Andir manoko yau-htfas-ni-hany-hato nd yimar wuskam fak-ak-ni-mo-r 

Andy side walk-around-CPL-PROG-SEQ the man things get-get-CPL-R.PST-3SM 
‘Andy was walking around here and there on the other side (of the store) and the man started stealing 
things.’ 

In summary, the SEQ marker does not monitor switch reference, but rather it is a sequence marker which 
monitors the referential coherence among referents and the coherence among referential realm domains. As such, it 
is limited to relating those events which are in a temporally sequential relationship. There are instances where there 
is an intentional break in the coherence of both referents and domains. This is handled by the Non-final verb. 

5.3.3 Non-final verbs 

A dependent clause in the Sentence P position may have all the verb markings of an independent clause but 
carry a non-final rising or level intonation with no General Dependent marker. This non-final clause occurs prior to 
a change in the flow of a narrative discourse where there is no causal relationship. This change in flow occurs when 
there is a shift to a different referent and a break in the coherence between incidents. It signals to the reader that 
now someone else is about to do something different. The same structure is used for the contrasting of two 
referents (e.g. 110). The temporal relationship is often simultaneous by implication of a progressive or stative 
aspect, but is to be differentiated from an overtly marked simultaneous relationship (see section 5.4). This change 
will involve a different actor in an unanticipated event. The change is usually sudden (e.g. 111-115). It may also be 
used to realize a rapid sequence of events at the peak of a plot (see Appendix B: Pig Hunting line 34). The 
functions of this verb form have parallels to Reesink’s (1983) description of different subject marking as an 
indicator of topic shift and to Robert’s (1988) description of it as indicating thematic breaks of time, place, word 
setting and surprise change. 

Contrast (Bruce 1984:266) 

[                   Non-final clause                 ] 
 110) yima-r ginaf-m ki-hanit-wo-r-m, yon-r nhai; finji ye-kah-r. 

person-3SM grub-3PL eat-PROG-PRES-3SM-3PL child-3SM no NEG eat-IRR-3SM 
‘The man is eating grubs, (but) not the child; he is not eating (them). 

 [      Non-final clause ] [Arrival of new participant] 
 111) nd fohr taso-haso-mo-m Wiri-r m-fau-fnah-mo-r 

DEM pig butcher-STAT-R.PST-3PL Willy-3SM ELEV-walk-arrive-R.PST-3SM 
‘They were butchering the pig (when) Willy came walking up.’ 

[                  Non-final clause                 ] [           Unanticipated event             ] 
 112) Andir manoko fau-htfas-ni-hany-mo-r nd yimar wuskam fak-ak-ni-mo-r 

Andy side walk-around-CPL-PROG-R.PST-3SM the man things get-get-CPL-R.PST-
3SM 
‘Andy was walking around here and there on the other side (of the store) (when) the man started 
stealing things.’ 

[          Non-final clause          ] [          Unanticipated event           ] 
 113) yuhre rim toh-hany-mo-m wom sawoh-f nna-ak-ni-mo-f 

still ELEV stand-PROG-R.PST-3PL a couple-2D fight-get-CPL-R.PST-2D 
‘They were still standing there (when) a couple started fighting.’ 

[    Non-final clause     ] [                          Unanticipated event                                ] 
 114) rim-toh-hti-hany-mo-m Jonr nd yirat mi-yak-rikoh-ni-hato ronga-ni-mo-r 

ELEV-stand-PROG-R.PST-3PL John the fish ELEV-get-steal-CPL-SEQ run-CPL-R.PST-3SM 
‘(While) they were standing looking (at the fight), John stole the fish and ran.’ 
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[            Non-final clause          ] [ Unanticipated event ] 
 115) mndaremenro-m tndau-mo-m-r nhai he-r-mo-r-m 

sister-3PL beg-R.PST-3PL-3SM NEG give-IRR-R.PST-3SM-3PL 
‘His little sisters begged him (for some fish) (but) he didn’t give any to them. 

In the context of a procedural discourse the Non-final construction is used differently. Procedural discourses 
(see Appendix G: Canoe Building) consist of a series of steps which are typically realized in the following way:  

1. Event(topic)-event(step 1) 
2. Reiteration(step 1)-event(step 2) 
3. Reiteration (step 2)-event(step 3) 
4. Reiteration(step 3)-event(step 4)-event(step5) 
5. etc.  

Each step is typically reiterated before the next step is introduced. The reiteration of an event may be realized by 
either a clause with the sequence marker –hato or a truncated form which has no tense or pronominal affixes. The 
next step is then introduced in the final clause. If, as in number 4 above, an additional step is introduced by a 
dependent clause within the sentence, then it can be realized by a Non-final clause which has the presupposition 
marker –a (e.g. 116). 
 116) doh-r teh-hato kmi-ko hanit-a-an-r kak-truf-wo-an-r 

canoe-3SM pull-SEQ village-to take-PRSUP-1S-3SM CAUS-shave-PRES-1S-3SM 
‘We pull the canoe, I take it to the village then and shave it (smooth).’ 

In summary then, events which have a temporally sequential relationship can be realized by three differently 
constructed verbs in the Sentence P position. The General Dependent marker (–n) allows for the indication 
referential prominence through pronominal suffixes which track the coherence among refererents. Incidents 
connected with it must be consecutive in nature. The Sequence marker (–hato) monitors the referential coherence 
among referents and the coherence among referential realm domains. The Non-final verb signals an alteration in 
the natural flow of a narrative discourse where an unanticipated event occurs. Within procedural discourse it can 
serve to introduce a new step. 

5.4 Temporal simultaneity 
Temporal simultaneity can be encoded in three ways: 1) by the verb suffixes  -hat or -thombat, 2) by a 

combination of the verb suffixes -et and -n, or 3) by a Noun Phrase whose central constituent is a nominal clause 
and which has the enclitic pno. 

5.4.1 The verb suffixes -hat and -thombat 

As was indicated in section 3.1.2, -thombat indicates temporal simultaneity in the future (e.g. 117), whereas –
hat indicates simultaneity in either the present or past (e.g. 118), depending upon the tense being used. The degree 
of overlap is indicated by any accompanying aspects, such as the progressive or completive. The progressive 
indicates a partial overlap (e.g. 119), whereas the completive signals more of an end to end relationship (e.g. 120). 
Regardless of the presence or absence of an aspect, this construction functions as a temporal quantifier for an 
associated event (e.g. when). When used in conjunction with the imperfective aspect (e.g. 121) it carries the notion 
of universal temporal quanitifier (e.g. whenever) and must host the presupposition marker (-a). However, it can 
never co-occur with the perfect aspect particle bi. The perfect aspect indicates a current relevant state, whereas the 
temporal quantifier indicates an event which is the temporal setting for another event. 

Future temporal setting 
 117) yima-r nia-thombat maruham hi-rah-r-a 

man-3SM come-T.SET money give-FUT-3SM-1S 
‘When the man comes he will give me money.’ 

Present temporal setting 
 118) ni nd yimar yak-marnye-wo-hat tamoh bbukeftpno yak-marnye-w-a-n-r 

2S DEM man make-well-PRES-T.SET what power make-well-PRES-PRSUP-2S-3SM 
‘When you healed the man (just now), by what power did you heal him?’ 
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Past temporal setting with progressive aspect 
 119) ror yuk-hany-mo-hat nd yira-rpa-t was-mo-r 

he swim-PROG-R.PST-T.SET DEM fish-only-3SF spear-R.PST-3SM 
‘When he was swimming he speared only the one fish.’ 

Past temporal setting with completive aspect 
 120) nd yon-r nur-ni-mo-hat yuk-truf-mo-f-r 

DEM child-3SM cry-CPL-R.PST-T.SET wash-wipe-R.PST-3D-3SM 
‘When the child was born they wiped him off.’ 

Universal temporal quantifier 
 121) rmonm rhu-htfas-mo-u-a-hat nd bhar ptha-mo-u-r 

men’s.houses sit-around-R.PST-IMPFV-PRSUP-T.SET DEM adze talk-R.PST-IMPV-3SM 
‘Whenever he would sit around the men’s houses, he would talk about the adze.’ 

The function of this Verb Word construction as a temporal quantifier is to introduce a comment about 
something or someone. Many times a temporal quantifier introduces a metaphor (e.g. 122) which characterizes an 
incident, such as ‘when his leg broke it sounded like a branch snapping,’ or ‘when the fork stuck him his yell was 
like nothing else.’ The comment may be positive (e.g. 123) or negative (e.g. 124). The subject referent of the 
temporal quantifier may be the subject (e.g. 119) or object (e.g. 120) of the comment clause. When the temporal 
quantifier is the stimulus of a perception such as seeing or hearing, then it is viewed as active (e.g. 125) versus 
stative. This is in contrast to the Verb Word construction with –et plus the General Dependent marker –n, which is 
stative in nature (e.g 126). 

Introducing a metaphor 
 122) nymbik-t yubto-mo-hat nndoh fuha-t rhu-mo-t-r 

forehead-3SF swell-R.PST-T.SET some.kind egg-3SM sit-R.PST-3SF-3SM 
‘When his forehead swelled up it was like some kind of egg.’ 

Introducing a positive comment 
 123) nd met-m yi-mo-hat wom met-t hik-mo-t-m 

DEM woman-3PL go-R.PST-T.SET other woman-3SF follow-R.PST-3SF-3PL 
‘When the women went another woman followed them’ 

Introducing a negative comment 
 124) ror tekt yihne-mo-hat nhai wom yima-m hti-afo-r-mo-m-r 

he river fall.in-R.PST-T.SET not other person-3PL see-PROL-IRR-R.PST-3PL-3SM 
‘When he fell in the river, no one else saw him.’ 

Active stimulus 
 125) hti-mo-r-m bbpa-m hamuh-mo-hat 

see-R.PST-3SM-3PL ground-3PL rise-R.PST-T.SET 
‘He saw the ground when it rose up.’ 

Stative stimulus 
 126) hti-mo-r-r bi foh-m ye-et-r-n 

see-R.PST-3SM-3SM PERF pig-3PL eat-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP 
‘He saw that it (sago log) had been eaten by the pigs.’ 

5.4.2 The combination of the verb suffixes –et and –n 

The Verb Word construction consisting of –et with the General Dependent marker –n also indicates temporal 
simultaneity, but it is not used as a temporal quantifier (e.g. 127). Rather it indicates a current situation which is 
stative in nature and partially overlaps the following proposition. The suffix –et also occurs within the 
Postpositional Phrase where it functions as a possessed modifier, identifiying a referent as having a certain 
characteristic (e.g. ‘who has shot a pig’ (e.g. 128), ‘who has bigness’ (e.g. 129), ‘who has a husband’ (e.g. 130)). 
The use of –et in both the Postpositional Phrase and the Verb Word suggests a semantic similarity.  
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 [     Verb Word      ] 
 127) mtitoftn tone-hamuh-et-r-n waia-e tatirna-mo-r-r 

rope run-climb.up-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP gig-INSTR miss-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘As (the rat) ran up the rope he missed him with the gig.’ 

[        Noun Phrase Base         ] 

[Postpositional Phrase] [noun] 
 128) foh was  et yimar 

pig shoot POSSD man 
‘the man who shot a pig’ 

[        Noun Phrase Base         ] 

[Postpositional Phrase] [noun] 
 129) bro mif et yimar 

big truly POSSD man 
‘the man who is really big’ 

[        Noun Phrase Base         ] 

[Postpositional Phrase] [noun] 
 130) ram et mett 

husband POSSD woman 
‘the woman who has a husband’ 

The stative nature of the Verb Word construction –et…-n is clearly seen in its occurrence as the stimulus of a 
perception such as seeing (e.g. 131). This is in contrast to the use of temporal quantifier, which indicates the 
process in action (e.g. 132). Its also contrasts with with the temporal quantifier by its ability to co-occur with the 
perfect aspect  (e.g. 126), which a temporal quantifier cannot do. It can also be used to focus upon either the subject 
or the object of the clause, whereas a temporal quantifier cannot make this differentiation. In example (133), 
although the husband is the subject, focus is placed upon the woman whom he hit, by using the 3rd singular 
feminine pronominal suffix –t. The focus is not upon the action of the husband but rather upon the resulting 
physical state of the woman. The same interpretation is given to example (126) where the focus is upon the  sago 
log and not the pigs which had eaten it. Likewise in example (134) the focus is upon his foot as the object which he 
put in a precarious position, resulting in it being cut by the axe. 

Stative stimulus 
 131) hti-mo-r-t mtitof-t yihom hir-et-t-n 

see-R.PST-3SM rope-3SF ELEV drift-POSSD-3SF-G.DEP 
‘He saw that the rope had drifted away.’ 

Active stimulus 
 132) hti-mo-r-t mtitof-t yihom hir-mo-hat 

see-R.PST-3SM-3SF rope-3SF drift-R.PST-T.SET 
‘He saw the rope when it drifted away.’ 

Object in focus 
 133) hti-mo-r-t ramem-r tat-et-t-n 

see-R.PST-3SM-3SF husband-3SM hit-POSSD-3SF-G.DEP 
‘He saw that she had been hit by her husband.’ 

Object in focus 
 134) wura-t yurak wu-hta-et-t-n hudai-e krsneh-mo-r-t 

foot-3SF on.top up-put-POSSD-3SF-G.DEP axe-INSTR cut-R.PST-3SM-3SF 
‘In putting his foot up (on the log) he cut it with an axe.’ 

There are certain semantic collocational restrictions which also highlight the stative nature of this 
construction. The subject referent of the verb is restricted in the types of semantic functions he may fill in the 
following proposition. 
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If the subject referent of an –et…-n Verb Word construction is functioning as an Agent, then he may not also 
function as an Agent in the following proposition (e.g. 136). But he may function as the Experiencer of  a 
perception such as seeing, hearing or feeling (e.g. 135). The semantic relationship between the two propositions is 
one of temporal simultaneity. 

 Agent Experiencer 

    
 135) inji hambro-hany-et-r-n wany-mo-r-m nd met-m 

thus search-PROG-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP hear-R.PST-3SM-3PL DEM woman-3PL 
‘As he was searching thus, he heard the women.’ 

 Agent Agent 

    
 *136) inji hambro-hany-et-r-n foh-r tufnahmo-r-r 

thus search-PROG-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP pig-3SM shoot-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘As he was searching thus, he shot a pig.’ 

If the subject referent of an –et…-n Verb Word construction is functioning as the Experiencer of a perception, 
then he may function as an Agent in the following proposition as long as it is intransitive in nature (e.g. 137), rather 
than transitive (e.g. 138). The semantic relationship between the two propositions is one of cause-effect. 

 Experiencer Agent 

  
 137) inji nambur-et-r-n yi-mo-r 

thus angry-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP go-R.PST-3SM 
‘Being angry thus, he left.’ 

 Experiencer Agent + Patient 

  
 *138) inji nambur-et-r-n met-t tat-mo-r-t 

thus angry-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP woman-3SM hit-R.PST-3SM-3SF 
‘Being angry thus, he hit the woman.’ 

If the subject referent of an –et…-n Verb Word construction is functionaing as an Agent, then he may 
function as a Patient in the following proposition. The semantic relationship between the two propositions may be 
one of temporal simultaneity (e.g. 139) or cause-effect (e.g 140). 

 Agent Patient 

     
 139) wumt-hany-et-r-n nandom-r was-mo-r-r 

play-PROG-POSSD-3SM-G.DEP snake-3SM pierce-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘As he was playing a snake bit him.’ 

 Agent Patient 

    
 140) inji yi-ni-et-t-n kmi-thof-m naku-hambro-mo-m-t 

thus go-CPL-POSSD-3SF-G.DEP village-resident-3PL call-search-R,PST-3PL-3SF 
‘She left thus, and the villagers called searching for her.’ 

An –et…-n Verb Word construction may occur in conjuction with a temporal quantifier Verb Word 
construction. The semantic relationship between the two propositions is one of temporal simultaneity. 
 141) hir-hany-et-m-n buwifor-t nia-mo-hat 

float-PROG-POSSD-3PL-G.DEP storm-3SF come-R.PST-T.SET 
‘They were canoeing when the storm came.’ 

In summary then, an –et…-n Verb Word construction indicates temporal simultaneity with partial overlap and 
may imply efficient cause. Its semantic restrictions require that the subject referent not fill the same semantic 
function in both propositions. 
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5.4.3  Nominal clause with the NP enclitic pno 

The Noun Phrase enclitic pno is a referent case marker which encodes the Spatial (e.g. 142) and Temporal 
(e.g. 143) Locations of an event. When used in combination with one of the interrogatives, it carries the notion of 
‘why’ or more literally ‘what for.’ Furthermore it functions as a comitative marker (e.g. 145). When pno occurs in 
a Noun Phrase whose central constituent is a nominal clause, the proposition is interpreted as being simultaneous 
with the verb of the main clause (e.g. 146). 

Spatial Location 
 142) ror-hu wura-m pno rim suh-mo-t 

he-GEN foot-3PL REF ELEV fall-R.PST-3SF 
‘She fell down over at his feet.’ 

Temporal location 
 143) wom yiha-r pno kmi-ko yi-mo-r 

DEM day-3SM REF village-to go-R.PST-3SM 
‘On one day he went to the village.’ 

Interrogative – what for/why 
 144) tamoh-m pno kit-wo-t 

what-3PL REF go-PRES-3SF 
‘Why is she going?’ 

Commitative 
 145) met-t yon-m pno kit-wo-m 

woman-3SF child-3PL REF go-PRES-3PL 
‘The woman is going with the children.’ 

Temporal simultaneity 
 146) thu-hany-nef-t pno mar-r yohni-hany-mo-r 

fish-PROG-NOM-3SF REF sun-3SM set-PROG-R.PST-3SM 
‘As they were fishing the sun was setting.’ 

The primary semantic distinction between an event encoded by a Noun Phrase with the case marker pno and a 
Verb Word with –et…-n suffixation is the degree of temporal overlap. An event encoded by an –et...-n Verb Word 
has partial overlap, whereas the referent case marked event has complete overlap. The overlap may be punctiliar 
(e.g. 147) or sustained (e.g. 148).  Duration will usually be indicated by an aspect such as the progressive (e.g. 
146). 

Punctiliar overlap 
 147) mi-yau-yak-ni-nef-t pno bhonano nandom-r fahot-mo-r-r 

ELEV-walk-get-CPL-NOM-3SF REF middle snake-3SM step-R.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘As he started to walk he stepped on the middle of a snake.’ 

Sustained overlap 
 148) nd ptha-nef-t pno nuwa-t fe-buga-mo-r-t 

DEM speak-NOM-3SF REF food-3SF eat-all-R.PST-3SM-3SF 
‘He ate all the food as he spoke.’ 

In summary, the Verb Word construction with –hat or –thombat functions as a temporal quantifier, 
establishing the temporal setting of an event. The Verb Word construction with –et…-n indicates temporal 
simultaneity with partial overlap and is stative in nature. It has definite semantic restrictions upon its subject 
referent. A Noun Phrase with the referent case marker pno encodes temporal simultaneity with complete overlap, 
but without semantic restrictions. 

5.5 Logical relations 
Logical relations in Alamblak can be encoded by either a morphemic clause, sentence or chain. In Longacre’s 

terminology (1976), they include efficient cause (reason), final cause (purpose), circumstance, hypotheticality, 
universal quantifier, and contingency. 
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5.5.1 Causative case roles 

Causer is a semantic function which has a relationship to the agent of an event, (e.g. they made him enter the 
house). In a sense it is a second agent which causes the primary agent to act. It is not an interpropositional 
relationship, but rather a semantic function which expands a proposition. Comrie (1981:160) has described a 
typology of causative constructions which encode this function. The various constructions range from 
morphological to analytical to lexical. Morphological causatives encode causation through the use of affixation or 
other morphological means. Analytical causatives encode causation through the direct use of a predicate which 
expresses the notion (e.g. make/cause). Lexical causatives involve a portmanteau realization of both cause and 
effect in one lexical item, such as kill or drop. 

Alamblak encodes causer morphologically through the use of verbal prefixes. The prefixes distinguish the 
degree of involvement of the causer in relation to the causee. In a Direct Cause (e.g. 149) the causer is the means of 
bringing about the effect on the causee. Both causer and causee are in close physical proximity and the effect 
occurs at approximately the same time. In a Manipulative Cause (e.g. 150) the causer, through physical contact, 
brings about the effect on the causee. The causee is only a passive participant. The effect occurs at exactly the same 
time as the cause. In a Associative Cause (e.g. 151) the causee experiences the same event as the causer due to a 
close physical association. 

Direct Cause 
 149) fak-marnya-mo-r-a 

Dir.Caus-well-R.PST-3SM-1S 
‘He made me well.’ 

Manipulative Cause 
 150) ka-fkne-mo-m-r 

Man.Caus-enter-R.PST-3PL-3SM 
‘They made him enter (by physically taking him).’ 

Associative Cause 
 151) hudar-s ha-tone-mo-r-t 

axe-3SF Ass.Caus-run-R.PST-3SM-3SF 
‘He ran the axe (over to him).’ 

5.5.2 Efficient cause (reason) 

Efficient cause is encoded by various configurations. Two of these are formulaic in nature, forming a type of 
compound structure. In the first configuration (e.g. 152), the demonstrative is incorporated into the predicate which 
is manifested by the pro-verb na ‘do’. The pro-verb manifests the third singular femanine suffix –t followed by 
either the Specific Setting (S.SET) case marker –n or the Referent (REF) case marker -pno.  

Formulaic compound conjunction 1 
 152) Yira buga-m fa-mo-r-m. Nd-na-t-n yati fa-mo-r 

fish all-3PL eat-R.PST-3SM-3PL DEM-do-3SF-S.Set stomach eat-R.PST-3SM 
‘He ate all the fish. He did that (therefore), he had a stomach ache.’ 

In the second configuration (e.g. 153), the demonstrative is again incorporated into the predicate which is 
manifested by the pro-verb na ‘do’. The pro-verb manifests the possessed modifier –et followed by a pronominal 
suffix and then ending with the General Dependent marker –n. 

Formulaic compound conjunction 2 
 153) Hudar-s tekr-t-a. Nd-na-et-an-n finji yi-r-fo-a. 

axe-3SF cut-3SF-1S DEM-do-POSSD-1S-G.DEP not go-IRR-I.PST-1S 
‘The axe cut me. It did that to me (therefore), I didn’t go.’ 

Efficient cause may also be encoded by a Noun Phrase with either the Referent case marker –pno or the 
Specific Setting case marker -n. 

Referent case marker 
  154) mar-r  pno hip-wo-nom 

sun-3SM  REF perspire-IMPV-3PL 
‘We are perspiring because of the sun.’ 
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Specific Setting case marker 
 155) bi yifung-t n ksh-m hta-funa-mo-non-m 

PERF night-3SF S.SET torch-3PL put-light-R.PST-1D-3PL 
‘Because of the night, we lit the torches.’ 

 156) sifsif-m hatoh-et-m n nhai wom-r htimmo-kfot 
sheep-3PL care.for-POSSD S.SET not DEM-3SM loose.sight.of-INF 
‘Because of him caring for the sheep himself, he doesn’t lose sight of one.’ 

 157) yukham na Sira-t yahu nmbuha-t n nan-pno hrek hwit-n 
fruit I Sira-3SF gave instance-3SF S.SET 1S-with today sleep-2S  
‘Since I gave Sira some fruit, now you will sleep with me.’ 

5.5.3 Final cause (purpose) 

Final cause is encoded as a constituent of the clause. It is realized by a verb with the infinitive suffix –kfot/-t. 
The infinitive may occur either immediately preceding or following the central constituent of the clause. 
 158) dbohna-et yon-r hti-t kit-nom 

sick-POSSD child-3SM see-INF go-1PL 
‘We are going to see the sick boy.’ 

 159) kit-nom doh yak-kfot 
go-1PL canoe get-INF 
‘We are going to get the canoe.’ 

5.5.4 Circumstantial cause 

Circumstantial cause has already been discussed in relation to the verb suffix –t (see section 5.2.1). 

5.5.5 Contingent and hypothetical conditions 

Conditionality subsumes the notions of hypotheticality, universal quantifier, and contingency. Hypotheticality 
makes no assumption as to the probability of the condition. It may or may not happen. In Alamblak, the 
hypothetical condition is realized by a fully inflected verb preceding the central constituent of a sentence, which is 
filled by a final verb (e.g. 160). The clause expressing the condition has a non-falling intonation and may or may 
not manifest the Dependent (DEP)marker –e (e.g. 162). If the antecedent clause is in the future tense, as in (160), 
then the verb will not manifest the presupposition marker -a. When the presuppositiona marker is manifested, then 
the interclausal relationship is simply temporal and not conditional (e.g. 161). If both the antecedent and the 
consequent are in the present tense then the antecedent carries the notion of universal quantifier (e.g. 163). 

Hypothetical Condition 
 160) kfo-ttiwon-rah-kom-r hi-rah-r-ko 

say-ask-FUT-2PL-3SM give-FUT-3SM-2PL 
‘If you ask him he will give it to you.’ 

Temporal Sequence with Presupposition marker 
 161) kfo-ttiwon-rhw-a-t-kom-r hi-rah-r-ko 

say-ask-FUT-PRSUP-CIR.Caus-2PL-3SM give-FUT-3SM-2PL 
‘After you ask him, he will give it to you.’ 

Hypothetical Condition with Dependent marker 
 162) tu-r kit-wo-r-e na yi-rhw-a 

E/R-3SM go-PRES-3SM-DEP 1S go-FUT-1S 
‘If he goes/is going, then I will go.’ 

Conditional with Universal Quantifier 
 163) hambro-hanit-wo-m-r htit-wo-m-r 

search-PROG-PRES-3PL-3SM see-PRES-3PL-3SM 
‘Whenever they search for him they will see him.’ 

Contingency is based upon a temporal relationship in which the antecedent is assumed or presupposed rather 
than hypothetical. The consequent will happen when the antecedent occurs. In Alamblak, the sentence structure is 
the same as in conditionality, however, the contingent clause will manifest the perfect aspect marker bi (e.g. 164). 
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It is the perfect aspect which adds the notion of contingency to an otherwise simple temporal relationship. If the 
contingent clause is in the future tense, then it will manifest the presupposition marker –a. Without the perfect 
aspect, the clause would simply be in a temporal relationship as in (161). 

The antecedent clause has been observed to occur in the immediate past tense, with the subsequent clause 
being in the future tense (e.g. 165). It is unclear, at this point, what is being indicated. The immediate past tense can 
be used to indicate a hypothetical situation if it is accompanied by the irrealis marker –r (e.g. 166). In other words, 
a hypothetical story or example would be described using the immediate past tense and the irrealis marker. 
Example (166) is taken from a hypothetical story used in a didactic speech on the importance of childen. In such an 
instance, the immediate past tense is referring to no time in particular and the irrealis marker indicates 
hypotheticality. It could be that the immediate past tense is used within the contingent clause to indicate some type 
of universal quantifier. This would give example (165) a gloss such as, ‘Whenever the child is born, then I will 
come.’ 

Contingent Condition 
 164) yhota-t bi yak-marnya-rhw-a-t-m-t nie-rhw-a 

path-3SF PERF Dir.Caus-well-FUT-PRSUP-CIR-3SM-3PL come-FUT-1S 
‘When they have fixed the path, then I will come.’ 

Contingent Condition with Immediate Past Tense 
 165) yon-r bi f-nur-ni-r-e nie-rhw-a 

child-3SM PERF I.PST-born-CPL-3SM-DEP come-FUT-1S 
‘When/whenever the child is born, then I will come.’ 

Contingent Condition within a hypothetical situation 
 166) yon-r bi m-hambro-ak-r-r-e yima yuhu-r  
  child-3SM PERF ELEV-search-get-3SM-3SM-DEP man mind-3SM 
  mi-rhu-r-fo-r-r 

ELEV-sit-IRR-I.PST-3SM-3SM 
‘When he has searched and found the boy, then his mind is at peace.’ 
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6. DISCOURSE PARTICLES 
The goal in this section is to describe the function of certain particles and to capture the thread of meaning 

that weaves throughout their use. Predicting when  they will occur is impossible for they are optional in the sense 
that the communicator will choose to use them based upon his/her assessment of the need for clarity (Jones 
1992:128). The interests and intent of both the communicator and discourse participants will dictate choices as to 
what should be made prominent through ranking, topicalization, foregrounding, emphasis, climax, etc. The 
following particles fall within this realm of analysis.  

6.1 The particle ee: anticipated events 
The particle ee may occur as a constituent of the clause, filling the initial P3 position, preceding the verb. 

However, it only occurs on clauses which are clause final within a sentence, thus it resembles a conjunction (e.g. 
167). 

[ Non-final clause ] [    Final clause    ] 
 167) kfo-ttiwon-rah-ko ee hi-rah-r-ko 

say-ask-FUT-2PL then give-FUT-3SM-2PL 
‘If you ask, then he will give it to you.’ 

The semantic contexts in which ee occurs involve interpropositional relationships of various kinds. These 
relationships may be either temporal or logical, but they are always sequential. 

Contingency  
 168) ror-oh yima yuhu-m yak-marnya-rhw-a-t-n-m ee nie-rhw-a 

3PL-GEN person mind-3PL get-well-FUT-PRSUP-CIR-2S-3PL then come-FUT-1S 
‘(Gather the people together and explain the rubber planting process to them. Show them the 
literature and have them discuss it.) When you have readied their minds, then I will come.’ 

Hypotheticality 
 169) kfo-ttiwon-rah-ko ee hi-rah-r-ko 

say-ask-FUT-2PL then give-FUT-3SM-2PL 
‘(Following a parable illustrating God’s willingness to give when we ask.) If you ask, then he will 
give it to you.’ 

Reason 
 170) Judas-r Jisas-r m-kihendhor-ni-t-r-r ee ndnatn yudbat  

Judas-3SM Jesus-3SM ELEV-hug-CPL-CIR-3SM-3SM then therefore quickly  
yak-ak-ni-kfot 
get-get-CPL-INF 
‘(Following a discussion on how Judas is to betray Jesus so that he can be arrested.) Judas will go 
over and hug Jesus, therefore then quickly grab him.’ 

Temporal sequence 
 171) yon-r nur-ni-mo-hat afo yuk-truf-ni-mo-f-n 

child-3SM born-CPL-R.PST-T.SET initially wash-cleanse-CPL-R.PST-2D-G.DEP  
ee Jerusarem-ko hany-mo-f-r nd yon-r Bro Nkifra-r he-nef-t 
then Jerusalem-to take-R.PST-2D-3SM DEM child-3SM big God-3SM give-NOM-3SF 
‘(They were following the Law of Moses.) When the child was born, they cleansed themselves first 
and then took him to Jerusalem to give him to God.’ 

The common thread which weaves throughout the above instances of the particle ee is the attainment of an 
intended goal or the culmination in an anticipated event. The preceding context of each of the above examples is 
given in parentheses with the free translation. The intentions of each can be summarized as follows: 

1. He intends to come, when everyone is ready. 
2. God intends to give, if you will ask him. 
3. They intend to arrest Jesus, so they have Judas betray him. 
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4. They intend to dedicate their son to God, after following the Law of Moses. 

Interpropositional relationships which realize the intentionality of a referent are typically encoded by relationals of 
means-purpose such as, ‘They dug the canal in order to drain the area.’ It answers the question, ‘What means was 
used in order to achieve this?’ In Alamblak however, this function of intentionality is encoded through the use of a 
quotation such as, ‘They dug the canal saying, “We will drain the area,”’ rather than through relationals. The 
particle ee, on the other hand, speaks to the question, ‘What was the culmination of these events?’ The particle 
highlights an action which  has been anticipated in the previous context and therefore has more of a discourse 
function rather than simply being interpropositional. 

6.2 The particle be: culminating events 
The particle be occurs clause initially in the P3 position preceding the verb. The clause may occur 

independently standing alone (e.g. 172), dependently at the beginning of a sentence (e.g. 173) or as the independent 
head of a sentence (e.g. 174). It is used frequently throughout narrative discourses, but also occurs within all other 
genres. It occurs in various, seemingly unrelated contexts, but appears to realize a common function of 
accentuating a culmination. 

[                           Independent clause                              ] 
 172) be afo toh-afo-mo-a husfirpa wik-m 

then initially stand-PROL-R.PST-1S three week-3PL 
‘Then I stayed for three weeks.’ 

[        Dependent clause         ] 
 173) be hti-nhombra-tany-hato tfit kmi-ko yi-mo-a 

then see-assess-DPTV-SEQ again village-to go-R.PST-1S 
‘Then having assessed the situation and I returned to the village.’ 

 [ Independent clause as sentence head ] 
 174) yihota-t yak-marnya-hato be kmi-ko yi-mo-a 

path-3SF get-well-SEQ then village-to go-R.PST-1S 
‘Having cleared a path, then I went to the village.’ 

6.2.1 Serial ending 

Within narrative discourses be appears at the end of a series of serial events. This is exhibited within the Pig 
Hunting text (see Appendix B) at lines 10-12 and again at lines 18-20. Lines 10-12 delineate the process of 
preparing a hunting blind: 

10. First I cut a mature sago tree and erected a fence. 
11. Then I cleared a path. 
12. Be then I went to the village. 

Lines 18-20 delineate preparations for hunting: 
18. I went to the village, got my spear and axe and sharpened them. 
19. Then I split torch material. 
20. Be then I put everything together. 

The occurrence of be in the examples above seems to mark the completion of a process or procedure. 

6.2.2 Scene change 

The particle be also appears at the end of a span. Such spans are characterized as having a common time or 
place. The termination of a span is indicated by a change in location or time. It may also be indicated by the exit or 
arrival of a major participant. Lines 12, 17, and 22 of the Pig Hunting text indicate a change of location and 
manifest the particle be. In line 12, the particle be coincides with the departure from the blind to the village; in line 
17, from the blind to the village again; and in line 22, from the village to the blind. When the span involves a 
period of travel, then the termination may be indicated by a point of arrival, as in line 16 of the Adze text (see 
Appendix C).  

14. After floating awhile, he saw a banyan tree. 
15. He turned and said to her, “We will dock at the base of that tree.” 
16. Be they floated over and docked at the base. 
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Other instances of the particle be coinciding with a change in location occur in the Adze text at lines 13, 22, 26, 
and 29.  

Line 29 of the Adze text also occurs at a time juncture between one day and the next. The particle be also 
occurs at the time juncture in line 13 of the Pig Hunting text. In this instance, the particle is associated with a three 
week waiting period after which the participant returns to the blind. 

12. Be I went to the village. 
13. Be I waited for three weeks. 
14. On the fourth week I went to check the blind. 

There are two instances within the Adze text where the particle occurs in conjunction with a change in major 
participants. In line 6, the adze changes into a man and enters the scene. 

5. One day the woman’s husband went to dance at another village. 
6. As he went, be the adze took on the form of her husband’s face and went to the house. 

In line 23, the adze returns to the village and changes back into an adze again. Afterwards, the husband returns on 
the scene again. 

23. He went, arrived at the village and be turned into an adze again. 
24. The husband, having gone to the dance, came back again. 

In all of these instances the particle be appears to be marking a change of scene. 

6.2.3 Reaction, response 

The particle be also occurs where there is no apparent scene change. One such environment is following a 
quotation. When this occurs, the quotation contains material which evokes a response. The quotation may be a 
command, exhortation, suggestion, or statement of intent, attitude or belief. In line 21 of the Pig Hunting text, the 
man suggests that they go hunting, so they go. 

21. The afternoon was waining and I said to my brother, “Let’s go hunting.” 
22. Be we quietly got our things without anyone seeing us and 
      be we left. 

Line 24 contains a command and statement of intent, which the brother obeys. 
24. I said to my brother, “You stand here quietly. If I shoot him I’ll call for you. If not, I’ll come 

get you.” 
25. Be he stayed there. Be I went quietly over. 

Line 33 contains a statement of belief. 
33. I thought, “He’s going to smell my scent and flee.” 
34. Be the instant I saw him I threw the spear, he squealed and I call on the spirits. 

In line 11 of the Independence Day text (See Appendix D), after a long build up of expectations, the people are told 
that Monday will be the day. Line 12 is there reaction. 

11. The whiteskin officer said to them, “At midnight on Monday, they will announce on the radio 
that we are an independent country.” 

12. Be they heard this and on Monday night they thought of nothing else. 

At times the particle be may occur outside the context of a quotation but in the response to a problem, as in 
line 15 of the Shepherding text (see Appendix F). 

15. Sometimes the shepherd counts the sheep while they are eating and sees one is missing 
      be he leaves the others and goes back to find the one. 

In these examples it appears that the particle be is accentuating the response to a situation or reaction to a 
statement. 

6.2.4 Culmination 

Within the context of an exhortation, the particle be has been observed to occur in concluding statements. In 
the 1 Peter 3:18 hortatory text (see Appendix E), the particle occurs at lines 13, 20, 21 and 23. The structure of the 
text is as follows: 

1. Exhortation: You shouldn’t act in evil ways again. 
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2-4. Motivation: When you do this…who will redeem you? 
5-8. Circumstances:  I have done this…I have redeemed and justified you. 
9. Exhortation:  You shouldn’t act in evil ways again. 
10-12. Circumstances:  I have done this…I have redeemed you. 
13. Be  Requirement:  You must live right. 
14. Exhortation:  You shouldn’t act in evil ways again. 
15-16. Motivation:  When you do this…who will redeem you? 
17-20a. Circumstances:  I have done this… 
20b. Be Accomplishment:  I have redeemed you. 
21a. Circumstances:  I have redeemed you… 
21b. Be Requirement:  You must live right. 
22-23a. Circumstances:  I will do this… 
23b. Be Commitment:  I will come and get you. 
23c. Exhortation:  You shouldn’t act in evil ways again. 
24-25. Circumstances:  I have done this…I have redeemed you. 

The occurrences of the particle be within this text appear to be accentuating the conclusion to a persuasive line of 
argumentation. There is a progression of statements which aim to motivate or to build a case. The particle be 
introduces the culminating statement to this progression. Each progression culminates in a requirement, 
accomplishment or commitment. 

6.2.5 Discouse closure 

Various discourses will frequently end with a formulaic phrase consisting of the perfect aspect maker bi plus 
the particle be or the phrase be inji (thus) rpa (only). Each of these is roughly equivalent to ‘The end.” The phrase 
bi be is also used by a person to indicate he/she is finished doing something. 

6.2.6 Discource climax 

One further function of the particle be needs to be mentioned. Within narrative discourses, the particle may 
occur in a series of sentences. Its occurrence coincides with a period of heightened action. This is usually at the 
climax or peak of a story. In the Pig Hunting text there is a series of sentences (lines 32-37), each beginning with 
the particle be. They occur at the peak of the story, the climax of the hunt. 

32. Be I didn’t hesitate. 
33. I thought he would smell my scent. 
34 Be as soon as I saw him I shot the spear, he let out a squeal and I called on the clan spirit. 
35. Be I got him in the heart. 
36. Be he yelled and ran off dragging the spear over a log. 
37. Be I listened to him go and heard him fall. 

In this kind of a situation, the particle be acts to move the story ahead at a faster pace through the juxtapositioning 
of several climactic statements.  

In summary, the particle be is indicating some type of climax or culmination. On the discourse level, this is 
indicative of the peak and closure. On the paragraph level, it is indicated at the close of a scene, the end of a series, 
the conclusion to a persuasive argument, or the response to a situation or statement. In each of these, the particle 
serves to accentuate the culmination.
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Appendix A: Alamblak Morphotactic Constructions 
MNominal Chain = P: {prn, noun, verb, NP} + C: {prn, noun, NP} 
MApositional Phrase = C: {prn, noun} + F: {prn, noun} 
MSentence = Pn: Cl-nonfinal + C: Cl-final + F:  {Clause, “    “} 
MClause = P3n: {conj, prtcl} + P2n: {NP, PosnP, ComP, DeicW, ResP, AposP, prn}+ P1: {noun, Cl-inf}  

+ C: {VW, VP} + F: {NP, prn, Cl-inf} 
MNoun Phrase Base = P3: {nd, tu, DemW, interrog} + P2n: {pre.adj, AdjP} + P1: {PostP, Cl-VW.F3} 

+ Cn: {noun,  NC, NW, øø }+ F1: post.adj 
MNoun Phrase = C: {NPBase, PrnP, prn}  + F1: {terminator, relator} + F2: orientor  + F3: elevational.sfx 
MResemblance Phrase = C: {NP, Clause} + F: {comparative ⊃ kanjo, hafit, kindo} 
MPronoun Phrase = P1:nd C: prn + F1: tu + F2: {rpa, buga} 
MPossession Phrase = C: {NP, prn} + F1: {hu, oh} + F2: {NPBase, noun} 
MPostpositional Phrase = C: {Cl-vrt, AdjP, NPBase, noun} + F: postpositional 
MAdjective Phrase = C: pre.adj + F: scaler.adv 
MVerb Phrase = P: adverb  + C: Verb Word 
MCopular Phrase = P: {NPBase, adj, prn, noun} + C: e + F1n: terminator + F2: elevational.sfx 
MComplex Phrase = 1: [1.NP, prn + 2. i, o] + 2n: [1.NP + 2. e, o] + 3: NP 
MDeictic Word = P: deictic prefix + C: locative root 
MVerbWord = P3: {wa,a} + P2: elevational prefix + P1n: verb prefix + Cn: {verb, to} + F1n: adverbial suffix  

+ F2: irrealis suffix + F3: tense suffix + F4: {u, a} + F5: nonfinal.sfx + F6: t + F7n: terminator  
+ F8: elevational.sfx + F9: n 

MNoun Word = C: noun + F: n.sfx 
MDemonstrative Word = C: nd + F: {ar, ur} 
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Morphemic Distribution Classes 

pre-adjective fills NPB.P2; AdjP.C; CopP.P 

 ⊃ bro, habhi, yuka, kkopen,  

post-adjective fills NPB.F 

 ⊃ hus, rpa, buga, oha, kor, yuht, sk, mku, nmbuha 

adverb fills VP.P 

 ⊃ masat, mfro, bmbri, nhowi, nhofijo, dbima, wompam, yuhre 

adverbial suffix fills VW.F1 

 ⊃ hany, haso, habri, htfas, ni, tany, haku, yifahta, nkifra, kotha, nhta 

comparative  fills ResP.F 

⊃ kanjo, hafit, kindo 

conjunction fills Cl.P3 

 ⊃ tfit, bt, to, ee, yo, be 

copulative fills CopP.C 

 ⊃ e 

deictic prefix fills DeicW.P 

 ⊃ a, u 

article fills DemW.C 

 ⊃ nd 

demonstrative fills DemW.F 

 ⊃ ar, ur 

elevational prefix fills VW.P2 

 ⊃ rim, yhom, m, mi, yarim, wa,  

elevational suffix fills VW.F8; CopP.F2; NP.F3 

 ⊃ ko, i(t)o, we 

general dependent marker fills VW.F9 

 ⊃ n 

hortative fills VW.P3 

 ⊃ a 

imperfective fills VW.F4 

 ⊃ u 

imperative fills VW.P3 

 ⊃ wa 

interrogative fills NPB.P3 

 ⊃ froh, fitoh, tamoh, finji 

irreallis future fills VW.F6 

 ⊃ t 

irrealis suffix fills VW.F2 

 ⊃ kah, wah, r, twa 
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locative root fills DeicW.C 

 ⊃ kor, ko, sombha 

non-final suffix fills VW.F5 

 ⊃ hato, hat, thombat, thoft, fijo, kfot 

noun  fills NC.P, C; Cl.P1; NPB.C; PostP.C; CopP.P; NW.C 

 noun root ⊃ yima, kuny, tek, mfha, doh, wura, kmi, mar 

 compound noun ⊃ 1.bu 2.pa, 1.maru 2.fa, 1.nyinga 2.tik,  

  1.hmbre 2.tha, 1.yfha 2.tik, 1.dda 2.tik 

 derived noun ⊃ 1.verb 2.nef yaunef, hiknef, pthanef, nurnef 

noun suffix fills NW.F 

 ⊃ ha, en, ef, m, em, kfo, pa 

orientor fills NP.F2 

 ⊃ pno, ko, nano, n, e 

particle fills Cl.P3 

 ⊃ nhai, finji, afo, tafito, be, bi, ee 

postposition fills PostP.F 

 ⊃ et, duha, yuk 

presupposition marker fills VW.F4 

 ⊃ a 

pronoun fills NC.P, C; Cl.P2; NP.C; PosnP.C; CopP.P; ComP.1 

 ⊃ na, no, nom, ni, nifn, niko, ror, rot, rof, rom 

scaler fills AdjP.F 

 ⊃ eh, yuk, yinmot, kasho, yinmar, masat, en, ef, mif 

tense suffix fills VW.F3 

 ⊃ ø, fo, ro, mo, rah/ruh 

terminator fills NP.F1; CopP.F1; VW.F7 

 ⊃ a(n), no(n), nom, ø/n, fn, ko(m), r, t, f, m 

verb  fills NC.C; VW.C 

 verb root ⊃ hik, wany, duka, tat, ptha, yau,  

 compound verb ⊃ 1.tu 2.fnah, 1.fr 2.tat, 1.yoh + 2.tmbra 

 derived verb  ⊃ 1. adjective + 2. ta brota, kkopenta 

 ⊃ 1. noun + 2. ta krifta, tahisa 

verb prefix fills VW.P1 

 ⊃ ka, ha, na, yak, f 
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MNominal Chain = Pn: {prn, noun, verb, NP} + C: {prn, noun, NP} 
 
 SMEMBER 

 ASSOCIATION 
 WHOLE 

SCLASS 
 ASSOCIATE  
 PART 

MNominal Chain = Pn: {prn, noun, NP} C: {prn, noun, NP} 
SClassification (thing) mi 

tree 
that 
skin (bark) 
 

SAssociation hmbre 
clothe 

that 
skin (clothing) 
 

SPartitive dbha 
morning 

ksfut 
twilight (dawn) 
 

 Jon   Andi  Stefen 
John Andy Stephen 

rom 
they 

 
Embedding potenrial: 
 The MNominal Chain may be embedded in Noun Phrase Base.C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MApositional Phrase = C: {prn, noun} + F: {prn, noun} 
 
 S IDENTIFIED S IDENTIFIER 
MApositional Phrase = C: {prn, noun} F: {prn, noun, NP} 
 Jonr 

John 
ror 
he 
 

SIdentification rot 
she 

nd nthont 
the ghost 
 

 
Embedding potenrial: 
 The MApositional Phrase may be embedded in Clause.P2 
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MSentence = Pn: Cl-nonfinal + C: Cl-final + F:  {Clause, “    “} 
 
  

 
STemporalArr.PRIOR 
STemporalArr.SIMUL B 
SLogicalArr.PRIOR 

SQUOTATIVE  
SEvent(EXPNC) 
STemporalArr.SUBSEQ 
STemporalArr.SIMUL A 
SLogicalArr.SUBSEQ 

SQUOTATION 
SSTIMULUS 

MSentence = Pn: Cl-nonfinal* C: Cl-final** F:  {Clause, “    “} 
STempArr Mikmbrenihato, doht takio tanyhato 

filling it,             casting off the canoe 
yimom. 
they went 

 

SLogArr Kto wurat bi marnyanite 
Later, my foot being well 

btn ka wiyauyaurhwa 
then I will walk. 

 

STempArr Yimorn,  kmit mfnahhato 
he went, came to the village 

kunys witamor. 
entered the house 

 

SEv(EXPNC) Yimorn, brbo yihom toh hanymor 
he went, standing close by 

asha wanymor 
there he heard 

fohm nia humamohat. 
the pigs come rooting 

SConvBlk Niamotr 
he came 

memoyanr 
I said to him 

“Mongko mimpno watohnetwa.” 
you stand behind the trees 

STempArr Bhaye nyumm mihakmohat 
when she cut firewood with an axe 

nhai tfit kunyko hanyrmotr. 
she didn’t take it back to the house. 

 

STempArr Kuny grhat yiyetrn 
when he went to dance at the house 

kmiko yimom. 
they went to the village 

 

 
*Clause-nonfinal is used as a cover term to indicate those clauses with a verb which manifests the following MPOSITIONS and fillers: 
VW.[F5:et + F9:n] 
VW.F5:{hat, hato, thombat, t} 
VW.F9:n 
nonfinal intonation pattern 
 
**Clause-final is used as a cover term to indicate those clauses with a verb which does not manifest nonfinal characteristics. 
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MClause = P3n: {conj, particle} + P2n: {NP, PosnP, DeicW, ComplxP, ResP, AposP, prn} + P1: {noun, Cl-inf} + C: {VW, VP} + F: {NP, prn, Cl-inf} 
 
 SLREL.PRIOR, 

LREL.SUBSEQ 
SAGENT, SLOCN, PAT, INSTR, REP, 
REC, BEN, TLOCN, REFERENCE 

SLog.Arr.SUBSEQ, PAT SLog.Arr.PRIOR, ACT, 
EXPSN, EXPNC, 
COMPARED 

SSLOC, STIM, 
SLOCN, PAT 

MClause = P3n: {conj, partcl} P2n: {NP, PosnP, DeicW, ComplxP, ResP, 
prn} 

P1: {noun, Cl-inf} C: {VW, VP} F: {NP, prn, Cl-inf} 

SEvent(ACT)  wom yha       | nd metthu yindarir 
one day           the woman’s man 

kuny grhat 
to dance at a house 

yimor 
he went 
 

wom kmit 
at another village 

SEvent(ACT) be 
so 

tfit                 | tu sinya tanymo-ko 
again                to where they left 

 bmbri yimor 
he went quickly 
 

 

SEvent(ACT)  wom mett      | bhay-e  
a woman          with an axe 

nyum 
firewood 

hamout 
she would chop 
 

 

SEvent(EXPNC)    htimort 
he saw it 

bro nungwat 
big bird 
 

SEvent(ACT) ee 
then 

nd dbohneft 
the sickness 
 

 thu tmbhakmot 
it left 

 

SEvent(ACT) ndnettn 
therefore 

dbima 
again 

 hnamomr 
they brought him 

kmi-ko 
to the village 
 

SEvent(ACT) to 
but 

nd tahisn 
the stone 

 kahuktr 
it gave hime 

ndar dbohneft 
this sickness 
 

SEvent(EXPSN) bt 
then 

krif-nano 
afternoon 

 nna kfaknimom 
they argued 
 

 

SComp(PROP)  nom arihat karohm yakitohwa kanjo   |   rom 
like we now hold machettes                   they 

hum 
adzes 

inji kakitohmoumm 
thus held 

 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MClause may be embedded in Sentence.P,C,F; Clause.P1,F; Noun Phrase Base.P1; Postpositional Phrase.C. 
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MNoun Phrase Base = P3: {nd, tu, interrog, DemW} + P2n: {pre.adj,  AdjP} + P1: {PostP, Cl-VW.F3} + Cn: {noun,  NC, NW, øø }+ F1: post.adj 
    
 SSPECIFICATION SATTRIBUTE 

SQUESTION 
SIDENTIFIER 
SWHOLE 

SIDENTIFIED  
SPART 
STOTAL 
SPATH 

SSPOSITION 
SATTRIBUTE 
SPROPORTION 

MNoun Phrase Base = P3: {nd, tu, DemW,  
         interrog, } 

P2n: {pre.adj, AdjP} P1: {PostP, Cl-VW.F3} Cn: {noun,  NC, NW, øø } F1: post.adj 

SSpecification nd-ar 
this 

  mi   tha 
tree bark 
 

 

SAttribution  bro 
big 

 yon 
child 
 

rpa 
only 

SInterrogative tamoh 
which 

  kuny 
house 
 

 

SIdentification  hus bro 
two big 

nambur-et 
angry   -post 

yima 
man 
 

 

SIdentification nd 
the 

 foh wiknayuk 
pig  for.buying 

yima 
man 

hus 
two 
 

SIdentification   foh wasmo 
pig shot 

yima 
man 
 

 

SProportion    kmi 
village 
 

buga 
all 

SPATH + SPOSITION    kuny  kimb 
house side 
 

oha 
along 

SAttribution    yoh 
string bag 

sk 
deteriorated 

Embedding potential: 
 The MNoun Phrase Base may be embedded in Noun Phrase.C; Copulative Verb Phrase.P; Postpositional Phrase.C. 
MNPBase.C:øø zero realization may occur as a filler here when the head noun is already known and will therefore be realized only by a terminator suffix in NP.F1. 
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MNoun Phrase = C: {NPBase, PrnP, prn} + F1: {terminator, relator} + F2: orientor + F3: elevational suffix 
 
 SREFERENCE PROPOSITION CSCOM 

CSAUD 
SINSTRUMENT 
SSLOCATION + 
SDIRECTION 

SACCOMPANIMENT 
 
 

SSLOCATION + SDIRECTION 

MNoun Phrase = C: {NPBase, PrnP, prn} F1: {terminator, relator} F2: {pno, n} F3: elevational suffix 
SACCOMPANIMENT nd  bro yima 

the big man 
 

r 
3sm 

pno(n) 
with 

we 
down there 

 tamoh kuny 
which house 
 

t 
3sf 

  

SACCOMPANIMENT nom 
1pl 
 

 pno 
with 

 

 nom buga 
1pl   all 

nom 
1pl 
 

  

 dbha 
morning 
 

nano 
period 

  

CSEMPHASIS nanhu yon 
my      child 
 

r 
3sm 

n 
emphatic 

 

SSLOCATION 
+ SDIRECTION 

kmi 
village 
 

ko 
to 

  

SINSTRUMENT doh 
canoe 

e 
by 

  

 
Embedding potential: the MNoun Phrase may be embedded in PossPh.C; Cl.P2, F.
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MResemblance Phrase = P: {Clause, NP} + C: comparative 
 
 S REFENCE PROPOSITION S COMPARISON 
MResemblance Phrase = P: {Clause, NP} C: comparative 
 gunyr 

star 
 

kanjo 
like 

 hus wuretm tohwa 
standing with two feet 

kanjo 
like 
 

 karohm yakitohwa 
holding bush knives 

kanjo 
like 
 

 taprfat 
wren 

kindo 
like 
 

 yauyenm 
puppies 

hafit 
similar to 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MResemblance Phrase may be embedded in Clause P2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MPronoun Phrase = C: prn + F1: tu + F2: {rpa, buga} 
 
 SSPEC STotal CSINTENT: emphasize SProportion 
MPronoun Phrase = P1: nd C: prn F1: tu F2: {rpa, buga} 
SProportion  ror 

he 
tu 
emphatic 

rpa 
only 
 

SProportion nd 
DEM 

nom 
we 

 buga 
all 
 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MPronoun Phrase may be embedded in Noun Phrase.C. 
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MPossession Phrase = C: {NP, prn} + F1: hu  + F2: {NPBase, noun} 
 
    
MPossession Phrase = C: {NP, prn} F1: {hu, oh} F2: {NPBase, noun} 
 nd  bro yimar 

the big man 
hu 
gen 
 

kuny 
house 

 Jonr 
John 

hu 
gen 
 

husfirpa yon 
three      child 

 yirar 
fish 

oh 
gen(pl) 
 

wasnef 
spearing 

 rof 
they(2) 

hu 
gen 

tatmo yima 
hit      man 
 

 yinemr 
child    

hu 
gen 

yemro wiknaheyuk         yima 
meat    to.buy.for   man 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MPossession Phrase may be embedded in Noun Phrase Base.P1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MPostpositional Phrase = C: {Cl-vrt, AdjP, NPBase, noun} + F: postposition 
 
 SIDENTIFIER SIDENTIFIER 
MPostpositional Phrase = C: {Cl-vrt, AdjP, NPBase, noun} F: postposition 
SIDENTIFIER foh was 

pig shoot 
et 
possessed (who has shot a pig) 
 

SIDENTIFIER yima     toh 
people live 

duha 
non-possessed (without people) 
 

SIDENTIFIER bro mif 
big truly 

et 
possessed (having true bigness) 
 

SIDENTIFIER wikna 
buy 

yuk 
purpose (for buying) 
 

SIDENTIFIER ram 
husband 

et 
possessed (with a husband) 
 

SIDENTIFIER yon 
child 

duha 
non-possessed (without children) 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MPostpostion Phrase may be embedded in Noun Phrase Base.P1 nad Copulative Verb 
Phrase.P. 
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MAdjective Phrase = C: pre.adj + F: {scaler adverb, spec.en} 
 
 SATTRIBUTION (thing) SINTENSITY 
MAdjective Phrase = C: pre.adj F: {scaler adverb, spec.en} 
SINTENSITY habhi 

small 
en 
diminutive (very small) 
 

SINTENSITY dborioh 
good 
 

mif 
truly 

SINTENSITY bro 
big 

yinmot 
moderately 
 

SINTENSITY habhi 
small 
 

yinmot 
moderately 

SINTENSITY bro 
big 

masat 
very 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MAdjective Phrase may be embedded in Noun Phrase Base.P2 and Copulative Verb 
Phrase.P. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MVerb Phrase = P: adverb + C: Verb Word 
 
 S ATTRIBUTION 

S REPETITION 
S PHASE 

S ACTIVITY 

MVerb Phrase = P: adverb C: Verb Word 
 nhowi 

quietly 
 

tohwor 
he stood 

 bmbri 
quickly 

yimor 
he went 
 

 masat 
much 

grhamor 
he shook 
 

 wompam 
again 

nakumort 
he called her 
 

 yuhre 
still 

yi hanymor 
he was going 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MVerb Phrase may be embedded in Clause C. 
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MCopular Phrase = P: NPBase, adj, prn, noun} + C: e + F1n: terminator + F2: elevational suffix 
 
 SIDENTIFIER 

SATTRIBUTION 
SOWNER 

ø SIDENTIFIED 
SITEM 
SOWNED 

SSLOC + POS 

MCopular Phrase = P: {NPBase, adj, 
prn, noun} 

C: e F1n: terminator F2: 
elevational 
suffix 

SIdentification yima 
man 

e r 
3sm 
(he is a man) 
 

 

SIdentification hingrnayuk  yima 
for.working man 

e r 
3sm 
(he is a working man) 
 

 

SAttribution bro 
big 

e r 
3sm 
(he is big) 
 

 

SIdentification nan 
I 

e a 
1s 
(it is I) 
 

 

SIdentification nungwa 
bird 

e t 
3sf 
(it is a bird up there) 
 

ko 
above 

SIdentification foh wasmo yima 
pig  shot    man 

e r 
3sm 
(he is the man who shot the pig) 
 

 

SOwnership nomoh 
ours 

e t 
3sf 
(it is ours) 

 

SIdentification yimar hingnefet 
man   work.for 

e r       r 
3sm 3sm 
(it is for the man to work with) 
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MComplex Phrase = 1: [1.NP, prn + 2. i, o] + 2n: [1.NP + 2. e, o] + 3: NP 
 
 [1. SCOORD--filler 

 2. COORD--FUNCTN] 
 
[1. SALTER--filler 
 2. ALTER--FUNCTN] 

[1. SCOORD--filler 
 2. COORD--FUNCTN] 
 
[1. SALTER--filler 
 2. ALTER--FUNCTN] 

SCOORD--filler 
 
 
SALTER--filler 

MComplex Phrase = 1: [1.NP, prn + 2. i, o] 2n: [1.NP + 2. e, o] 3: NP 
SCoordination Jonr-i 

John-and 
Andir-e 
Andy-and 

Simonr 
Simon 
 

SAlternation Jonr-o 
John -or 

Andir-o 
Andy-or 

Simon 
Simon 
 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MComplex Phrase may be embedded in Clause.P2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MDeictic Word = P: deictic prefix + C: locative root 
 
 SSPROXIMITY SSLOCATION 

SSDIRECTION 
MDeictic Word = P: {a, u} C: {kor, tombha, ko} 
SSLOCATION a 

near 
tombha 
place (here) 
 

SSLOCATION u 
far 

tombha 
place (there) 
 

SSLOCATION a 
near 

kor 
adessive (here) 
 

SSLOCATION u 
far 

ko 
allative (there) 
 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MLocative Word may be embedded in Clause.P2. 
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MVerbWord = P3: {wa,a} + P2: elevational prefix + P1n: verb prefix + Cn: {verb, to} + F1n: adverbial suffix + F2: irrealis suffix + F3: tense suffix + F4: {u, a}  
+ F5: nonfinal suffix + F6: t + F7n: terminator + F8: elevational suffix + F9: n 

 
 
 MVerbWord =   P3 P2 P1n Cn F1n F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7n  F8 F9 
1. SEvent (ACT) wa 

imp 
mi 
elev 

 yak 
get 

 twa 
imp 

    n 
2s 

t  
3sf 

  

2.    f 
ipst 

tat 
hit 

      r   
3sm 

f 
2d  

  

3.    ka 
cause 

fkne 
enter 

  mo 
rpst 

   r  
3sm 

m  
3pl 

  

4.    fak 
cause 

hakru 
load 

nho    buga 
help   completely 

 mo 
rpst 

   r   
3sm 

nom  
1pl 

  

5.     teh 
pull 

dimandi    he 
quickly     ben 

 mo 
rpst 

   m 
3pl 

a  
1s 

  

6.     hingrna 
work 

you 
slowly 

wah 
neg 

    ko 
2pl 

   

7.     yi 
go 

    et 
possd 

 r 
3sm 

  n 
g.dep 

8.     grha 
dance 

habri 
encircling 

   kfot 
inf 

     

9.     hir 
float 

thoni hany 
about cont 

   hato 
tprior 

     

10.     ha 
chop 

  mo 
rpst 

u 
impv 

  t 
3sf 

   

11.   mi 
elev 

 ha 
chop 

ak 
get 

 mo 
rpst 

u 
impv 

hat 
sim 

     

12.     hna 
bring 

  rhw 
fut 

a 
prsup 

 t 
irr 

nom 
1pl 

t 
3sf 

  

13.     hany 
take 

 r 
irr 

mo 
rpst 

u      |  a 
impv | prsup 

  r 
3sm 

r 
3sm 

  

14.     rhu 
sit 

marnya 
well 

 mo 
rpst 

   r 
3sm 

 ko(n) 
elev 

n 
g.dep 

15.  wa 
imp 

  yak 
get 

 kah 
irr 

  t 
da 

 n 
2s 

   

16.    yak 
cause 
 

hmbre 
put 

  mo 
rpst 

u      |  a 
impv | prsup 

t 
da 

 r 
3sm 

m 
3pl 
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 MVerbWord =   P3 P2 P1n Cn F1n F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7n  F8 F9 
17.     toh 

stand 
rafo 
hinderingly 

   nef 
nom 

 t 
3sf 

   

18. SEvent 
  (PROCS) 
Attribution 

   bro 
big 

ta 
process 

 mo 
rpst 

   r 
3sm 

   

19. SEvent 
  (EXPSN) 

  na 
recip 

ptha 
talk 

nhombra 
descriptively 

 mo 
rpst 

   no 
1pl 

   

20.     kfo 
speak 

fura     htfas 
empyt around 

 ro 
npst 

   r 
3sm 

   

21. SEvent 
  (EXPNC) 

   hti 
see 

difron 
anxiously 

   thombat 
sim 

     

22. SKinship    yifem 
father 

  rah 
fut 

   r 
3sm 

r 
3sm 

  

23. SEvent (ACT) 
    (EXPSN) 

   grha    nur 
dance cry 

  mo 
rpst 

   m 
3pl 

   

24. SEvent (ACT)    hwe    tweh 
sleep dream 

  mo 
rpst 

   r 
3sm 

   

 
 
1.   Go down and get her. 13.  He would never take it. 
2.   He hit them(2). 14.  He lived well up (in heaven). 
3.   He made them enter. 15.  You get it (and I will buy it). 
4.   He helped us completely load it. 16.  After he got them and put them together (she said to him). 
5.   They quickly pulled the canoe for me. 17.  protecting/protection 
6.   Stop working slowly. 18.  He became big. 
7.   When he went (she enter the house). 19.  We described (it) to each other. 
8.   (He went) to dance in a circle. 20.  He joked around from place to place. 
9.   After drifting about (they docked the canoe). 21.  When he looks anxiously (he will walk safely). 
10.  She would chop wood. 22.  He will be a father to him. 
11.  Whenever she would go chop firewood  (she wouldn’t take the ax back in the  
       house). 

23.  They danced (and) they cried. 

12.  We won’t bring it. 24.  He slept (and) dreamed. 
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M\S realization relationships of the MVerb Word 
MVerb Word \  SEvent(ACT) nyumm    ha    -mo -u     -t 

firewood chop-rpst-impv-3sf 
She would chop firewood. 

 SEvent(PROCS) bro-ta    -mo -r 
big-proc-rpst-3sm 
He became big. 

 SEvent(EXPSN) na     -ptha-mo   -no 
recipr-talk  -rpst-1d 
We(2) talked together. 

 SEvent(EXPNC) kunys hti -mo -r     -t 
house see-rpst-3sm-3sf 
He saw the house. 

 SKinship yifem-rah-r     -r 
father-fut-3sm-3sm 
He will be a father to him. 

   
MVW.P3 \ CSINTENT: command wa -mi  -yak-twa -n  -t 

imp-elev-get-imp -2s-3sf 
Go down and get it. 

   
MVW.P2 \ SDIRECTION wa -mi  -yak-twa -n  -t 

imp-elev-get-imp -2s-3sf 
Go down and get it. 

   
MVW.P1 \ STENSE f     -tat-r    -f 

ipst-hit-3sm-3d 
He hit them(2). 

 SRECIPROCAL na     -ptha-mo   -no 
recipr-talk  -rpst-1d 
We(2) talked together. 

 SCAUSER ka    -fkne-mo -r     -m 
caus-enter-rpst-3sm-3pl 
He made them enter. 

   
MVW.Cn \ SACTIVITY nyumm    ha    -mo -u     -t 

firewood chop-rpst-impv-3sf 
She would chop firewood 

 SEXPRESSION na     -ptha-mo   -no 
recipr-talk  -rpst-1d 
We(2) talked together. 

 SEXPERIENCE kunys hti -mo -r     -t 
house see-rpst-3sm-3sf 
He saw the house. 

 SATTRIBUTION bro-ta    -mo -r 
big-proc-rpst-3sm 
He became big. 

 S[GENERATION 
    LINEALITY] 

yifem-rah-r     -r 
father-fut-3sm-3sm 
He will be a father to him 

   
MVW.F1n \ SCHANGE bro-ta    -mo -r 

big-proc-rpst-3sm 
He became big 

 SMANNER(Event) kfo-htfas    -ro   -r 
tell-around-npst-3sm 
He spoke from place to place. 
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 SRANGE hir   -thoni -hanit-m 
float-about-prog -3pl 
They were floating about. 

 SASPECT hir   -thoni -hanit-m 
float-about-prog -3pl 
They were floating about 

 SATTRIBUTION(ACT) doht   teh -dimandi-mo -m 
canoe pull-quickly -rpst-3pl 
They quickly pulled the canoe. 

 SATTRIBUTION(EXPNC) hti -difron     -mo -nom 
see-anxiously-rpst-1pl 
We looked anxiously. 

 SATTRIBUTION(EXPSN) ptha  -nhombra      -mo -r   -nom 
speak-descriptively-rpst-3sm-1pl 
He described it to us. 

 SMANNER(action) toh   -rafo          -mo  -r     -nom 
stand-hinderingly-rpst-3sm-1pl 
He protected us. 

 SHELPER hingrna-nho -mo -r     -nom 
work    -help-rpst-3sm-1pl 
He helped us work. 

 SBENEFICIARY dohr   teh -he  -mo-m  -a 
canoe pull-ben-rpst-3pl-1s 
They pulled the canoe for me. 

   
MVW.F2 \ [CSINTENT:command 

    + SPHASE:stop] 
hingrna-wah-ko 
work   -stop-2pl 
Stop working. 

 SNEGATED nhai hingrna-r   -mo -r 
not   work   -irr-rpst-3sm 
He did not work. 

 [CSINTENT:command 
 + ATTITUDE:polite] 

wa -yak-twa-n  -t 
imp-get-imp-2s-3sf 
Please get it. 

   
MVW.F3 \ STENSE nhai hingrna-r   -mo -r 

not   work   -irr-rpst-3sm 
He did not work. 

   
MVW.F4 \ SASPECT:impv nyumm    ha    -mo -u     -t 

firewood chop-rpst-impv-3sf 
She would chop firewood. 

   
MVW.F5 \ STEMP.APPROX(SIMUL) ror yuk  -hany-mo -hat 

he  swim-prog-rpst-sim 
when he was swimming... 

 STEMP.APPROX(SIMUL) yi -et  -r     -n kunyko yimot 
go-sim-3sm-ø house  she went 
When he went she went to the house. 

 STempArr.PRIOR hir   -hany-hato   dbkaf-mo -f 
float-prog -tprior dock-rpst-2d 
After floating they docked. 

 SLOG.REL.SUB: purpose grha  -kfot   yi-mo  -r 
dance-pur    go-rpst-3sm 
He went to dance. 

 SLOG.REL.PRIOR:circumstantial kfaf –mo  -t    -r     -m    yimom 
send-rpst-caus-3sm-3pl  they went 
He sent them and so they went. 
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MVW.F6 \ SNEGATED finji hna   -rhw-a       -t -nom-t 
not  bring-fut  -prsup-irr-1pl-3sf 
We will not bring her. 

   
MVW.F7n \ 1.    1. {SCAUSER ka    -fkne-mo -r     -m 

caus-enter-rpst-3sm-3pl 
He made them enter. 

                HELPER} hingrna-nho -mo -r     -nom 
work    -help-rpst-3sm-1pl 
He helped us work. 

        2. Primary SFUNCTIONS 
           (AG, SPKR, RCTR,etc) 

f     -tat-r    -f 
ipst-hit-3sm-3d 
He hit them(2). 

 2.    1. SAGENT ka    -fkne-mo -r     -m 
caus-enter-rpst-3sm-3pl 
He made them enter. 

        2. {SRECIPIENT fohpam he  -mo -r     -a 
pork     give-rpst-3sm-1s 
He gave me pork. 

               BENEFICIARY} dohr   teh -he  -mo-m  -a 
canoe pull-ben-rpst-3pl-1s 
They pulled the canoe for me. 

        3. Secondary SFUNCTION 
         (PAT, ADDR, AFCT, etc) 

f     -tat-r    -f 
ipst-hit-3sm-3d 
He hit them(2). 

        4. SSLOCATION na kuny -t    dbohna -mo  -an-t 
I   house-3sf  sick     -rpst-1s-3sf 
I was sick in the house. 

        5. STLOCATION morm yha-r  dbohna-mo-m  -r 
morm day-3sm sick  -rpst-3pl-3sm 
They were sick at morm time. 

   
MVW.F8 \ SDIRECTION mount rhu-wo -r      -ko 

sky      sit -pres-3sm-above 
He is in the sky above. 

   
MVW.F9 \ SCOORDINATE wuss   yak-hmbre-w     -a       -f   -n 

things get-put      -impv-prsup-2d-g.dep 
Putting the things... 

 
The constraints on the semantic realization of MVW.F7n are to be interpreted as follow: 
If SCAUSER or HELPER is present, it must be realized first.  If not present, then primary semantic functions must 

be realized first. 
If CAUSER or HELPER is present then AGENT must be realized second. 
If CAUSER or HELPER is not present, so that primary semantic functions are realized first, then they may be 

followed by the following ordered choices: 1) RECIPIENT or BENEFICIARY; 2) secondary semantic 
functions; 3) SPATIAL LOCATION; 4) TEMPORAL LOCATION.  RECIPIENT and BENEFICIARY must 
be realized if present, but the second, third and fourth choices are optional.  Conditions for their realization are 
not yet determined. 
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MNoun Word = C: noun + F: {n.suffix, specifier enclitic} 
 
 SMEMBER 

SAttbn.ITEM 
SMATERIAL 

SCLASS 
SATTRIBUTION 
SMATERIAL 

MNoun Word = C: noun F: n.suffix 
SClassification yifa 

father 
em 
kin referent 
 

SClassification tea 
coconut tree 

m 
important thing 
 

SClassification pen 
ink pen 

kfo 
foreign thing 
 

SAttribute (thing) yon 
child 

en 
diminutive (infant) 
 

SMATERIAL bu 
rain 

pa 
derivative of (water) 
 

SMATERIAL gon 
banana tree 

ha 
fruit of (banana) 
 

SMATERIAL rpa 
one 

fa 
money counting marker of (dime) 
 

SAttribute (thing) mi 
tree 

ef 
moderately sized 

 
Embedding potential: 
 The MNoun Word may be embedded in Noun Phrase Base.C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MDemonstrative Word = C: nd + F: {ar, ur} 
 
 SSPECIFICATION SPROXIMITY 
MDemonstrative Word = Cn: nd F: {ar, ur} 
SSPECIFICATION nd 

demonstrative 
ar 
near (this) 
 

SSPECIFICATION nd 
demonstrative 

ur 
far (that) 
 

SSPECIFICATION nd nd  
(some of these sorts) 

 

 
Embedding potential: The Demonstrative Word may be embedded in Noun Phrase Base P3.  
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Appendix B: Pig Hunting 

\ref 001 
\t Fohm     bok  yuham     kekwonomm. 
\m foh -m   bok  yuha -m   yak -wo      -nom -m 
\g pig -3PL many path -3PL get -PRES    -1PL -3PL 
\p n   -png adj  n    -png v   -tns.sfx -png –png 

\f We get pigs in many ways. 
\ref 002 
\t Yaumpno         nmbhuhato   kekwonomm. 
\m yau  -m   -pno  nmbhu -hato yak -wo      -nom -m 
\g walk -3PL -COM  hunt  -SA   get -PRES    -1PL -3PL 
\p v    -png -ref  v     -sa   v   -tns.sfx -png –png 

\f We hunt with dogs and get them. 
\ref 003 
\t Rmon tembmpno        nmbhuhato   tufnahwonomm. 
\m rmon temb -m   -pno  nmbhu -hato tufnah -wo      -nom -m 
\g new  bow  -3PL -COM  hunt  -SA   shoot  -PRES    -1PL -3PL 
\p adj  n    -png -ref  v     -sa   v      -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f We hunt with shotguns and shoot them. 
\ref 004 
\t Foh yimdohmn         mti  mkum         tnahato             mti 
\m foh yimdoh -m   -n   mti  mku     -m   tna           -hato mti 
\g pig trail  -3PL -EMP vine portion -3PL stand.upright -SA   vine 
\p n   n      -png -emphn    mod     -png v             -sa   n 
 
\t mkumn               naiwom. 
\m mku     -m   -n     nai   -wo      -m 
\g portion -3PL -S.SET snare -PRES    -3PL 
\p mod     -png -emph  v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f We tie ropes across pig trails and they snare them. 
\ref 005 
\t Wukiem     kihato    wukiemn           fknitatm 
\m wukie -m   ki  -hato wukie -m   -n     fkne  -a     -t  -m 
\g trap  -3PL tie -SA   trap  -3PL -S.SET enter -PRSUP -DA -3PL 
\p n     -png v   -sa   n     -png -emph  v     -prsup -da -png 
 
\t kekwonomm. 
\m yak -wo      -nom -m 
\g get -PRES    -1PL -3PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f We set traps and they fall and get them. 
\ref 006 
\t Dbrat       yauhato    tembe       tufnahwonomm. 
\m dbra  -kfot yau  -hato temb -e     tufnah -wo      -nom -m 
\g track -INF  walk -SA   bow  -INSTR shoot  -PRES    -1PL -3PL 
\p v     -inf  v    -sa   n    -instr v      -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f We walk to track and shoot them with bows. 
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\ref 007 
\t Fohnam          turhato        fohnamn                yifung toh 
\m fohna      -m   tur      -hato fohna      -m   -n     yifung toh 
\g hunt.blind -3PL set_trap -SA   hunt.blind -3PL -S.SET night  stand 
\p n          -png v        -sa   n          -png -emph  temp   v 
 
\t tatakhato   waswonomm. 
\m tatak -hato was   -wo      -nom -m 
\g hide  -SA   spear -PRES    -1PL -3PL 
\p v     -sa   v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f We set up blinds and hide behind them at night and spear them. 
\ref 008 
\t Inji inji kekwonomm              fohm. 
\m inji inji yak -wo      -nom -m   foh -m 
\g thus thus get -PRES    -1PL -3PL pig -3PL 
\p adv  adv  v   -tns.sfx -png -png n   -png 

\f We get pigs various ways. 
\ref 009 
\t Na  asomif pthiwa              na  fohnayeh            fohr 
\m na  asomif ptha  -wo      -a   na  fohna      -eh      foh -r 
\g 1PS now    speak -PRES    -1S  1PS hunt.blind -DER     pig -3SM 
\p prn n      v     -tns.sfx -png prn n          -der.sfx n   -png 
 
\t wasmo          yuhat. 
\m was   -mo      yuha -t 
\g spear -R.PST   path -3SF 
\p v     -tns.sfx n    -png 

\f I am telling you now about the way I speared a pig from a blind. 
\ref 010 
\t Barkofpam            afo   naku fhner            yohafhato 
\m barkof -pa      -m   afo   naku fhne        -r   yoh  -afo     -hato 
\g first  -DER     -3PL first sago mature_sago -3SM fell -PROL    -SA 
\p adj    -der.sfx -png adv   n    n           -png v    -adv.asp -sa 
 
\t rbmoyanr. 
\m rb    -mo      -a   -r 
\g fence -R.PST   -1S  -3SM 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f First I cut a mature sago tree and erected a fence. 
\ref 011 
\t Rbnihato              yihotar     fak      marnyamoyanr. 
\m rb    -ni       -hato yihota -r   yak      marnya -mo      -a   -r 
\g fence -CPL      -SA   road   -3SM CAUS     well   -R.PST   -1S  -3SM 
\p v     -temp.asp -sa   n      -png caus.pfx adverb -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I erected it and then cleared a path. 
\ref 012 
\t Yauyuk    yihotat     yak      marnyanihato           be   kmiko 
\m yau  -yuk yihota -t   yak      marnya -ni       -hato be   kmi     -ko 
\g walk -PUR road   -3SF CAUS     well   -CPL      -SA   CNJ  village -AL 
\p v    -pur n      -png caus.pfx adverb -temp.asp -sa   conj n       -al 
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\t yimoya. 
\m yi -mo      -a 
\g go -R.PST   -1S 
\p v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f I cleared a walking path and went to the village. 
\ref 013 
\t Be   afo   tohafmoya                    husfirpa wikm. 
\m be   afo   toh   -afo     -mo      -a   husfirpa wik  -m 
\g CNJ  first stand -PROL    -R.PST   -1S  three    week -3PL 
\p conj adv   v     -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png adj      n    -png 

\f I waited three weeks. 
\ref 014 
\t Foayukrpno                  nd   fohnar          yi fau 
\m husfihus -yuk     -r   -pno nd   fohna      -r   yi yau 
\g four     -DER     -3SM -REF DEM  hunt.blind -3SM go walk 
\p adj      -der.sfx -png -ref dem  n          -png v  v 
 
\t hafotmoyanr. 
\m hafot       -mo      -a   -r 
\g measurement -R.PST   -1S  -3SM 
\p n           -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f On the fourth week I went to check the blind. 
\ref 015 
\t Htimoyanr              bi   foh yayetrn. 
\m hti -mo      -a   -r   bi   foh ye  -et    -r   -n 
\g see -R.PST   -1S  -3SM PERF pig eat -POSSD -3SM -G.DEP 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png adv  n   v   -possd -png -g.dep 

\f I saw that the pigs had been eating it. 
\ref 016 
\t Krif      yifungt-i         dbha    ksfut          fohm     nia 
\m krif      yifung -t   -i    dbha    ksfu      -t   foh -m   nia 
\g afternoon night  -3SF -and  morning twilight  -3SF pig -3PL come 
\p temp      temp   -png -coor temp    temp.spec -png n   -png v 
 
\t famoumr. 
\m ye  -mo      -u        -m   -r 
\g eat -R.PST   -IMPF     -3PL -3SM 
\p v   -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png –png 

\f Pigs would come and eat it dusk and dawn. 
\ref 017 
\t Be   hti nhombra      tanyhato       tfit yimoya           kmiko. 
\m be   hti nhombra      tany     -hato tfit yi -mo      -a   kmi     -ko 
\g CNJ  see discerningly DPTV     -SA   then go -R.PST   -1S  village -AL 
\p conj v   spat.asp     temp.asp -sa   conj v  -tns.sfx -png n       -al 

\f I surveyed the situation and then went back to the village. 
\ref 018 
\t Kmit         mhtahato            karoh kfrat 
\m kmi     -t   m-        hta -hato karoh kfra  -t 
\g village -3SF ELEV-     put -SA   axe   spear -3SF 
\p n       -png elev.pfx- v   -sa   n     n     -png 
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\t yakmoyantn                    hanku   marnyamoyant. 
\m yak -mo      -a   -t   -n     hanku   marnya -mo      -a   -t 
\g get -R.PST   -1S  -3SF -G.DEP sharpen well   -R.PST   -1S  -3SF 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png -g.dep v       adverb -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I came to the village, got a spear and sharpened it. 
\ref 019 
\t Kfrat      hanku   buganimoyantn                               ksh 
\m kfra  -t   hanku   buga    -ni       -mo      -a   -t   -n     ksh 
\g spear -3SF sharpen all     -CPL      -R.PST   -1S  -3SF -G.DEP torch 
\p n     -png v       adv.asp -temp.asp -tns.sfx -png -png -g.dep n 
 
\t kpam       dbofnamoyanm. 
\m kpa   -m   dbofna   -mo      -a   -m 
\g frond -3PL splinter -R.PST   -1S  -3PL 
\p n     -png v        -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I finished sharpening it and split torch material.  
\ref 020 
\t Ksh   kpam       dbofnanihato             be   fak 
\m ksh   kpa   -m   dbofna   -ni       -hato be   yak- 
\g torch frond -3PL splinter -CPL      -SA   CNJ  CAUS- 
\p n     n     -png v        -temp.asp -sa   conj caus.pfx- 
 
\t htamoyanm              karoh kfrat,     ksh   kpam       yo 
\m hta -mo      -a   -m   karoh kfra  -t   ksh   kpa   -m   yo 
\g put -R.PST   -1S  -3PL axe   spear -3SF torch frond -3PL INTERJ 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png n     n     -png n     n     -png interj.ptcl 
 
\t karoht. 
\m karoh -t 
\g axe   -3SF 
\p n     -png 

\f I finished splitting it and put everything together. 
\ref 021 
\t Krifta              hanymot,           nanhu    habhir 
\m krif      -ta       hany -mo      -t   na  -hu  habhi  -r 
\g afternoon -become   take -R.PST   -3SF 1PS -GEN little -3SM 
\p temp      -temp.asp v    -tns.sfx -png prn -gen adj    -png 
 
\t memoyanr,              "Riahno   fohna      hajoht." 
\m me  -mo      -a   -r   riah -no  fohna      hajoh -t 
\g say -R.PST   -1S  -3SM go   -1D  hunt.blind hunt  -3SF 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png v    -png n          v     -png 

\f When afternoon came I said to my little brother, "We will go hunting." 
\ref 022 
\t Yo,         be   nhofijo   yimam       htiafoduhat               karoh 
\m yo          be   nhofijo   yima   -m   hti -afo     -duhat       karoh 
\g INTERJ      CNJ  carefully person -3PL see -PROL    -NON.POSSD   axe 
\p interj.ptcl conj adv       n      -png v   -adv.asp -non -possd  n 
 
\t kfra, ksh   kpam,      karoht     yaknimnonm                       be 
\m kfra  ksh   kpa   -m   karoh -t   yak-      ni  -mo      -no  -m   be 
\g spear torch frond -3PL axe   -3SF CAUS-     2S  -R.PST   -1D  -3PL CNJ 
\p n     n     n     -png n     -png caus.pfx- prn -tns.sfx -png -png conj 
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\t yimno. 
\m yi -mo      -no 
\g go -R.PST   -1D 
\p v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f So, without anyone seeing us, we carefully got the spear, torches and axe and went. 
\ref 023 
\t Yimnonn                 brbo     yihom    toh   hanymno 
\m yi -mo      -no  -n     brbo     yihom    toh   hany     -mo      -no 
\g go -R.PST   -1D  -G.DEP near     ELEV     stand CONT     -R.PST   -1D 
\p v  -tns.sfx -png -g.dep posnl.rt elev.pfx v     temp.asp -tns.sfx -png 
 
\t asha      wanymno            nakut     guh,  gune,  huhu, fohm     nia 
\m asha      wany -mo      -no  naku -t   guh   gune   huhu  foh -m   nia 
\g here      hear -R.PST   -1D  sago -3SF snort squeal grunt pig -3PL come 
\p comp.deic v    -tns.sfx -png n    -png n     n      n     n   -png v 
 
\t humamohat. 
\m huma -mo      -hat 
\g root -R.PST   -SIM 
\p v    -tns.sfx -sim 

\f We went and stood close to the blind and I heard pig noises as the pigs were rooting around the sago 
tree. 
\ref 024 
\t Be   habhir      memoyanr,              "Asha     nhowi 
\m be   habhi  -r   me  -mo      -a   -r   asha      nhowi 
\g CNJ  little -3SM say -R.PST   -1S  -3SM here      quietly 
\p conj adj    -png v   -tns.sfx -png -png comp.deic adv 
 
\t watoh            hasotwa. 
\m wa-        toh   haso     -twa 
\g IMPER-     stand PROG     -IRR 
\p imper.pfx- v     temp.asp -irr.sfx 

\f I said to my brother, "You quietly stay here. 
\ref 025 
\t Tatirnefianme                      nia 
\m tatirna -afo     -a   -m   -e      nia 
\g miss    -PROL    -1S  -3PL -FOCUS  come 
\p v       -adv.asp -png -png -emph   v 
 
\t mhtiyaknerhwann. 
\m m-        hti -yak     -ne      -rah     -a   -n 
\g ELEV-     see -get     -come    -FUT     -1S  -2S 
\p elev.pfx- v   -adv.asp -adv.sfx -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f If I miss I will come get you. 
\ref 026 
\t Wasanme                 yuwa     nakurhwann." 
\m was   -a   -m   -e      yuwa     naku -rah     -a   -n 
\g spear -1S  -3PL -FOCUS  ELEV     call -FUT     -1S  -2S 
\p v     -png -png -emph   elev.pfx v    -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f If I shoot it I will call for you." 
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\ref 027 
\t Be   ror ndha toh   hasomor. 
\m be   ror ndha toh   haso     -mo      -r 
\g CNJ  3SM here stand PROG     -R.PST   -3SM 
\p conj prn deic v     temp.asp -tns.sfx -png 

\f He waited there. 
\ref 027a 
\t Na  be   nhowi  tir noh wura noh nyungefenduha                yihom 
\m na  be   nhowi  tir noh wura noh nyungef -en      -duha       yihom 
\g 1PS CNJ  slowly arm die leg  die sound   -DIM     -NON.POSSD  ELEV 
\p prn conj adv    n   v   n    v   n       -spec.en -non -possd elev.pfx 
 
\t brnyimoya. 
\m brnyi -mo      -a 
\g go    -R.PST   -1S 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f I quietly went over without making a sound. 
\ref 028 
\t Nhowi   nhowi   yihom    brnyimoyann                tu  brbo     rp 
\m nhowi   nhowi   yihom    brnyi -mo      -a   -n     tu  brbo     *** 
\g quietly quietly ELEV     go    -R.PST   -1S  -G.DEP E/R near     *** 
\p adv     adv     elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png -g.dep e/r posnl.rt *** 
 
\t gnatpno        yihom    toh   kasinahato 
\m gna  -t   -pno yihom    toh   ka-       sinya -hato 
\g wall -3SF -REF ELEV     stand CAUS-     rise  -SA 
\p n    -png -ref elev.pfx v     caus.pfx- v     -sa 
 
\t ahtianwe                    fohrhu        mingiahus     yura 
\m a-        hti -a   -we      foh -r   -hu  mingiahu -s   yura 
\g HORT-     see -1S  -ELEV    pig -3SM -GEN back     -3SF above 
\p hort.pfx- v   -png -elev.en n   -png -gen n        -png positional 
 
\t titamohat. 
\m tita    -mo      -hat 
\g visible -R.PST   -SIM 
\p v       -tns.sfx -sim 

\f I quietly went over and stood up near the wall and looked down at the back of a towering  pig. 
\ref 029 
\t Ar       kmi     tndhre. 
\m Ar       kmi     tndh   -r   -e 
\g this     village spirit -3SM –FOCUS 
\p deic.sfx n       n      -png –emph 

\f What a monster. 
\ref 030 
\t Mano      krirko        wutohmom                      tuhanem 
\m mano      krir      -ko wu-       toh   -mo      -m   tuhanem 
\g alongside sago_base -AL ELEV-     stand -R.PST   -3PL wife 
\p posnl.rt  n         -al elev.pfx- v     -tns.sfx -png n 
 
\t nimehfit. 
\m nimehfi   -t 
\g offspring -3SF 
\p n         -png 

\f A mother and her offspring stood alongside the base of the sago palm. 
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\ref 031 
\t Buha     mutptn            nd   yonmari kmi     tndhr       nakut 
\m buha     mutp  -t   -n     nd   yonmari kmi     tndh   -r   naku -t 
\g middle   trunk -3SF -S.SET DEM  huge    village spirit -3SM sago -3SF 
\p posnl.rt n     -png -emph  dem  adj     n       n      -png n    -png 
 
\t wafamour. 
\m wa-       ye  -mo      -u        -r 
\g ELEV-     eat -R.PST   -IMPF     -3SM 
\p elev.pfx- v   -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f About midway along the trunk the huge pig was eating the sago. 
\ref 032 
\t Be   nhai wom kuknarmoya. 
\m be   nhai wom kukna    -r       -mo      -a 
\g CNJ  NEG  DEM hesitate -IRR     -R.PST   -1S 
\p conj neg  adj v        -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f I didn't hesitate. 
\ref 033 
\t Memoya,             "Yima  gbr        mtha 
\m me    -mo      -a   yima   gb    -r   mtha 
\g think -R.PST   -1S  person scent -3SM smell 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png n      n     -png v 
 
\t tirhwarn                            yakrmirahr." 
\m ti      -rah     -a     -r   -n     yakrme -rah     -r 
\g attempt -FUT     -PRSUP -3SM -G.DEP flee   -FUT     -3SM 
\p adv.asp -tns.sfx -prsup -png -g.dep v      -tns.sfx -png 

\f I thought, "He will smell my scent and run." 
\ref 034 
\t Be   rpa htit     rhumot            karoh kfrate            tuha 
\m be   rpa hti -t   rhu -mo      -t   karoh kfra  -t   -e     tuha 
\g CNJ  one see -3SF sit -R.PST   -3SF axe   spear -3SF -FOCUS there 
\p conj adj v   -png v   -tns.sfx -png n     n     -png -emph  deic 
 
\t fengrr      wathumorr                         dugohitn 
\m fengr  -r   wa-       thu  -mo      -r   -r   dugohi      -t   -n 
\g squeal -3SM ELEV-     yell -R.PST   -3SM -3SM spirit_name -3SF -EMP 
\p n      -png elev.pfx- v    -tns.sfx -png -png n           -png -emph 
 
\t dadidohmoya. 
\m dadidoh   -mo      -a 
\g call_upon -R.PST   -1S 
\p v         -tns.sfx -png 

\f As soon as I saw him I shot with the spear and he let out a squeal, and I called upon the clan spirit. 
\ref 035 
\t Be   tu  kifmuhtn               tu  hmbremoyanr. 
\m be   tu  kifmuh     -t   -n     tu  hmbre    -mo      -a   -r 
\g CNJ  E/R heart_area -3SF -S.SET E/R put_into -R.PST   -1S  -3SM 
\p conj e/r n          -png -emph  e/r v        -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I got him in the heart area. 
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\ref 036 
\t Be   inji taunihato            kfrat      yak 
\m be   inji tau  -ni       -hato kfra  -t   yak 
\g CNJ  thus yell -CPL      -SA   spear -3SF get 
\p conj adv  v    -temp.asp -sa   n     -png v 
 
\t tehakmort,                       yihom    brnyimorn 
\m teh  -yak     -mo      -r   -t   yihom    brnyi -mo      -r   -n 
\g pull -get     -R.PST   -3SM -3SF ELEV     go    -R.PST   -3SM -G.DEP 
\p v    -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png -g.dep 
 
\t memor,              "Ka      hifa      kfoyet 
\m me    -mo      -r   ka       hifa      kfo  -et 
\g think -R.PST   -3SM maybe    good      tell -POSSD 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png particle adjective v    -possd 
 
\t basdanys                amhuta          fnahkahant 
\m bas       dany     -s   a-        mhuta fnah   -kah     -a   -t 
\g taun_tree middle   -3SF HORT-     jump  arrive -IRR     -1S  -3SF 
\p n         posnl.rt -png hort.pfx- v     v      -irr.sfx -png -png 
 
\t yihom    brnyirhwa." 
\m yihom    brnyi -rah     -a 
\g ELEV     go    -FUT     -1S 
\p elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f He yelled and pulled the spear along and ran off, trying to jump over a log and run away. 
\ref 037 
\t Be   wany hikaf           hany     yihom 
\m be   wany hik    -afo     hany     yihom 
\g CNJ  hear follow -PROL    CONT     ELEV 
\p conj v    v      -adv.asp temp.asp elev.pfx 
 
\t wanyafmoyanr                     wasuhmohat. 
\m wany -afo     -mo      -a   -r   wa-       suh  -mo      -hat 
\g hear -PROL    -R.PST   -1S  -3SM ELEV-     fall -R.PST   -SIM 
\p v    -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png elev.pfx- v    -tns.sfx -sim 

\f I listened to him go and heard him fall. 
\ref 038 
\t Memoya,             "Be  bi   yihom    fsuhr." 
\m me    -mo      -a   be   bi   yihom    f-       suh  -r 
\g think -R.PST   -1S  CNJ  PERF ELEV     I.PST-   fall -3SM 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png conj adv  elev.pfx tns.pfx- v    -png 

\f "He has fallen," I thought. 
\ref 039 
\t Wom  tuhanem nimehfit       wom ramem   fohrhu        tau 
\m wom  tuhanem nimehfi   -t   wom ramem   foh -r   -hu  tau 
\g DEM  wife    offspring -3SF DEM husband pig -3SM -GEN yell 
\p adj  n       n         -png adj n       n   -png -gen v 
 
\t fengreftpno               rom nathu 
\m fengr  -ef      -t   -pno rom na-      thu 
\g squeal -mod.    -3SF -REF 3PL REC-     insert 
\p n      -spec.en -png -ref prn rec.pfx- v 
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\t mmbranimom. 
\m mmbra   -ni       -mo      -m 
\g scatter -CPL      -R.PST   -3PL 
\p v       -temp.asp -tns.sfx -png 

\f The other pigs heard him scream and scattered. 
\ref 040 
\t Be   habhir      wunakumoyanr. 
\m be   habhi  -r   wu-       naku -mo      -a   -r 
\g CNJ  little -3SM ELEV-     call -R.PST   -1S  -3SM 
\p conj adj    -png elev.pfx- v    -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I call over to my brother. 
\ref 041 
\t Niamotr                 memoyanr,              "Fohr 
\m nia  -mo      -t   -r   me  -mo      -a   -r   foh -r 
\g come -R.PST   -3SF -3SM say -R.PST   -1S  -3SM pig -3SM 
\p v    -tns.sfx -png -png v   -tns.sfx -png -png n   -png 
 
\t wasefitanr                   ka       yihom 
\m was   -afo     -t  -a   -r   ka       yihom 
\g spear -PROL    -DA -1S  -3SM maybe    ELEV 
\p v     -adv.asp -da -png -png particle elev.pfx 
 
\t fsuhre                    yifir? 
\m f-       suh  -r   -e     yi -fo      -r 
\g I.PST-   fall -3SM -or    go -I.PST   -3SM 
\p tns.pfx- v    -png -alter v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f He came and I said to him, "I speared the pig and I think he might have either fallen or  gone. 
\ref 042 
\t Afo   yihom    yau  hikafwonrahnonr. 
\m afo   yihom    yau  hik    -afo     -won          -rah     -no  -r 
\g first ELEV     walk follow -PROL    -attemptative -FUT     -1D  -3SM 
\p adv   elev.pfx v    v      -adv.asp -aux.asp      -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f We will go walk after him. 
\ref 043 
\t Ni  be   mongko       mimpno         watohnetwa." 
\m ni  be   mong     -ko mi   -m   -pno wa-        toh   -ne      -twa 
\g 2S  CNJ  backside -AL tree -3PL -REF IMPER-     stand -come    -IRR 
\p prn conj n        -al n    -png -ref imper.pfx- v     -adv.sfx -irr.sfx 

\f You stand behind the trees." 
\ref 044 
\t Yihom    brnyimnonn                 ayihom 
\m yihom    brnyi -mo      -no  -n     a-        yihom 
\g ELEV     go    -R.PST   -1D  -G.DEP HORT-     ELEV 
\p elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png -g.dep hort.pfx- elev.pfx 
 
\t htiafoya          asha      be   yura       yihom 
\m hti -afo     -a   asha      be   yura       yihom 
\g see -PROL    -1S  here      CNJ  above      ELEV 
\p v   -adv.asp -png comp.deic conj positional elev.pfx 
 
\t titamorhe. 
\m tita  -mo      -r   -he 
\g carry -R.PST   -3SM -ELEV 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png -elev.en 

\f I went over and saw him in a heap. 
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\ref 045 
\t Memoyanr,              "Yo         be   gadi asorhe 
\m me  -mo      -a   -r   yo          be   gadi a-        so -r   -he 
\g say -R.PST   -1S  -3SM INTERJ      CNJ  hush near-     be -3SM -ELEV 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png interj.ptcl conj adv  deic.pfx- v  -png -elev.en 
 
\t fohr,    kanga      ka       bi   guyere                nfrier? 
\m foh -r   kang  -a   ka       bi   gu   -e   -r   -e     nfri  -e   -r 
\g pig -3SM think -1S  maybe    PERF dead -COP -3SM -or    alive -COP -3SM 
\p n   -png v     -png particle adv  v    -cop -png -alter adj   -cop -png 

\f "Quiet, here is the pig," I said. "He might be dead or alive. 
\ref 046 
\t Mimpno         brbo     watohtwa." 
\m mi   -m   -pno brbo     wa-        toh   -twa 
\g tree -3PL -REF near     IMPER-     stand -IRR 
\p n    -png -ref posnl.rt imper.pfx- v     -irr.sfx 

\f You stand near the trees." 
\ref 047 
\t Nhowi   yihom    brnyimoyann                gtwat 
\m nhowi   yihom    brnyi -mo      -a   -n     g            -twa  -t 
\g quietly ELEV     go    -R.PST   -1S  -G.DEP s.palm.heart -leaf -3SF 
\p adv     elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png -g.dep n            -n    -png 
 
\t fak       wokmoya. 
\m yak-      wok   -mo      -a 
\g CAUS-     break -R.PST   -1S 
\p caus.pfx- v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f Quietly I went over and broke off a sago frond. 
\ref 048 
\t Gtwat                   yak wokti          nhai yak-      tongn inji 
\m g            -twa  -t   yak wok   -ti      nhai yak-      tongn inji 
\g s.palm.heart -leaf -3SF get break -attempt NEG  CAUS-     move  thus 
\p n            -n    -png v   v     -adv.asp neg  caus.pfx- v     adv 
 
\t narmor. 
\m na -r       -mo      -r 
\g do -IRR     -R.PST   -3SM 
\p v  -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f I broke it and he didn't move. 
\ref 049 
\t Be   tfit  mi   yuhtat      yak-      wokakhato            yura 
\m be   tfit  mi   yuhta  -t   yak-      wok   -yak     -hato yurak 
\g CNJ  again tree branch -3SF CAUS-     break -get     -SA   above 
\p conj adv   n    n      -png caus.pfx- v     -adv.asp -sa   posnl.rt 
 
\t fohrhu        nyisoft     yihom    tumoyant. 
\m foh -r   -hu  nyisof -t   yihom    tu    -mo      -a   -t 
\g pig -3SM -GEN body   -3SF ELEV     throw -R.PST   -1S  -3SF 
\p n   -png -gen n      -png elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f So then I broke a tree branch and threw it onto the pig's body. 
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\ref 050 
\t Nhai yaktongnrmor. 
\m nhai yak-      tongn -r       -mo      -r 
\g NEG  CAUS-     move  -IRR     -R.PST   -3SM 
\p neg  caus.pfx- v     -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f He didn't move. 
\ref 051 
\t Be   yihom    brnyihato   wuraye      yahot   dbrat,     nhai, bi 
\m be   yihom    brnyi -hato wura -e     yahot   dbra  -t   nhai  bi 
\g CNJ  ELEV     go    -SA   leg  -INSTR step_on shake -INF NEG   PERF 
\p conj elev.pfx v     -sa   n    -instr v       v     -inf neg   adv 
 
\t guyer. 
\m gu   -e   -r 
\g dead -COP -3SM 
\p v    -cop -png 

\f I went over and shook him with my foot but there was nothing, he was dead. 
\ref 052 
\t Be   habhir      memoyanr,              "Bi  guyer." 
\m be   habhi  -r   me  -mo      -a   -r   bi   gu   -e   -r 
\g CNJ  little -3SM say -R.PST   -1S  -3SM PERF dead -COP -3SM 
\p conj adj    -png v   -tns.sfx -png -png adv  v    -cop -png 

\f I said to my brother, "He is dead." 
\ref 053 
\t Ror yihom    toh   htimotrr                   memoyanr, 
\m ror yihom    toh   hti -mo      -t  -r   -r   me  -mo      -a   -r 
\g 3SM ELEV     stand see -R.PST   -DA -3SM -3SM say -R.PST   -1S  -3SM 
\p prn elev.pfx v     v   -tns.sfx -da -png -png v   -tns.sfx -png -png 
 
\t "Be  tfit  kmiko       riahno. 
\m be   tfit  kmi     -ko yi -rah     -no 
\g CNJ  again village -AL go -FUT     -1D 
\p conj adv   n       -al v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f He went over and looked and I said to him, "We will go back to the village. 
\ref 054 
\t Kto   nohok    yihom    kimakrahnomr." 
\m kto   nohok    yihom    kim    -yak     -rah     -nom -r 
\g later tomorrow ELEV     tie_up -get     -FUT     -1PL -3SM 
\p n     n        elev.pfx v      -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f Later tomorrow we will tie him up." 
\ref 055 
\t Be   bi   yifungtn           kshm       hta funamnonm 
\m be   bi   yifung -t   -n     ksh   -m   hta funa  -mo      -no  -m 
\g CNJ  PERF night  -3SF -S.SET torch -3PL put shine -R.PST   -1D  -3PL 
\p conj adv  temp   -png -emph  n     -png v   v     -tns.sfx -png -png 
 
\t kshmpno         kmiko       yimono. 
\m ksh   -m   -pno kmi     -ko yi -mo      -no 
\g torch -3PL -REF village -AL go -R.PST   -1D 
\p n     -png -ref n       -al v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f It was already night and we lit the torches and went back to the village. 
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\ref 056 
\t Kmit         mfnahhato              kmi     thofm 
\m kmi     -t   m-        fnah   -hato kmi     thof     -m 
\g village -3SF ELEV-     arrive -SA   village resident -3PL 
\p n       -png elev.pfx- v      -sa   n       der.sfx  -png 
 
\t memononm,              "Fohr    fuwit tanynonr. 
\m me  -mo      -no  -m   foh -r   fuwit tany     -no  -r 
\g say -R.PST   -1D  -3PL pig -3SM shoot DPTV     -1D  -3SM 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png n   -png v     temp.asp -png -png 

\f We arrived at the village and said to the villagers, "We shot a pig. 
\ref 057 
\t Nohok    yi yihomakrahnomr." 
\m nohok    yi yihom    -yak     -rah     -nom -r 
\g tomorrow go ELEV     -get     -FUT     -1PL -3SM 
\p n        v  elev.pfx -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f Tomorrow we will go get him." 
\ref 058 
\t Be   hwe   nyfha         dbha    yihom    kimaknomr, 
\m be   hwe   nfha          dbha    yihom    kim    -yak     -nom -r 
\g CNJ  sleep until_morning morning ELEV     tie_up -get     -1PL -3SM 
\p conj v     adv.sfx       temp    elev.pfx v      -adv.asp -png -png 
 
\t kmit         m-        hta tasonimonomr. 
\m kmi     -t   m-        hta taso   -ni       -mo      -nom -r 
\g village -3SF ELEV-     put cut.up -CPL      -R.PST   -1PL -3SM 
\p n       -png elev.pfx- v   v      -temp.asp -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f In the morning we went and got him, brought him to the village and butchered him. 
\ref 059 
\t Kmi     yuht  bugat      he   brnyamonomm              nd 
\m kmi     yuht  buga  -t   he   brnyi -mo      -nom -m   nd 
\g village whole all   -3SF give go    -R.PST   -1PL -3PL DEM 
\p n       mod   quant -png v    v     -tns.sfx -png -png dem 
 
\t fohrhu        fohpam. 
\m foh -r   -hu  foh -pa      -m 
\g pig -3SM -GEN pig -DER     -3PL 
\p n   -png -gen n   -der.sfx -png 

\f We gave the pork to the whole village. 
\ref 060 
\t Be   bi   be. 
\m be   bi   be 
\g CNJ  PERF CNJ 
\p conj adv  conj 

\f The end.  
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Appendix C: The Adze 

\ref 001 
\t Wom mett       bhae       nyum     hamout. 
\m wom met   -t   bha -e     nyum     ha   -mo      -u        -t 
\g DEM woman -3SF axe -INSTR firewood chop -R.PST   -IMPF     -3SF 
\p adj n     -png n   -instr n        v    -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f A woman used to chop firewood with an adze. 
\ref 002 
\t Nyumm         mihakmouahat 
\m nyum     -m   mi-       ha   -yak     -mo      -u        -a     -hat 
\g firewood -3PL ELEV-     chop -get     -R.PST   -IMPF     -PRSUP -SIM 
\p n        -png elev.pfx- v    -adv.asp -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -prsup -sim 
 
\t nhai tfit kunyko    hanyrmouatr. 
\m nhai tfit kuny  -ko hany -r   -mo      -u        -a     -t   -r 
\g NEG  then house -AL take -3SM -R.PST   -IMPF     -PRSUP -3SF -3SM 
\p neg  conj n     -al v    -png -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -prsup -png -png 

\f Whenever she chopped firewood she wouldn't take the adze back in the house. 
\ref 003 
\t Briahako     htanymoutr. 
\m briaha   -ko htany -mo      -u        -t   -r 
\g outside  -AL leave -R.PST   -IMPF     -3SF -3SM 
\p posnl.rt -al v     -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png -png 

\f She would leave it outside. 
\ref 004 
\t Yonmari tohbu        mingrm     be   rorhum 
\m yonmari tohbu        mingr -m   be   ror -hu  -m 
\g huge    thunderstorm ***   -3PL CNJ  3SM -GEN -3PL 
\p adj     n            n     -png conj prn -gen -png 
 
\t rhumoum. 
\m rhu -mo      -u        -m 
\g sit -R.PST   -IMPF     -3PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f It stayed in the raging storms. 
\ref 005 
\t Inji na hany     na hanyhato       wom yiha nd  metthu 
\m inji na hany     na hany     -hato wom yiha nd  met   -t   -hu 
\g thus do CONT     do CONT     -SA   DEM day  DEM woman -3SF -GEN 
\p adv  v  temp.asp v  temp.asp -sa   adj n    dem n     -png -gen 
 
\t yindarir     kuny  grhat      yimor            wom kmit. 
\m yindari -r   kuny  grha  -t   yi -mo      -r   wom kmi     -t 
\g male    -3SM house dance -3SF go -R.PST   -3SM DEM village -3SF 
\p n       -png n     v     -png v  -tns.sfx -png adj n       -png 

\f She kept doing this and one day the woman's husband went to another village to dance. 
\ref 006 
\t Kuny  grhat      yiyetrn               be   nd  bhar     tuthu 
\m kuny  grha  -t   yi -et    -r   -n     be   nd  bha -r   tut     -hu 
\g house dance -3SF go -POSSD -3SM -G.DEP CNJ  DEM axe -3SM herself -GEN 
\p n     v     -png v  -possd -png -g.dep conj dem n   -png prn     -gen 
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\t ramemrhu          nyingatikt     yakdborhanihato 
\m ramem   -r   -hu  nyingatik -t   yak-      dborha   -ni       -hato 
\g husband -3SM -GEN face      -3SF CAUS-     resemble -CPL      -SA 
\p n       -png -gen n         -png caus.pfx- v        -temp.asp -sa 
 
\t yimor            kunyko. 
\m yi -mo      -r   kuny  -ko 
\g go -R.PST   -3SM house -AL 
\p v  -tns.sfx -png n     -al 

\f He went to dance and the adze took on the form of the husband's face and went to the house. 
\ref 007 
\t Mfnahmotr                           ttiwonmotr,               "Nine 
\m m-        fnah   -mo      -t   -r   ttiwon -mo      -t   -r   ni  -e 
\g ELEV-     arrive -R.PST   -3SF -3SM ask    -R.PST   -3SF -3SM 2S  -FOCUS 
\p elev.pfx- v      -tns.sfx -png -png v      -tns.sfx -png -png prn -emph 
 
\t finji yirfo                kuny  grhat?" 
\m finji yi -r       -fo      kuny  grha  -t 
\g NEG   go -IRR     -I.PST   house dance -INF 
\p neg   v  -irr.sfx -tns.sfx n     v     -inf 

\f He came and she asked him, "Didn't you go to the dance?" 
\ref 008 
\t Memort,                "Nhai, myau          ffhirmtakhato           tfit 
\m me  -mo      -r   -t   nhai   m-        yau ffhirmta -yak     -hato tfit 
\g say -R.PST   -3SM -3SF NEG    ELEV-     walktired    -get     -SA   then 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png neg    elev.pfx- v   v        -adv.asp -sa   conj 
 
\t nia." 
\m nia 
\g come 
\p v 

\f He said to her, "No, I was tired of walking and I came back." 
\ref 009 
\t Rot nd  mett       memot             ka       tukanhu     yindari 
\m rot nd  met   -t   me  -mo      -t   ka       tuka   -hu  yindari 
\g 3SF DEM woman -3SF say -R.PST   -3SF maybe    myself -GEN male 
\p prn dem n     -png v   -tns.sfx -png particle prn    -gen n 
 
\t mifer. 
\m mif     -e   -r 
\g true    -COP -3SM 
\p spec.en -cop -png 

\f The woman thought it was really her husband. 
\ref 010 
\t Yo          memort,                "Rkutwa, tiaha,  yofha, 
\m yo          me  -mo      -r   -t   rkutwa   tiaha   yofha 
\g INTERJ      say -R.PST   -3SM -3SF tulip    coconut betel_nut 
\p interj.ptcl v   -tns.sfx -png -png n        n       n 
 
\t kikpa        wayakkahtn                         riyahno 
\m kikpa        wa-        yak -kah     -t  -n     yi -rah     -no 
\g betel_pepper IMPER-     get -IRR     -DA -G.DEP go -FUT     -1D 
\p n            imper.pfx- v   -irr.sfx -da -g.dep v  -tns.sfx -png 
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\t bariko." 
\m bari -ko 
\g lake -AL 
\p n    -al 

\f Then he said to her, "Get some tulip, coconut, betel nut and betel pepper and we will go to the lake. 
\ref 011 
\t Yo          yak wuri buganitafn                    wuss        yak 
\m yo          yak wuri buga    -ni       -a     -fn  wus    -s   yak 
\g INTERJ      get plantall     -CPL      -PRSUP -2D  things -3SF get 
\p interj.ptcl v   n    adv.asp -temp.asp -prsup -png n      -png v 
 
\t hmbre    karswafn                     dohtn 
\m hmbre    kars    -wo      -a     -fn  doh   -t   -n 
\g put_into arrange -PRES    -PRSUP -2D  canoe -3SF -S.SET 
\p v        v       -tns.sfx -prsup -png n     -png -emph 
 
\t mikmbritwofm. 
\m mi-       kmbre      -wo      -f   -m 
\g ELEV-     place_onto -PRES    -3D  -3PL 
\p elev.pfx- v          -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f So they got all the vegetables, arranged everything and loaded them into the canoe. 
\ref 012 
\t Mikmbrenihato                        doht       takio     tanyhato 
\m mi-       kmbre      -ni       -hato doh   -t   takio     tany     -hato 
\g ELEV-     place_onto -CPL      -SA   canoe -3SF shove_off DPTV     -SA 
\p elev.pfx- v          -temp.asp -sa   n     -png v         temp.asp -sa 
 
\t yimof. 
\m yi -mo      -f 
\g go -R.PST   -3D 
\p v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f They loaded them, cast off and went. 
\ref 013 
\t Hirmof,             hirmof,             hirmof              be   tu  bro 
\m hir   -mo      -f   hir   -mo      -f   hir   -mo      -f   be   tu  bro 
\g float -R.PST   -3D  float -R.PST   -3D  float -R.PST   -3D  CNJ  E/R big 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png v     -tns.sfx -png v     -tns.sfx -png conj e/r adj 
 
\t bari ffefmn              yimof. 
\m bari ffef    -m   -n     yi -mo      -f 
\g lake distant -3PL -S.SET go -R.PST   -3D 
\p n    adj     -png -emph  v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f They floated on and on and went to the distant lakes. 
\ref 014 
\t Bi   nndo     hir   hanyhato       bi   htimort                bro 
\m bi   nndo     hir   hany     -hato bi   hti -mo      -r   -t   bro 
\g PERF elswhere float CONT     -SA   PERF see -R.PST   -3SM -3SF big 
\p adv  posnl.rt v     temp.asp -sa   adv  v   -tns.sfx -png -png adj 
 
\t fnykt. 
\m fnyk        -t 
\g banyan_tree -3SF 
\p n           -png 

\f After they had been floating a while he saw a big banyan tree. 
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\ref 015 
\t Kekutnihato                            kangrt,        "Ndur 
\m yak -u        -t       -ni       -hato kang -r   -t   nd    -ur 
\g get -IMPF     -FUT.IRR -CPL      -SA   say  -3SM -3SF DEM   -far 
\p v   -impf.sfx -fut.irr -temp.asp -sa   v    -png -png dem   -deic 
 
\t fnykthu               tpit      yihom    dbkafrahno." 
\m fnyk        -t   -hu  tpi  -t   yihom    dbkaf -rah     -no 
\g banyan_tree -3SF -GEN base -3SF ELEV     dock  -FUT     -1D 
\p n           -png -gen n    -png elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f He turned and said to her, "We will dock at the base of that banyan tree." 
\ref 016 
\t Be   hir   hanymofn               nd  fnykthu               tpit 
\m be   hir   hany     -mo      -fn  nd  fnyk        -t   -hu  tpi  -t 
\g CNJ  float CONT     -R.PST   -2D  DEM banyan_tree -3SF -GEN base -3SF 
\p conj v     temp.asp -tns.sfx -png dem n           -png -gen n    -png 
 
\t yihom    dbkafmof. 
\m yihom    dbkaf -mo      -f 
\g ELEV     dock  -R.PST   -3D 
\p elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f They floated and docked at the base of the banyan tree. 
\ref 017 
\t Yo          kangrt,        "Wuss 
\m yo          kang -r   -t   wus      -s 
\g INTERJ      say  -3SM -3SF things   -3SF 
\p interj.ptcl v    -png -png n        -png 
 
\t ayakhakrunont." 
\m a-        yak-      hakru  -no  -t 
\g HORT-     CAUS-     unload -1D  -3SF 
\p hort.pfx- caus.pfx- v      -png -png 

\f Then he said to her, "Let's unload everything." 
\ref 018 
\t Wuss        yakhakrunho               bugiwart, 
\m wus    -s   yak-      hakru  -nho     buga    -wo      -a     -r   -t 
\g things -3SF CAUS-     unload -BEN     all     -PRES    -PRSUP -3SM -3SF 
\p n      -png caus.pfx- v      -ben.sfx adv.asp -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png 
 
\t kangrt,        "Na afo   doht       tmbrek marnya tanywa." 
\m kang -r   -t   na  afo   doh   -t   tmbrek marnya tany     -wa 
\g say  -3SM -3SF 1PS first canoe -3SF fasten well   DPTV     -ELEV 
\p v    -png -png prn adv   n     -png v      adverb temp.asp -elev.sfx 

\f He helped her unload everything and said to her, "I need to fasten the canoe well." 
\ref 019 
\t Ror doht       mitohwarn                                   mnangt 
\m ror doh   -t   mi-       toh   -wo      -a     -r   -n     mnang  -t 
\g 3SM canoe -3SF ELEV-     stand -PRES    -PRSUP -3SM -G.DEP paddle -3SF 
\p prn n     -png elev.pfx- v     -tns.sfx -prsup -png -g.dep n      -png 
 
\t yakhato   doht       takio tanyhato           bi   tek   danyko 
\m yak -hato doh   -t   takio     tany     -hato bi   tek   dany     -ko 
\g get -SA   canoe -3SF shove_off DPTV     -SA   PERF river middle   -AL 
\p v   -sa   n     -png v         temp.asp -sa   adv  n     posnl.rt -al 
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\t rim hirmor. 
\m rim-       hir   -mo      -r 
\g ELEV-      float -R.PST   -3SM 
\p elev.pfx-  v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f He stood in the canoe, took the paddle, cast off and went floating to the middle of the river. 
\ref 020 
\t Tek   danyko       rim  hirhato     kangrt,        "Warhu 
\m tek   dany     -ko rim  hir   -hato kang -r   -t   wa-        rhu 
\g river middle   -AL ELEV float -SA   say  -3SM -3SF IMPER-     sit 
\p n     posnl.rt -al elev.v     -sa   v    -png -png imper.pfx- v 
 
\t haso. 
\m haso 
\g PROG 
\p temp.asp 

\f He floated out to the middle and said to her, "You stay. 
\ref 021 
\t Na  nyumm         ha   hakumouna                              nhai 
\m na  nyum     -m   ha   haku      -mo      -u        -n   -a 
\g 1PS firewood -3PL chop HAB       -R.PST   -IMPF     -2S  -1S 
\p prn n        -png v    temp.asp- -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png -png neg 
 
\t kunyko    hanyrmoana,                        yonmari tohbu 
\m kuny  -ko hany -r       -mo      -a     -a   yonmari tohbu 
\g house -AL take -IRR     -R.PST   -PRSUP -1S  huge    thunderstorm 
\p n     -al v    -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -prsup -png adj     n 
 
\t mingrm     nanhu    rhumoum." 
\m mingr -m   na  -hu  rhu -mo      -u        -m 
\g ***   -3PL 1PS -GEN sit -R.PST   -IMPF     -3PL 
\p n     -png prn -gen v   -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f You would always chop firewood with me and never take me into the house and leave me in the 
raging storms." 
\ref 022 
\t Be   inji kfo  tanymortn                          tfit tu  sinya 
\m be   inji kfo  tany     -mo      -r   -t   -n     tfit tu  sinya 
\g CNJ  thus tell DPTV     -R.PST   -3SM -3SF -G.DEP then E/R rise 
\p conj adv  v    temp.asp -tns.sfx -png -png -g.dep conj e/r v 
 
\t tanymoko              yimor. 
\m tany     -mo      -ko yi -mo      -r 
\g DPTV     -R.PST   -AL go -R.PST   -3SM 
\p temp.asp -tns.sfx -al v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f He said this and then left and went back to where they had started. 
\ref 023 
\t Yimorn                  kmit         mfnahhato              be   tfit 
\m yi -mo      -r   -n     kmi     -t   m-        fnah   -hato be   tfit 
\g go -R.PST   -3SM -G.DEP village -3SF ELEV-     arrive -SA   CNJ  then 
\p v  -tns.sfx -png -g.dep n       -png elev.pfx- v      -sa   conj conj 
 
\t tu  bhar     tfit kekutmor. 
\m tu  bha -r   tfit krekut -mo      -r 
\g E/R axe -3SM then turn   -R.PST   -3SM 
\p e/r n   -png conj v      -tns.sfx -png 

\f He went and came to the village and turned back into an adze. 
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\ref 024 
\t Nd  metthu          ramemr       kuny  grhat 
\m nd  met   -t   -hu  ramem   -r   kuny  grha  -t 
\g DEM woman -3SF -GEN husband -3SM house dance -INF 
\p dem n     -png -gen n       -png n     v     -inf 
 
\t yimorn                  tfit niamor. 
\m yi -mo      -r   -n     tfit nia  -mo      -r 
\g go -R.PST   -3SM -G.DEP then come -R.PST   -3SM 
\p v  -tns.sfx -png -g.dep conj v    -tns.sfx -png 

\f The woman's husband went to the dance and then came back. 
\ref 025 
\t Kmit         mfnahhato              kunys      mhti 
\m kmi     -t   m-        fnah   -hato kuny  -s   m-        hti 
\g village -3SF ELEV-     arrive -SA   house -3SF ELEV-     see 
\p n       -png elev.pfx- v      -sa   n     -png elev.pfx- v 
 
\t hambromort                yimaduhatt. 
\m hambro -mo      -r   -t   yima   -duhat      -t 
\g search -R.PST   -3SM -3SF person -NON.POSSD  -3SF 
\p v      -tns.sfx -png -png n      -non -possd -png 

\f He came to the village and saw that the house was empty. 
\ref 026 
\t Be   inji hti hambronihato           tiyamr     muhmor. 
\m be   inji hti hambro -ni       -hato tiyam -r   muh   -mo      -r 
\g CNJ  thus see search -CPL      -SA   palm  -3SM climb -R.PST   -3SM 
\p conj adv  v   v      -temp.asp -sa   n     -png v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f He saw this and climbed a coconut tree. 
\ref 027 
\t Tiyamr     muhhato     hti hamona  hambromour. 
\m tiyam -r   muh   -hato hti hamona  hambro -mo      -u        -r 
\g palm  -3SM climb -SA   see around  search -R.PST   -IMPF     -3SM 
\p n     -png v     -sa   v   adv.sfx v      -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f He climbed it and looked all around. 
\ref 028 
\t Hti hamona  hanyhato       kto   htimorr                kah 
\m hti hamona  hany     -hato kto   hti -mo      -r   -r   kah 
\g see around  CONT     -SA   later see -R.PST   -3SM -3SM fire 
\p v   adv.sfx temp.asp -sa   n     v   -tns.sfx -png -png n 
 
\t hipefenr            wuri     bari ffefmnwe. 
\m hipef -en      -r   wuri     bari ffef    -m   -n     -we 
\g smoke -DIM     -3SM far      lake distant -3PL -S.SET -ELEV 
\p n     -spec.en -png posnl.rt n    adj     -png -emph  -elev.en 

\f He looked all around and saw smoke far off at the distant lakes. 
\ref 029 
\t Be   tfit mifnahnimor. 
\m be   tfit mi-       fnahni -mo      -r 
\g CNJ  then ELEV-     exit   -R.PST   -3SM 
\p conj conj elev.pfx- v      -tns.sfx -png 

\f Then he came down again. 
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\ref 030 
\t Hwe   nyfha         doht       yakhato   yimor            nd  kaht 
\m hwe   nfha          doh   -t   yak -hato yi -mo      -r   nd  kah  -t 
\g sleep until_morning canoe -3SF get -SA   go -R.PST   -3SM DEM fire -3SF 
\p v     adv.sfx       n     -png v   -sa   v  -tns.sfx -png dem n    -png 
 
\t htimoko. 
\m hti -mo      -ko 
\g see -R.PST   -AL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -al 

\f He slept and in the morning he took a canoe and went to where he had seen the fire. 
\ref 031 
\t Tur     htimo        tkitt      hir   hir   yimor. 
\m tur     hti -mo      tkit  -t   hir   hir   yi -mo      -r 
\g himself see -R.PST   place -3SF float float go -R.PST   -3SM 
\p prn     v   -tns.sfx n     -png v     v     v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f He floated on and on to the place he had seen. 
\ref 032 
\t Brbo     hir   hanymor                rot nd  mett       htiyak 
\m brbo     hir   hany     -mo      -r   rot nd  met   -t   hti -yak 
\g near     float CONT     -R.PST   -3SM 3SF DEM woman -3SF see -get 
\p posnl.rt v     temp.asp -tns.sfx -png prn dem n     -png v   -adv.asp 
 
\t hanymotr. 
\m hany     -mo      -t   -r 
\g CONT     -R.PST   -3SF -3SM 
\p temp.asp -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f He was coming close and the woman was watching him. 
\ref 033 
\t Ror hiraknihato                    nd  fnykko          tpit 
\m ror hir   -yak     -ni       -hato nd  fnyk        -ko tpi  -t 
\g 3SM float -get     -CPL      -SA   DEM banyan_tree -AL base -3SF 
\p prn v     -adv.asp -temp.asp -sa   dem n           -al n    -png 
 
\t yihom    dbkafmor. 
\m yihom    dbkaf -mo      -r 
\g ELEV     dock  -R.PST   -3SM 
\p elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f He came ashore and docked at the base of the banyan tree. 
\ref 034 
\t Witanihato             nd  fnykt            muhmor. 
\m wita   -ni       -hato nd  fnyk        -t   muh   -mo      -r 
\g ascend -CPL      -SA   DEM banyan_tree -3SF climb -R.PST   -3SM 
\p v      -temp.asp -sa   dem n           -png v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f He disembarked and climed the tree. 
\ref 035 
\t Muhhato     mhtimort. 
\m muh   -hato m-        hti -mo      -r   -t 
\g climb -SA   ELEV-     see -R.PST   -3SM -3SF 
\p v     -sa   elev.pfx- v   -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f He climbed it and saw her. 
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\ref 036 
\t Tiwonmort,                 "Nine      tamohr 
\m tiwon   -mo      -r   -t   ni  -e     tamoh  -r 
\g try     -R.PST   -3SM -3SF 2S  -FOCUS what   -3SM 
\p adv.sfx -tns.sfx -png -png prn -emph  interr -png 
 
\t hnamorn?" 
\m hna   -mo      -r   -n 
\g bring -R.PST   -3SM -2S 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f He asked her, "What brought you here?" 
\ref 037 
\t Kangtr,        "Nd bhar     na  nyum     hamoar. 
\m kang -t   -r   nd  bha -r   na  nyum     ha   -mo      -a     -r 
\g say  -3SF -3SM DEM axe -3SM 1PS firewood chop -R.PST   -PRSUP -3SM 
\p v    -png -png dem n   -png prn n        v    -tns.sfx -prsup -png 

\f She said to him, "The adze I chop wood with. 
\ref 038 
\t Ninhu    nyingatikt     yak      dborhanehato 
\m ni  -hu  nyingatik -t   yak      dborha   -ni       -hato 
\g 2S  -GEN face      -3SF CAUS     resemble -CPL      -SA 
\p prn -gen n         -png caus.pfx v        -temp.asp -sa 
 
\t niamor. 
\m nia  -mo      -r 
\g come -R.PST   -3SM 
\p v    -tns.sfx -png 

\f He took on the form of your face and came. 
\ref 039 
\t Memoya            ka       ni  mife           ndnatn    ror 
\m me  -mo      -a   ka       ni  mif     -e     ndnatn    ror 
\g say -R.PST   -1S  maybe    2S  true    -FOCUS so        3SM 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png particle prn spec.en -emph  comp.conj prn 
 
\t pthamo         mrokfom     fak hikmoya. 
\m ptha  -mo      mrokfo -m   yak hik    -mo      -a 
\g speak -R.PST   talk   -3PL get follow -R.PST   -1S 
\p v     -tns.sfx n      -png v   v      -tns.sfx -png 

\f I thought it was really you, so I obeyed what he said. 
\ref 040 
\t Be   asha      yihom    htanymora." 
\m be   asha      yihom    htany -mo      -r   -a 
\g CNJ  here      ELEV     leave -R.PST   -3SM -1S 
\p conj comp.deic elev.pfx v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f He left me here." 
\ref 041 
\t Be   tuthu        ramemr       wanyhato   kangrt,        "Wuss 
\m be   tut     -hu  ramem   -r   wany -hato kang -r   -t   wus    -s 
\g CNJ  herself -GEN husband -3SM hear -SA   say  -3SM -3SF things -3SF 
\p conj prn     -gen n       -png v    -sa   v    -png -png n      -png 
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\t wayakkahtn                         tfit tu  kmiko       riyahno." 
\m wa-        yak -kah     -t  -n     tfit tu  kmi     -ko yi -rah     -no 
\g IMPER-     get -IRR     -DA -G.DEP then E/R village -AL go -FUT     -1D 
\p imper.pfx- v   -irr.sfx -da -g.dep conj e/r n       -al v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f Her husband listened and said to her, "Get everything and we will go back to the village." 
\ref 042 
\t Wuss        yakhato   doht       kmbremoftn 
\m wus    -s   yak -hato doh   -t   kmbre      -mo      -f   -t   -n 
\g things -3SF get -SA   canoe -3SF place_onto -R.PST   -3D  -3SF -G.DEP 
\p n      -png v   -sa   n     -png v          -tns.sfx -png -png -g.dep 
 
\t tfit tu  kmiko       yimof. 
\m tfit tu  kmi     -ko yi -mo      -f 
\g then E/R village -AL go -R.PST   -3D 
\p conj e/r n       -al v  -tns.sfx -png 

\f They got everything, loaded the canoe and went back to the village. 
\ref 043 
\t Kmit         mfnahhato              nd  bhar 
\m kmi     -t   m-        fnah   -hato nd  bha -r 
\g village -3SF ELEV-     arrive -SA   DEM axe -3SM 
\p n       -png elev.pfx- v      -sa   dem n   -png 
 
\t yekwatr                       krwok bo  wokakhato 
\m yak -wo      -a     -t   -r   wok   bo  wok   -yak     -hato 
\g get -PRES    -PRSUP -3SF -3SM break CNJ break -get     -SA 
\p v   -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png v     lig v     -adv.asp -sa 
 
\t kahtn            kurmor. 
\m kah  -t   -n     kur  -mo      -r 
\g fire -3SF -S.SET burn -R.PST   -3SM 
\p n    -png -emph  v    -tns.sfx -png 

\f They came to the village and she took the adze, broke it into pieces and burned it in the fire. 
\ref 044 
\t Be   tot     inji bharhu        tndht. 
\m be   to -t   inji bha -r   -hu  tndh   -t 
\g CNJ  be -3SF thus axe -3SM -GEN legend -3SF 
\p conj v  -png adv  n   -png -gen n      -png 

\f That's the legend of the adze. 
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Appendix D: Independence Day 

\ref 001 
\t Papua Niugini thofnom       Tunde   yiha Septemba  16 1975 indipendens 
\m               thof     -nom Tunde   yiha Septemba  16 1975 indipendens 
\g               resident -1PL Tuesday day  September 16 1975 independence 
\p               der.sfx  -png n       n    n         16 1975 n 
 
\t fakmnom. 
\m yak -mo      -nom 
\g get -R.PST   -1PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png 

\f We Papua New Guineans got independence on Tuesday, September 16, 1975. 
\ref 002 
\t Afo tafi    indipendens  yakduha         Astreriaroh 
\m afo tafi    indipendens  yak -duha       Astreria  -m   -oh 
\g not not_yet independence get -NON.POSSD  Australia -3PL -GEN.PL 
\p neg neg     n            v   -non -possd n         -png -gen 
 
\t yinhit         tohmounom. 
\m yinhi     -t   toh   -mo      -u        -nom 
\g authority -3SF stand -R.PST   -IMPF     -1PL 
\p n         -png v     -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f Before we got independence we were under Australia's rule. 
\ref 003 
\t Astreriaroh            yinhit         tohmohat 
\m Astreria  -m   -oh     yinhi     -t   toh   -mo      -hat 
\g Australia -3PL -GEN.PL authority -3SF stand -R.PST   -SIM 
\p n         -png -gen    n         -png v     -tns.sfx -sim 
 
\t kutamoumnom                           Papuai Niugini. 
\m yuta -mo      -u        -mo      -nom Papua  -i   Niugini 
\g call -R.PST   -IMPF     -R.PST   -1PL Papua  -and New  Guinea 
\p v    -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f When we were under Australia's rule they called us Papua and New Guinea. 
\ref 004 
\t Kto   indipendens  yaknihato 
\m kto   indipendens  yak-      ni  -hato 
\g later independence CAUS-     2S  -SA 
\p n     n            caus.pfx- prn -sa 
 
\t rifutaakmomnom                                 Papua Niugini. 
\m ri-       yuta -yak     -mo      -mo      -nom Papua Niugini 
\g ELEV-     call -get     -R.PST   -R.PST   -1PL Papua New    Guinea 
\p elev.pfx- v    -adv.asp -tns.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f Later after we got independence they started calling us Papua New Guinea. 
\ref 005 
\t Nom nngashofpam            indipendens  yakmohat 
\m nom nngashof -pa      -m   indipendens  yak -mo      -hat 
\g 1PL first    -DER     -3PL independence get -R.PST   -SIM 
\p prn adj      -der.sfx -png n            v   -tns.sfx -sim 
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\t Yamkopnthu        bok  met   yindarim     duka  memom,"Indipendens 
\m Yamkopn -t   -hu  bok  met   yindari -m   duka  me    -mo      -m 
\g Yamkopn -3SF -GEN many woman male    -3PL think think -R.PST   -3PL 
\p n       -png -gen adj  n     n       -png v     v     -tns.sfx -png 
 
\t yakthombat   nd  yiha yokm           kanjo       rhurahnom         nhai 
\m yak -thombat nd  yiha yok       -m   kanjo       rhu -rah     -nom nhai 
\g get -FUT.SIM DEM day  caucasion -3PL like        sit -FUT     -1PL NEG 
\p v   -sim     dem n    n         -png compar.ptcl v   -tns.sfx -png neg 
 
\t hingrnarhwatnom                       nhai naku 
\m hingrna -rah     -a     -t       -nom nhai naku 
\g work    -FUT     -PRSUP -FUT.IRR -1PL NEG  sago 
\p v       -tns.sfx -prsup -fut.irr -png neg  n 
 
\t ntarhwatnom                             tamoh  tamoh  hingrnefm 
\m nta       -rah     -a     -t       -nom tamoh  tamoh  hingrna -nef -m 
\g pulverize -FUT     -PRSUP -FUT.IRR -1PL what   what   work    -NOM -3PL 
\p v         -tns.sfx -prsup -fut.irr -png interr interr v       -nom -png 
 
\t hingrnarhwatnom. 
\m hingrna -rah     -a     -t       -nom 
\g work    -FUT     -PRSUP -FUT.IRR -1PL 
\p v       -tns.sfx -prsup -fut.irr -png 

\f When we first got independence the people of Yamkopn thought, "The day we get  independencewe 
will be like whiteskins and not have to work or pound sago or do anything. 
\ref 006 
\t Be   yokm           kanjo       rhurahnom. 
\m be   yok       -m   kanjo       rhu -rah     -nom 
\g CNJ  caucasion -3PL like        sit -FUT     -1PL 
\p conj n         -png compar.ptcl v   -tns.sfx -png 

\f We will be like whiteskins. 
\ref 007 
\t Nd  indipendens  yiharn           nmoh        yifammam     bi 
\m nd  indipendens  yiha -r   -n     nom -oh     yifamma -m   bi 
\g DEM independence day  -3SM -S.SET 1PL -GEN.PL parents -3PL PERF 
\p dem n            n    -png -emph  prn -gen    n       -png adv 
 
\t nohmom            nd  yiha sinyarhwatm 
\m noh -mo      -m   nd  yiha sinya -rah     -a     -t  -m 
\g die -R.PST   -3PL DEM day  rise  -FUT     -PRSUP -DA -3PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png dem n    v     -tns.sfx -prsup -da -png 
 
\t htirahnomm. 
\m hti -rah     -nom -m 
\g see -FUT     -1PL -3PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f On independence day our parents, who have died will arise and we will see them. 
\ref 008 
\t Nmoh        wuss        hnaherahmnom." 
\m nom -oh     wus    -s   hna   -he      -rah     -m   -nom 
\g 1PL -GEN.PL things -3SF bring -BEN     -FUT     -3PL -1PL 
\p prn -gen    n      -png v     -ben.sfx -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f They will bring things for us." 
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\ref 009 
\t Bok  met   yindarim     inji dukahato    bi   wuri     yiharn 
\m bok  met   yindari -m   inji duka  -hato bi   wuri     yiha -r   -n 
\g many woman male    -3PL thus think -SA   PERF far      day  -3SM -S.SET 
\p adj  n     n       -png adv  v     -sa   adv  posnl.rt n    -png -emph 
 
\t bi   fak       miskamom              yeyuk    yashrim. 
\m bi   yak-      miska   -mo      -m   ye  -yuk yeshri -m 
\g PERF CAUS-     prepare -R.PST   -3PL eat -PUR food   -3PL 
\p adv  caus.pfx- v       -tns.sfx -png v   -pur n      -png 

\f Many people thought this and had prepared food far in advance. 
\ref 010 
\t Mande  yiha Septemba  15 met   yindariroh           yima   yuhum 
\m Mande  yiha Septemba  15 met   yindari -m   -oh     yima   yuhu  -m 
\g Monday day  September 15 woman male    -3PL -GEN.PL person inner -3PL 
\p n      n    n         15 n     n       -png -gen    n      n     -png 
 
\t duka  memom,              "Href finji 
\m duka  me    -mo      -m   href  finji 
\g think think -R.PST   -3PL today how 
\p v     v     -tns.sfx -png n     compl.interr 
 
\t htiyekwanomm." 
\m hti yak -wo      -a     -nom -m 
\g see get -PRES    -PRSUP -1PL -3PL 
\p v   v   -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png 

\f On Monday September 15, people were thinking, "How will we see them?" 
\ref 011 
\t Bro yokr           Amboinrhur            kfo  memorm, 
\m bro yok       -r   Amboin -r   -hu  -r   kfo  me  -mo      -r   -m 
\g big caucasion -3SM Amboin -3SM -GEN -3SM tell say -R.PST   -3SM -3PL 
\p adj n         -png n      -png -gen -png v    v   -tns.sfx -png -png 
 
\t "Mande yiha yifung dany     wanyrahko          redio Mosbirn 
\m Mande  yiha yifung dany     wany -rah     -ko  redio Mosbi   -r   -n 
\g Monday day  night  middle   hear -FUT     -2PL radio Moresby -3SM -S.SET 
\p n      n    temp   posnl.rt v    -tns.sfx -png n     n       -png -emph 
 
\t mirahmko               nom bi   indipendens 
\m mi  -rah     -m   -ko  nom bi   indipendens 
\g say -FUT     -3PL -2PL 1PL PERF independence 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png prn adv  n 
 
\t kantrikfoyet." 
\m kantri  -kfo        -e   -t 
\g country -foreign.o  -COP -3SF 
\p n       -class.sfx  -cop -png 

\f The head whiteskin as Amboin said to them, "At midnight on Monday you will listen to radio 
Moresby and they will tell you we are now an independent country." 
\ref 012 
\t Be   inji wanyhato   nd  Mande  yifungr     nhai yimam       wom yima 
\m be   inji wany -hato nd  Mande  yifung -r   nhai yima   -m   wom yima 
\g CNJ  thus hear -SA   DEM Monday night  -3SM NEG  person -3PL DEM person 
\p conj adv  v    -sa   dem n      temp   -png neg  n      -png adj n 
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\t yuhum      yakrmom. 
\m yuhu  -m   yak -r       -mo      -m 
\g inner -3PL get -IRR     -R.PST   -3PL 
\p n     -png v   -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f They heard this and on Monday night no one thought about anything else. 
\ref 013 
\t Memom,              "Hrek mif     nmoh        yifammam 
\m me    -mo      -m   hrek  mif     nom -oh     yifamma -m 
\g think -R.PST   -3PL today true    1PL -GEN.PL parents -3PL 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png n     spec.en prn -gen    n       -png 
 
\t mfnahwom. 
\m m-        fnah   -wo      -m 
\g ELEV-     arrive -PRES    -3PL 
\p elev.pfx- v      -tns.sfx -png 

\f They thought, "Today our parents will come. 
\ref 014 
\t Hrek  finji        htiyekwanomm." 
\m hrek  finji        hti yak -wo      -a     -nom -m 
\g today how          see get -PRES    -PRSUP -1PL -3PL 
\p n     compl.interr v   v   -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png 

\f How will we see them?" 
\ref 015 
\t Yifung dany     12 kilok  redio Mosbirn 
\m yifung dany     12 kilok  redio Mosbi   -r   -n 
\g night  middle   12 oclock radio Moresby -3SM -S.SET 
\p temp   posnl.rt 12 n      n     n       -png -emph 
 
\t nngashofpam            raiform     faiamom. 
\m nngashof -pa      -m   raifor -m   faia      -mo      -m 
\g first    -DER     -3PL rifle  -3PL shoot_off -R.PST   -3PL 
\p adj      -der.sfx -png n      -png v         -tns.sfx -png 

\f At 12 oclock midnight the first rifles shot off on radio Moresby. 
\ref 016 
\t Ndm      nyungunimotm                        memom,            "Nom bi 
\m nd  -m   nyungu -ni       -mo      -t   -m   me  -mo      -m   nom  bi 
\g DEM -3PL bang   -CPL      -R.PST   -3SF -3PL say -R.PST   -3PL 1PL  PERF 
\p dem -png v      -temp.asp -tns.sfx -png -png v   -tns.sfx -png prn  adv 
 
\t indipendensenom." 
\m indipendens  -e   -nom 
\g independence -COP -1PL 
\p n            -cop -png 

\f They banged and they said, "Now we are independent." 
\ref 017 
\t Btn        kmi     thofm         be   yima   yop yuhamn           hti 
\m bt   -n    kmi     thof     -m   be   yima   yop yuha -m   -n     hti 
\g then -EMP  village resident -3PL CNJ  person burypath -3PL -S.SET see 
\p conj -emph n       der.sfx  -png conj n      v   n    -png -emph  v 
 
\t hasomoum. 
\m haso     -mo      -u        -m 
\g PROG     -R.PST   -IMPF     -3PL 
\p temp.asp -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f Then the villagers watched the path to the cemetery. 
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\ref 018 
\t Memoum,                     "To  fitoh       nmoh        yifammam. 
\m me  -mo      -u        -m   to   fitoh       nom -oh     yifamma -m 
\g say -R.PST   -IMPF     -3PL but  where       1PL -GEN.PL parents -3PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png conj comp.interr prn -gen    n       -png 

\f They said, "So where are our parents? 
\ref 019 
\t Amfnahkahtm                                  ahtinomm." 
\m a-        m-        fnah   -kah     -t  -m   a-        hti -nom -m 
\g HORT-     ELEV-     arrive -IRR     -DA -3PL HORT-     see -1PL -3PL 
\p hort.pfx- elev.pfx- v      -irr.sfx -da -png hort.pfx- v   -png -png 

\f Let them come so that we can see them." 
\ref 020 
\t Hti hasoti            hti hasoti            be   tu  nhai mif 
\m hti haso     -ti      hti haso     -ti      be   tu  nhai mif 
\g see PROG     -attempt see PROG     -attempt CNJ  E/R NEG  very 
\p v   temp.asp -adv.asp v   temp.asp -adv.asp conj e/r neg  spec.en 
 
\t tamoht      htirmom. 
\m tamoh  -t   hti -r       -mo      -m 
\g what   -3SF see -IRR     -R.PST   -3PL 
\p interr -png v   -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f They looked and looked but didn't ever see anything. 
\ref 021 
\t Nhai noheh        yimam 
\m nhai noh -eh      yima   -m 
\g NEG  die -DER     person -3PL 
\p neg  v   -der.sfx n      -png 
 
\t mfrdborharmom,                                  nhai yokm 
\m m-        fr    dborha   -r       -mo      -m   nhai yok       -m 
\g ELEV-     swing resemble -IRR     -R.PST   -3PL NEG  caucasion -3PL 
\p elev.pfx- v     v        -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png neg  n         -png 
 
\t kanjo       rhurmom. 
\m kanjo       rhu -r       -mo      -m 
\g like        sit -IRR     -R.PST   -3PL 
\p compar.ptcl v   -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f The dead didn't appear and they didn't become like whiteskins. 
\ref 022 
\t Bok  yimam       rhu garitihato   yima   yuhum 
\m bok  yima   -m   rhu gariti -hato yima   yuhu  -m 
\g many person -3PL sit wait   -SA   person inner -3PL 
\p adj  n      -png v   v      -sa   n      n     -png 
 
\t memomm,                  "Nom ka       yuwi         furemnom. 
\m me    -mo      -m   -m   nom  ka       yuwi         fura -mo      -nom 
\g think -R.PST   -3PL -3PL 1PL  maybe    untruthfully lie  -R.PST   -1PL 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png -png prn  particle adv          v    -tns.sfx -png 

\f They waited and thought, "They tricked to us. 
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\ref 023 
\t To   fitom       bi   htirfonomm?" 
\m to   fitoh  -m   bi   hti -r        -fo      -nom -m 
\g but  which  -3PL PERF see -IRR      -I.PST   -1PL -3PL 
\p conj interr -png adv  v   -irr.sfx  -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f Who have we seen?" 
\ref 024 
\t Be   nitremott               Tunde   yiha dbha    16 Septemba  kmi 
\m be   nitre -mo      -t  -t   Tunde   yiha dbha    16 Septemba  kmi 
\g CNJ  dawn  -R.PST   -DA -3SF Tuesday day  morning 16 September village 
\p conj v     -tns.sfx -da -png n       n    temp    16 n         n 
 
\t kmi     rifinymom            Amboin rparn. 
\m kmi     rifiny -mo      -m   Amboin rpa -r   -n 
\g village gather -R.PST   -3PL Amboin one -3SM -S.SET 
\p n       v      -tns.sfx -png n      adj -png -emph 

\f At dawn on Tuesday September 16 all the villages gathered at Amboin. 
\ref 025 
\t Dbha    8 kilok  yihom    rifinymotm               polism 
\m dbha    8 kilok  yihom    rifiny -mo      -t  -m   polis  -m 
\g morning 8 oclock ELEV     gather -R.PST   -DA -3PL police -3PL 
\p temp    8 n      elev.pfx v      -tns.sfx -da -png n      -png 
 
\t mashato     Astreriaroh            birakr 
\m mas   -hato Astreria  -m   -oh     birak -r 
\g march -SA   Australia -3PL -GEN.PL flag  -3SM 
\p v     -sa   n         -png -gen    n     -png 
 
\t yaktfhamomr                        tu  Astreriaroh 
\m yak-      tfha  -mo      -m   -r   tu  Astreria  -m   -oh 
\g CAUS-     lower -R.PST   -3PL -3SM E/R Australia -3PL -GEN.PL 
\p caus.pfx- v     -tns.sfx -png -png e/r n         -png -gen 
 
\t yokr           rihemom,                     dbima tu  Papua 
\m yok       -r   ri-       he   -mo      -m   dbima tu  Papua 
\g caucasion -3SM ELEV-     give -R.PST   -3PL again E/R Papua 
\p n         -png elev.pfx- v    -tns.sfx -png adv   e/r n 
 
\t Niuginiroh              birakr     muhmor. 
\m Niugini    -m   -oh     birak -r   muh   -mo      -r 
\g New Guinea -3PL -GEN.PL flag  -3SM climb -R.PST   -3SM 
\p n          -png -gen    n     -png v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f They gathered at 8 oclock in the morning and the police marched and they lowered the Australian flag, 
gave it to the Australian, and then raised the Papua New Guinea flag. 
\ref 026 
\t Be   tunmoh           birakr     muhmotr                 kfo  nuhas 
\m be   tu  -nom -oh     birak -r   muh   -mo      -t  -r   kfo  nuhas 
\g CNJ  E/R -1PL -GEN.PL flag  -3SM climb -R.PST   -DA -3SM tell show 
\p conj e/r -png -gen    n     -png v     -tns.sfx -da -png v    adverb 
 
\t memomnom,              "Astreriam     be   bi 
\m me  -mo      -m   -nom Astreria  -m   be   bi 
\g say -R.PST   -3PL -1PL Australia -3PL CNJ  PERF 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png n         -png conj adv 
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\t htanywomnom. 
\m htany -wo      -mo      -nom 
\g leave -PRES    -R.PST   -1PL 
\p v     -tns.sfx -tns.sfx -png 

\f They raised our flag and said to us, "The Australians are leaving us. 
\ref 027 
\t Nhai rom nyingatikko   tohrhwatm                           nmoh 
\m nhai rom nyingatik -ko toh   -rah     -a     -t       -m   nom -oh 
\g NEG  3PL face      -AL stand -FUT     -PRSUP -FUT.IRR -3PL 1PL -GEN.PL 
\p neg  prn n         -al v     -tns.sfx -prsup -fut.irr -png prn -gen 
 
\t mongko       be   inji tohrahm. 
\m mong     -ko be   inji toh   -rah     -m 
\g backside -AL CNJ  thus stand -FUT     -3PL 
\p n        -al conj adv  v     -tns.sfx -png 

\f They will not be leading, they will stand behind us. 
\ref 028 
\t Ndar          indipendenshu     kfo  nuhas  mrokfeft     na  Jude 
\m nd  -ar       indipendens  -hu  kfo  nuhas  mrokfef -t   na  Jude 
\g DEM -near     independence -GEN tell show   talk    -3SF 1PS Jude 
\p dem -deic.sfx n            -gen v    adverb n       -png prn n 
 
\t Mengumaria     Yamkopnthu        yima   namo        nefm 
\m Mengumari -a   Yamkopn -t   -hu  yima   na -mo      nef    -m 
\g Mengumari -1S  Yamkopn -3SF -GEN person do -R.PST   action -3PL 
\p n         -png n       -png -gen n      v  -tns.sfx n      -png 
 
\t htihato   wandfamoyanm. 
\m hti -hato wandfa -mo      -a   -m 
\g see -SA   write  -R.PST   -1S  -3PL 
\p v   -sa   v      -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I, Jude Mengumari, saw what the people of Yamkopnt did and I  wrote this story about independence. 
\ref 029 
\t Be injirpa. 

\f That's all. 
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Appendix E: 1 Peter 3:18 exhortation 

\ref 001 
\t Jisasr wiknamornom,             memor,            "Tfit 
\m Jisas  wikna -mo      -r   -nom me  -mo      -r   tfit 
\g Jesus  buy   -R.PST   -3SM -1PL say -R.PST   -3SM again 
\p n      v     -tns.sfx -png -png v   -tns.sfx -png adv 
 
\t mirahko           tamoh  tamoh  hingrnefm 
\m mi  -rah     -ko  tamoh  tamoh  hingrna -nef -m 
\g say -FUT     -2PL what   what   work    -NOM -3PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png interr interr v       -nom -png 
 
\t ahingrnanom,           nhai. 
\m a-        hingrna -nom nhai 
\g HORT-     work    -1PL NEG 
\p hort.pfx- v       -png neg 

\f Jesus bought us and said, "Do not make various (evil) works again, no. 
\ref 002 
\t Na  bi   wikniyanko. 
\m na  bi   wikna -a   -ko 
\g 1PS PERF buy   -1S  -2PL 
\p prn adv  v     -png -png 

\f I have bought you. 
\ref 003 
\t To   narhwakomn,                    tfit  tfit 
\m to   na -rah     -a     -ko  -n     tfit  tfit 
\g but  do -FUT     -PRSUP -2PL -G.DEP again again 
\p conj v  -tns.sfx -prsup -png -g.dep adv   adv 
 
\t hingrnarhwakomm,                  nd  hingrnefm,        behoh 
\m hingrna -rah     -a     -ko  -m   nd  hingrna -nef -m   behoh 
\g work    -FUT     -PRSUP -2PL -3PL DEM work    -NOM -3PL bad 
\p v       -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png dem v       -nom -png adj 
 
\t hingrnefm,        ufasoh fasoh hingrnefm         nd 
\m hingrna -nef -m   ufasoh fasoh hingrna -nef -m   nd 
\g work    -NOM -3PL bad    bad   work    -NOM -3PL DEM 
\p v       -nom -png adj    adj   v       -nom -png dem 
 
\t bbnysofthum,           to   tfit  frohm 
\m bbnysof -t   -hu  -m   to   tfit  froh   -m 
\g ground  -3SF -GEN -3PL but  again who    -3PL 
\p n       -png -gen -png conj adv   interr -png 
 
\t nohrhwamko? 
\m noh -rah     -a     -m   -ko 
\g die -FUT     -PRSUP -3PL -2PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png 

\f For if you do, if you again and again make them, those things which are evil and bad and of the 
ground, who will die for you again? 
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\ref 004 
\t Nhai. 
\m nhai 
\g NEG 
\p neg 

\f No one. 
\ref 005 
\t Na  rpa yimaya,     dborioh yimaya      bi   fnoha. 
\m na  rpa yima   -a   dborioh yima   -a   bi   f-       noh -a 
\g 1PS one person -1S  good    person -1S  PERF I.PST-   die -1S 
\p prn adj n      -png adj     n      -png adv  tns.pfx- v   -png 

\f Only I who am good have died. 
\ref 006 
\t Nohhato,  wikniyanko. 
\m noh -hato wikna -a   -ko 
\g die -SA   buy   -1S  -2PL 
\p v   -sa   v     -png -png 

\f I died and bought you. 
\ref 007 
\t Na  fak       thuanm           nd  ufasoh fasoh nefm. 
\m na  yak-      thu    -a   -m   nd  ufasoh fasoh nef    -m 
\g 1PS CAUS-     remove -1S  -3PL DEM bad    bad   action -3PL 
\p prn caus.pfx- v      -png -png dem adj    adj   n      -png 

\f I removed your evil ways. 
\ref 008 
\t Fak       thu    frekiyanm,        bi   tafont 
\m yak-      thu    freki   -a   -m   bi   tafon    -t 
\g CAUS-     remove totally -1S  -3PL PERF clearing -3SF 
\p caus.pfx- v      adv.asp -png -png adv  n        -png 
 
\t htiwanko. 
\m hti -wo      -a   -ko 
\g put -PRES    -1S  -2PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I totally removed them and have put them in the open. 
\ref 009 
\t Tfit  mirahko           tamoh  tamoh  nefm        ananom, 
\m tfit  mi  -rah     -ko  tamoh  tamoh  nef    -m   a-        na -nom 
\g again say -FUT     -2PL what   what   action -3PL HORT-     do -1PL 
\p adv   v   -tns.sfx -png interr interr n      -png hort.pfx- v  -png 
 
\t nhai. 
\m nhai 
\g NEG 
\p neg 

\f Don't do various (evil) things again, no. 
\ref 010 
\t Na  Bro Yifemrnko                  tkruefira,              na  dborioh 
\m na  bro yifem  -r   -n    -ko      tkru -afo     -r   -a   na  dborioh 
\g 1PS big father -3SM -EMP  -ELEV    send -PROL    -3SM -1S  1PS good 
\p prn adj n      -png -emph -elev.en v    -adv.asp -png -png prn adj 
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\t yimayann          nikmoh       tkitt      fekant. 
\m yima   -a   -n    niko -oh     tkit  -t   yak -a   -t 
\g person -1S  -EMP  2PL  -GEN.PL place -3SF get -1S  -3SF 
\p n      -png -emph prn  -gen    n     -png v   -png -png 

\f God above sent me and I, a good man, took your place. 
\ref 011 
\t Nikmoh       tkitt      yekant,       fnoha. 
\m niko -oh     tkit  -t   yak -a   -t   f-       noh -a 
\g 2PL  -GEN.PL place -3SF get -1S  -3SF I.PST-   die -1S 
\p prn  -gen    n     -png v   -png -png tns.pfx- v   -png 

\f I took your place and died. 
\ref 012 
\t Nohhato,  wikniyanko      bi. 
\m noh -hato wikna -a   -ko  bi 
\g die -SA   buy   -1S  -2PL PERF 
\p v   -sa   v     -png -png adv 

\f I died and have bought you. 
\ref 013 
\t Be   warhu          marnyetwako. 
\m be   wa-        rhu marnya -twa     -ko 
\g CNJ  IMPER-     sit well   -IRR     -2PL 
\p conj imper.pfx- v   adverb -irr.sfx -png 

\f So you must live right. 
\ref 014 
\t Tfit  mirahko           tamoh  tamoh  nefm        ananom, 
\m tfit  mi  -rah     -ko  tamoh  tamoh  nef    -m   a-        na -nom 
\g again say -FUT     -2PL what   what   action -3PL HORT-     do -1PL 
\p adv   v   -tns.sfx -png interr interr n      -png hort.pfx- v  -png 
 
\t nhai. 
\m nhai 
\g NEG 
\p neg 

\f Don't do various (evil) things again, no. 
\ref 015 
\t To   ndhtet       nefm        narhwakomn, 
\m to   nd  -htet    nef    -m   na -rah     -a     -ko  -n 
\g but  DEM -kind_of action -3PL do -FUT     -PRSUP -2PL -G.DEP 
\p conj dem -n.sfx   n      -png v  -tns.sfx -prsup -png -g.dep 
 
\t bbinsoft     tfit  yifungtarhwatt,                           to 
\m bbnysof -t   tfit  yifung -ta       -rah     -a     -t  -t   to 
\g ground  -3SF again night  -become   -FUT     -PRSUP -DA -3SF but 
\p n       -png adv   temp   -temp.asp -tns.sfx -prsup -da -png conj 
 
\t frohm       wiknarhwamko? 
\m froh   -m   wikna -rah     -a     -m   -ko 
\g who    -3PL buy   -FUT     -PRSUP -3PL -2PL 
\p interr -png v     -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png 

\f For if you do these kinds of things, and the ground becomes night, who will die for you? 
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\ref 016 
\t Nhai. 
\m nhai 
\g NEG 
\p neg 

\f No one. 
\ref 017 
\t Na  finji kfo  marifora                        tfitn,     Hus nohf 
\m na  finji kfo  me  -r       -fo      -r   -a   tfit -n    hus noh -f 
\g 1PS NEG   tell say -IRR     -I.PST   -3SM -1S  then -EMP  two die -3D 
\p prn neg   v    v   -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -png -png conj -emph adj v   -png 
 
\t wanohtwa. 
\m wa-        noh -twa 
\g IMPER-     die -IRR 
\p imper.pfx- v   -irr.sfx 

\f God hasn't said to me again, "You must die twice." 
\ref 018 
\t Garonpam            nohhato,  tfitn      wompam 
\m garon -pa      -m   noh -hato tfit -n    wompam 
\g once  -DER     -3PL die -SA   then -EMP  again 
\p n     -der.sfx -png v   -sa   conj -emph adv 
 
\t wanohtwa. 
\m wa-        noh -twa 
\g IMPER-     die -IRR 
\p imper.pfx- v   -irr.sfx 

\f "Die once and then die another time." 
\ref 019 
\t Nhai. 
\m nhai 
\g NEG 
\p neg 

\f No. 
\ref 020 
\t Na  bi   rpa yha nieann,          yi nohann,         be   bi   wikna 
\m na  bi   rpa yha nia  -a   -n     yi noh -a   -n     be   bi   wikna 
\g 1PS PERF one day come -1S  -G.DEP go die -1S  -G.DEP CNJ  PERF buy 
\p prn adv  adj n   v    -png -g.dep v  v   -png -g.dep conj adv  v 
 
\t tanyanko           nanhu    kukupaye. 
\m tany     -a   -ko  na  -hu  kukupa -e 
\g DPTV     -1S  -2PL 1PS -GEN blood  -MEANS 
\p temp.asp -png -png prn -gen n      -instr 

\f I have come once and went to die, and have bought you with my blood. 
\ref 021 
\t Wikniyanko,     be   warhu          marnyetwako. 
\m wikna -a   -ko  be   wa-        rhu marnya -twa     -ko 
\g buy   -1S  -2PL CNJ  IMPER-     sit well   -IRR     -2PL 
\p v     -png -png conj imper.pfx- v   adverb -irr.sfx -png 

\f I bought you, so you must live right. 
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\ref 022 
\t Na  yitwayann,                     tfit  nierhwa. 
\m na  yi -wo      -a     -a   -n     tfit  nia  -rah     -a 
\g 1PS go -PRES    -PRSUP -1S  -G.DEP again come -FUT     -1S 
\p prn v  -tns.sfx -prsup -png -g.dep adv   v    -tns.sfx -png 

\f I went and I will come back again. 
\ref 023 
\t Rhu marnya hasetkomn,                  be 
\m rhu marnya haso     -et    -ko  -n     be 
\g sit well   PROG     -POSSD -2PL -G.DEP CNJ 
\p v   adverb temp.asp -possd -png -g.dep conj 
 
\t miyakrhwanko,                    tfit  mirahko           tamoh  tamoh 
\m mi-       yak -rah     -a   -ko  tfit  mi  -rah     -ko  tamoh  tamoh 
\g ELEV-     get -FUT     -1S  -2PL again say -FUT     -2PL what   what 
\p elev.pfx- v   -tns.sfx -png -png adv   v   -tns.sfx -png interr interr 
 
\t nefm        ananom. 
\m nef    -m   a-        na -nom 
\g action -3PL HORT-     do -1PL 
\p n      -png hort.pfx- v  -png 

\f Continue living right and I will come get you and don't do various (evil) things again. 
\ref 024 
\t Na  dborioh yimayann          fnohanko. 
\m na  dborioh yima   -a   -n    f-       noh -a   -ko 
\g 1PS good    person -1S  -EMP  I.PST-   die -1S  -2PL 
\p prn adj     n      -png -emph tns.pfx- v   -png -png 

\f I, a good man, died for you. 
\ref 025 
\t Nohanko,      bi   wikniyanko      kukupaye. 
\m noh -a   -ko  bi   wikna -a   -ko  kukupa -e 
\g die -1S  -2PL PERF buy   -1S  -2PL blood  -MEANS 
\p v   -png -png adv  v     -png -png n      -instr 

\f I died and have bought you with my blood. 
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Appendix F: Shepherding 

\ref 001 
\t Yimar,      sifsifroh           tohukatohyukr,      rorhu 
\m yima   -r   sifsif -m   -oh     tohukatoh -yuk -r   ror -hu 
\g person -3SM sheep  -3PL -GEN.PL watch     -PUR -3SM 3SM -GEN 
\p n      -png n      -png -gen    v         -pur -png prn -gen 
 
\t hingrnefm          nhai rpam,    be   tu  bokm. 
\m hingrna -nef  -m   nhai rpa -m   be   tu  bok  -m 
\g work    -NOM  -3PL NEG  one -3PL CNJ  E/R many -3PL 
\p v       -nom  -png neg  adj -png conj e/r adj  -png 

\f The man who is the shepherd of the sheep has many things to do, not just one thing. 
\ref 002 
\t Rorhu    barkof hingrneft,        sifsifroh 
\m ror -hu  barkof hingrna -nef -t   sifsif -m   -oh 
\g 3SM -GEN first  work    -NOM -3SF sheep  -3PL -GEN.PL 
\p prn -gen adj    v       -nom -png n      -png -gen 
 
\t uhatoh               ahatoh               yikfot. 
\m u-        hatoh      a-        hatoh      yi -kfot 
\g far-      watch.over near-     watch.over go -INF 
\p deic.pfx- v          deic.pfx- v          v  -inf 

\f His first job is to go keep watch of the sheep 
\ref 003 
\t Sifsifm     kipr  yat      yineft        rorn 
\m sifsif -m   kipr  ye  -t   yi -nef  -t   ror -n 
\g sheep  -3PL grass eat -INF go -NOM  -3SF 3SM -EMP 
\p n      -png n     v   -inf v  -nom  -png prn -emph 
 
\t tfanyaknihato                  hanykfot. 
\m tfany -yak     -ni       -hato hany -kfot 
\g ***   -get     -CPL      -SA   take -INF 
\p v     -adv.asp -temp.asp -sa   v    -inf 

\f When the sheep go to eat he takes them. 
\ref 004 
\t Rorn      tohakhato            sifsifm     mongtn. 
\m ror -n    toh   -yak     -hato sifsif -m   mong     -t   -n 
\g 3SM -EMP  stand -get     -SA   sheep  -3PL backside -3SF -S.SET 
\p prn -emph v     -adv.asp -sa   n      -png n        -png -emph 

\f He stands in the lead and they stay behind him. 
\ref 005 
\t Kipret        tkitm      hanyhato   mhatoh               yukatohhato 
\m kipr  -et     tkit  -m   hany -hato m-        hatoh      yukatoh -hato 
\g grass -POSSD  place -3PL take -SA   ELEV-     watch.over watch   -SA 
\p n     -possd  n     -png v    -sa   elev.pfx- v          v       -sa 
 
\t sifsifm     kiprt      yakfot. 
\m sifsif -m   kipr  -t   ye  -kfot 
\g sheep  -3PL grass -3SF eat -INF 
\p n      -png n     -png v   -inf 

\f He takes them to a grassy place and watches over them as they eat. 
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\ref 006 
\t Yi hany,    yi hany     ndhart        kiprt      bi   fe 
\m yi hany     yi hany     ndha     -t   kipr  -t   bi   ye 
\g go CONT     go CONT     here     -3SF grass -3SF PERF eat 
\p v  temp.asp v  temp.asp comp.dem -png n     -png adv  v 
 
\t bugemt,           tfit  wom  tkitt      hanykfot. 
\m buga    -m   -t   tfit  wom  tkit  -t   hany -kfot 
\g all     -3PL -3SF again DEM  place -3SF take -INF 
\p adv.asp -png -png adv   adj  n     -png v    -inf 

\f They go for a while and when they have eaten all the grass he takes them again to another  
place. 

\ref 007 
\t Be   inji na habrikfot. 
\m be   inji na habri    -kfot 
\g CNJ  thus do encircle -INF 
\p conj adv  v  spat.asp -inf 

\f They go around doing this. 
\ref 008 
\t Bi   krifet           tfit  kmifako   hanykfot. 
\m bi   krif      -et    tfit  kmifa -ko hany -kfot 
\g PERF afternoon -POSSD again yard  -AL take -INF 
\p adv  temp      -possd adv   n     -al v    -inf 

\f When it is afternoon he takes them back to the pen again. 
\ref 009 
\t Hanyhato   kabofkne neftpno          thomnakfot. 
\m hany -hato kabofkne nef    -t   -pno thomna -kfot 
\g take -SA   corral   NOM    -3SF -REF count  -INF 
\p v    -sa   v        nom    -png -ref v      -inf 

\f He takes them while corraling them he counts them. 
\ref 010 
\t Thomnaafo       hany,    thomnaafo       hany,    tu 
\m thomna -afo     hany     thomna -afo     hany     tu 
\g count  -PROL    CONT     count  -PROL    CONT     E/R 
\p v      -adv.asp temp.asp v      -adv.asp temp.asp e/r 
 
\t thomnafat            fekme,         awi    hifa. 
\m thomna -fa      -t   yak -m   -e    awi    hifa 
\g count  -amount  -3SF get -3PL -COND wait   good 
\p v      -der.sfx -png v   -png -cond interj adjective 

\f He counts them as they enter and if he gets the right number, everything is alright. 
\ref 011 
\t Nhai womr     hti hambrirr         -o    thomnafat            nhai 
\m nhai wom -r   hti hambro -r   -r   -o    thomna -fa      -t   nhai 
\g NEG  DEM -3SM see lose   -3SM -3SM -or   count  -amount  -3SF NEG 
\p neg  adj -png v   v      -png -png -coor v      -der.sfx -png neg 
 
\t yakrfot,                   yima   yuhur      nhai marnyakfot. 
\m yak -r       -fo      -t   yima   yuhu  -r   nhai marnya -kfot 
\g get -IRR     -I.PST   -INF person inner -3SM NEG  well   -INF 
\p v   -irr.sfx -tns.sfx -inf n      n     -png neg  adverb -inf 

\f If he doesn't see one or gets the wrong number then he is not satisfied. 
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\ref 012 
\t Womm     kabofkne rmon tany     bugahato      kiyakt. 
\m wom -m   kabofkne rmon tany     buga    -hato kiyak -t 
\g DEM -3PL corral   pile DPTV     all     -SA   close -INF 
\p adj -png v        v    temp.asp adv.asp -sa   v     -inf 

\f He corrals the others together and locks them in. 
\ref 013 
\t Kiyak hmbri    tanyhato       tfit  womrhu        hambrot     yikfot. 
\m kiyak hmbre    tany     -hato tfit  wom -r   -hu  hambro -t   yi -kfot 
\g close put_into DPTV     -SA   again DEM -3SM -GEN search -INF go -INF 
\p v     v        temp.asp -sa   adv   adj -png -gen v      -inf v  -inf 

\f He locks them in and goes back to find the other. 
\ref 014 
\t Hambro hanyhato       bi   fekrr         ee   yima   yuhur 
\m hambro hany     -hato bi   yak -r   -r   ee   yima   yuhu  -r 
\g search CONT     -SA   PERF get -3SM -3SM then person inner -3SM 
\p v      temp.asp -sa   adv  v   -png -png conj n      n     -png 
 
\t mirhukfot. 
\m mi-       rhu -kfot 
\g ELEV-     sit -INF 
\p elev.pfx- v   -inf 

\f He searches and when he has gotten him then his mind is settled. 
\ref 015 
\t O    womnam        tuha  kipr  ye  tkitt      thomnahato   womr     hti 
\m o    womna    -m   tuha  kipr  ye  tkit  -t   thomna -hato wom -r   hti 
\g or   sometime -3PL there grass eat place -3SF count  -SA   DEM -3SM see 
\p coor n        -png deic  n     v   n     -png v      -sa   adj -png v 
 
\t hambrirr,        be   womm     tuha  htanyhato   tfit  afo 
\m hambro -r   -r   be   wom -m   tuha  htany -hato tfit  afo 
\g lose   -3SM -3SM CNJ  DEM -3PL there leave -SA   again first 
\p v      -png -png conj adj -png deic  v     -sa   adv   adv 
 
\t womrhu        hambrot     yikfot. 
\m wom -r   -hu  hambro -t   yi -kfot 
\g DEM -3SM -GEN search -3SF go -INF 
\p adj -png -gen v      -png v  -inf 

\f Or if sometimes he counts them there where they are eating and misses one, then he leaves the others 
there and goes back to find the other one first. 
\ref 016 
\t Mhambroakhato                   tfit  hnakfot. 
\m m-        hambro -yak     -hato tfit  hna   -kfot 
\g ELEV-     search -get     -SA   again bring -INF 
\p elev.pfx- v      -adv.asp -sa   adv   v     -inf 

\f He finds him and brings him back again. 
\ref 017 
\t Sifsifm     fuhetm           rhuneft       bmbri   kahpam     htakfot. 
\m sifsif -m   fhu  -et    -m   rhu -nef -t   bmbri   kahpa -m   hta -kfot 
\g sheep  -3PL sore -POSSD -3PL sit -NOM -3SF quickly oil   -3PL put -INF 
\p n      -png n    -possd -png v   -nom -png adv     n     -png v   -inf 

\f If the sheep have a sore, he quickly puts oil on it. 
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\ref 018 
\t Kahpam     tu  sifsifroh           kommn            yiho 
\m kahpa -m   tu  sifsif -m   -oh     kom  -m   -n     yihom 
\g oil   -3PL E/R sheep  -3PL -GEN.PL horn -3PL -S.SET ELEV 
\p n     -png e/r n      -png -gen    n    -png -emph  elev.pfx 
 
\t tuafomoamm                                  kahpam 
\m tu       -afo     -mo      -a     -m   -m   kahpa -m 
\g puncture -PROL    -R.PST   -PRSUP -3PL -3PL oil   -3PL 
\p v        -adv.asp -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png n     -png 
 
\t hmbrenihato              hanymoumm. 
\m hmbre    -ni       -hato hany -mo      -u        -m   -m 
\g put_into -CPL      -SA   take -R.PST   -IMPF     -3PL -3PL 
\p v        -temp.asp -sa   v    -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png -png 

\f They used to hollow out sheep's horns and fill them with oil and take them with them. 
\ref 019 
\t Sifsifm     bupa   yat      yineft       nhai tonayet     tkitm 
\m sifsif -m   bupa   ye  -t   yi -nef -t   nhai tone -et    tkit  -m 
\g sheep  -3PL water  eat -INF go -NOM -3SF NEG  run  -POSSD place -3PL 
\p n      -png comp.n v   -inf v  -nom -png neg  v    -possd n     -png 
 
\t hanykfot. 
\m hany -kfot 
\g take -INF 
\p v    -inf 

\f When the sheep go to drink water he dosen't take them to places for running. 
\ref 020 
\t Yuwi       tkitm      hanyhato   sifsifm     bupa   yakfot. 
\m yuwi       tkit  -m   hany -hato sifsif -m   bupa   ye  -kfot 
\g precarious place -3PL take -SA   sheep  -3PL water  eat -INF 
\p adj        n     -png v    -sa   n      -png comp.n v   -inf 

\f He takes them to a precarious place to drink. 
\ref 021 
\t Womnam        bujimn           hanymoamm                      bupa 
\m womna    -m   buj  -m   -n     hany -mo      -a     -m   -m   bupa 
\g sometime -3PL pool -3PL -S.SET take -R.PST   -PRSUP -3PL -3PL water 
\p n        -png n    -png -emph  v    -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png comp.n 
 
\t kamoum. 
\m ye  -mo      -u        -m 
\g eat -R.PST   -IMPF     -3PL 
\p v   -tns.sfx -impf.sfx -png 

\f Sometimes they used to take them to pools and they would drink water. 
\ref 022 
\t Tekm       hayukneft       nhaf     inji. 
\m tek   -m   hayuk -nef -t   nhaf     inji 
\g river -3PL ford  -NOM -3SF also     thus 
\p n     -png v     -nom -png particle adv 

\f Fording rivers was the same way. 
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\ref 023 
\t Hifa      tkitmn            wiyau hayukkfot. 
\m hifa      tkit  -m   -n     yau   hayuk -kfot 
\g good      place -3PL -S.SET walk  ford  -INF 
\p adjective n     -png -emph  v     v     -inf 

\f They walk across at good places 
\ref 024 
\t Tom     inji sifsifmi          sifsifroh 
\m to -m   inji sifsif -m   -i    sifsif -m   -oh 
\g be -3PL thus sheep  -3PL -and  sheep  -3PL -GEN.PL 
\p v  -png adv  n      -png -coor n      -png -gen 
 
\t tohukatohroh           kfo  nuhas  mrokfefm. 
\m tohukatoh -m   -oh     kfo  nuhas  mrokfef -m 
\g watch     -3PL -GEN.PL tell tell   talk    -3PL 
\p v         -png -gen    v    adverb n       -png 

\f Thus is the description of sheep and shepherds.  
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Appendix G: Canoe building 

\ref 001 
\t Na  doh   mir       kohwanr. 
\m na  doh   mi   -r   yoh  -wo      -a   -r 
\g 1PS canoe tree -3SM fell -PRES    -1S  -3SM 
\p prn n     n    -png v    -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I fell a canoe log. 
\ref 002 
\t Doh   mir   yohwayanr,                     gha 
\m doh   mir   yoh  -wo      -a     -a   -r   gha 
\g canoe noise fell -PRES    -PRSUP -1S  -3SM top 
\p n     v     v    -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png n 
 
\t pukwayanr,                    ee   trfiwanr. 
\m puk -wo      -a     -a   -r   ee   trfa  -wo      -a   -r 
\g cut -PRES    -PRSUP -1S  -3SM then shape -PRES    -1S  -3SM 
\p v   -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png conj v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I fell it, cut off the top and then shape it. 
\ref 003 
\t Trfa  buganihato,             yifhim     mfham 
\m trfa  buga    -ni       -hato yifhi -m   mfha -m 
\g shape all     -CPL      -SA   stern -3PL head -3PL 
\p v     adv.asp -temp.asp -sa   n     -png n    -png 
 
\t tatriwanr. 
\m tatro -wo      -a   -r 
\g form  -PRES    -1S  -3SM 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I finish all the shaping and form the stern and bow. 
\ref 004 
\t Tatronihato,          ha   wohne      bugiwanr                   doh 
\m tatro -ni       -hato ha   wohne      buga    -wo      -a   -r   doh 
\g form  -CPL      -SA   chop hollow_out all     -PRES    -1S  -3SM canoe 
\p v     -temp.asp -sa   v    v          adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png n 
 
\t mir. 
\m mi   -r 
\g tree -3SM 
\p n    -png 

\f I finish forming it and hollow out all the canoe log. 
\ref 005 
\t Ha   wohne      buganihato,             hingrna bugiwanr. 
\m ha   wohne      buga    -ni       -hato hingrna buga    -wo      -a   -r 
\g chop hollow_out all     -CPL      -SA   work    all     -PRES    -1S  -3SM 
\p v    v          adv.asp -temp.asp -sa   v       adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I hollow it all out and make it all. 
\ref 006 
\t Hingrna bugani            yifhim     mfham, 
\m hingrna buga    -ni       yifhi -m   mfha -m 
\g work    all     -CPL      stern -3PL head -3PL 
\p v       adv.asp -temp.asp n     -png n    -png 
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\t yaktrufwayanr,                            tehwonomr. 
\m yak-      truf  -wo      -a     -a   -r   teh  -wo      -nom -r 
\g CAUS-     shave -PRES    -PRSUP -1S  -3SM pull -PRES    -1PL -3SM 
\p caus.pfx- v     -tns.sfx -prsup -png -png v    -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I finish making all of the stern and bow, shave the sides and we pull it. 
\ref 007 
\t Tehhato,   kmiko       hanitayanr,           kak 
\m teh  -hato kmi     -ko hany -a     -a   -r   yak- 
\g pull -SA   village -AL take -PRSUP -1S  -3SM CAUS- 
\p v    -sa   n       -al v    -prsup -png -png caus.pfx- 
 
\t trufwanr. 
\m truf  -wo      -a   -r 
\g shave -PRES    -1S  -3SM 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f We pull it, take it to the village and I shave it more. 
\ref 008 
\t Yaktrufhato,          harikiwor            marrn. 
\m yak-      truf  -hato hariko -wo      -r   mar -r   -n 
\g CAUS-     shave -SA   warm   -PRES    -3SM sun -3SM -S.SET 
\p caus.pfx- v     -sa   v      -tns.sfx -png n   -png -emph 

\f I shave it and it dries in the sun. 
\ref 009 
\t Marr     harikiwatr,                     dohrhu          mfhar 
\m mar -r   hariko -wo      -a     -t  -r   doh   -r   -hu  mfha -r 
\g sun -3SM warm   -PRES    -PRSUP -DA -3SM canoe -3SM -GEN head -3SM 
\p n   -png v      -tns.sfx -prsup -da -png n     -png -gen n    -png 
 
\t tthwanr                  mugr           mfhar. 
\m tth   -wo      -a   -r   mug       -r   mfha -r 
\g carve -PRES    -1S  -3SM crocodile -3SM head -3SM 
\p v     -tns.sfx -png -png n         -png n    -png 

\f It dries in the sun and I carve the crocodile head in the bow. 
\ref 010 
\t Tth   bugani,           kasohm     gdbofhato,  ee   tariyohnefthu 
\m tth   buga    -ni       kasoh -m   gdbof -hato ee   tariyoh -nef -t   -hu 
\g carve all     -CPL      hole  -3PL drill -SA   then cook    -NOM -3SF -GEN 
\p v     adv.asp -temp.asp n   -png v     -sa   conj v       -nom -png -gen 
 
\t gtwam                   kekwanm. 
\m g            -twa  -m   yak -wo      -a   -m 
\g s.palm.heart -leaf -3PL get -PRES    -1S  -3PL 
\p n            -n    -png v   -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I finish carving it all, drill the tethering holes and then get the sago leaves for scorching it. 
\ref 011 
\t Gtwam                   yakhakru,     toh   rmon bugahato,     yo 
\m g            -twa  -m   yak -hakru    toh   rmon buga    -hato yo 
\g s.palm.heart -leaf -3PL get -HAB      stand pile all     -SA   INTERJ 
\p n            -n    -png v   -temp.asp v     v    adv.asp -sa   interj.ptcl 
 
\t gr   mim      tuwanm. 
\m gr   mi  -m   tu    -wo      -a   -m 
\g pole say -3PL throw -PRES    -1S  -3PL 
\p n    v   -png v     -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I work at getting the leaves, put them all in a pile and then stick poles in the ground. 
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\ref 012 
\t Gr   mim       tuhato,     dohr       yak yura     hta, ee 
\m gr   mi   -m   tu    -hato doh   -r   yak yurak    hta  ee 
\g pole tree -3PL throw -SA   canoe -3SM get above    put  then 
\p n    n    -png v     -sa   n     -png v   posnl.rt v    conj 
 
\t gtwam                   kabofkniwanm. 
\m g            -twa  -m   kabofkni -wo      -a   -m 
\g s.palm.heart -leaf -3PL stuff    -PRES    -1S  -3PL 
\p n            -n    -png v        -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I stick the poles, put the canoe up on them and then stuff leaves inside. 
\ref 013 
\t Gtwam                   kabofknihato,  yirok    korhofm       tibiamhato 
\m g            -twa  -m   kabofkni -hato yiro     korhof   -m   tibiam -hato 
\g s.palm.heart -leaf -3PL insert   -SA   inside   situated -3PL secure -SA 
\p n            -n    -png v        -sa   posnl.rt adj      -png v      -sa 
 
\t dohr,      yhom     hta fnahni bugahato,     dohr       yirokt        yak 
\m doh   -r   yihom    hta fnahni buga    -hato doh   -r   yiro     -t   yak 
\g canoe -3SM ELEV     put exit   all     -SA   canoe -3SM inside   -3SF get 
\p n     -png elev.pfx v   v      adv.asp -sa   n     -png posnl.rt -png v 
 
\t kekutafo,       ee   hta wusefiwanr. 
\m krekut -afo     ee   hta wus -afo     -wo      -a   -r 
\g turn   -PROL    then put *** -PROL    -PRES    -1S  -3SM 
\p v      -adv.asp conj v   *** -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I stuff in leaves, secure the ones inside of the canoe, clear away all the other leaves, turn the canoe so 
its inner side is down and then put fire along it. 
\ref 014 
\t Hta wusafhato,            yirokt        bi   kurni          bugar. 
\m hta wus    -afo     -hato yiro     -t   bi   kur  -ni       buga    -r 
\g put ignite -PROL    -SA   inside   -3SF PERF burn -CPL      all     -3SM 
\p v   v      -adv.asp -sa   posnl.rt -png adv  v    -temp.asp adv.asp -png 

\f I put fire along it until all of the inside has burned. 
\ref 015 
\t Bi   kurni          bugar,       tfitn      yak kekutafohato, 
\m bi   kur  -ni       buga    -r   tfit -n    yak krekut -afo     -hato 
\g PERF burn -CPL      all     -3SM then -EMP  get turn   -PROL    -SA 
\p adv  v    -temp.asp adv.asp -png conj -emph v   v      -adv.asp -sa 
 
\t mongkor       gtwam                   htanihato,          ee   hta 
\m mong     -kor g            -twa  -m   hta -ni       -hato ee   hta 
\g backside -AD  s.palm.heart -leaf -3PL put -CPL      -SA   then put 
\p n        -ad  n            -n    -png v   -temp.asp -sa   conj v 
 
\t wusefiwor. 
\m wus    -afo     -wo      -r 
\g ignite -PROL    -PRES    -3SM 
\p v      -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png 

\f After it has all burned, I turn it again, finish putting leaves under its bottom and then put fire along it. 
\ref 016 
\t Hta wusafohato,           bi   kur  buganir,               yo 
\m hta wus    -afo     -hato bi   kur  buga    -ni       -r   yo 
\g put ignite -PROL    -SA   PERF burn all     -CPL      -3SM INTERJ 
\p v   v      -adv.asp -sa   adv  v    adv.asp -temp.asp -png interj.ptcl 
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\t kak       trufefiwanr. 
\m yak-      truf  -afo     -wo      -a   -r 
\g CAUS-     brush -PROL    -PRES    -1S  -3SM 
\p caus.pfx- v     -adv.asp -tns.sfx -png -png 

\f I put fire along it until it has all burned and then make it smooth. 
\ref 017 
\t Yaktrufafohato,                krpam         krparohm 
\m yak-      truf  -afo     -hato krpa     -m   krpa     -m   -oh     -m 
\g CAUS-     shave -PROL    -SA   charcoal -3PL charcoal -3PL -GEN.PL -3PL 
\p caus.pfx- v     -adv.asp -sa   n        -png n        -png -gen    -png 
 
\t tamohrohet                 yohskm                  yakhato,  nde 
\m tamoh  -m   -oh     -et    yoh   sk           -m   yak -hato nd  -e 
\g what   -3PL -GEN.PL -POSSD bilum deteriorated -3PL get -SA   DEM -INSTR 
\p interr -png -gen    -possd n     mod          -png v   -sa   dem -instr 
 
\t trkkfot      dohr. 
\m trk    -kfot doh   -r 
\g smooth -INF  canoe -3SM 
\p v      -inf  n     -png 

\f I shave off the charcoal, get some old bilums for the charcoal and smooth off the canoe with them. 
\ref 018 
\t Trkhato,  trk marnya bo  marnya buga    be. 
\m trk -hato trk marnya bo  marnya buga    be 
\g rub -SA   rub well   CNJ well   all     CNJ 
\p v   -sa   v   adverb lig adverb adv.asp conj 

\f I smooth it and keep smoothing it well until its done. 
\ref 019 
\t Bi   yima   thar tfitn      yak dborhakhato,            teh 
\m bi   yima   thar tfit -n    yak dborha   -yak     -hato teh 
\g PERF person skin then -EMP  get resemble -get     -SA   pull 
\p adv  n      n    conj -emph v   v        -adv.asp -sa   v 
 
\t kahirhato             tektn,            ee   mnangm      yakkfot. 
\m ka-       hir   -hato tek   -t   -n     ee   mnang  -m   yak -kfot 
\g CAUS-     float -SA   river -3SF -S.SET then paddle -3PL get -INF 
\p caus.pfx- v     -sa   n     -png -emph  conj n      -png v   -inf 

\f When it has become like a person's skin, we pull it to float in the river and then get paddles. 
\ref 020 
\t Mnangm      yakhato,  yengo  nfakfot       dohr. 
\m mnang  -m   yak -hato yengo  nfa     -kfot doh   -r 
\g paddle -3PL get -SA   paddle stretch -INF  canoe -3SM 
\p n      -png v   -sa   v      v       -inf  n     -png 

\f We get paddles and test paddle the canoe. 
\ref 021 
\t Dohr       yengo  nfahato,      tfit hanyhato,  bekfat       rim 
\m doh   -r   yengo  nfa     -hato tfit hany -hato bekfa   -t   rim 
\g canoe -3SM paddle stretch -SA   then take -SA   landing -3SF ELEV 
\p n     -png v      v       -sa   conj v    -sa   n       -png elev.pfx 
 
\t dbkafhato,  ttafkfot. 
\m dbkaf -hato ttaf   -kfot 
\g dock  -SA   tether -INF 
\p v     -sa   v      -inf 

\f We test paddle it, take it back, dock it at the landing and tether it. 
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\ref 022 
\t Ttafhato     be. 
\m ttaf   -hato be 
\g tether -SA   CNJ 
\p v      -sa   conj 

\f We tether it and it is done. 
\ref 023 
\t Doh   hingrnaneft       bi   be. 
\m doh   hingrna -nef -t   bi   be 
\g canoe work    -NOM -3SF PERF CNJ 
\p n     v       -nom -png adv  conj 

\f The canoe building is now finished. 
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